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This thesis extends denotational semantics to take account of the resource 
requirements of programs. 
We describe the approach we have taken in modelling the resource requirements 
of programs, and motivate the definition of a monoid M of resource values. A 
connection is established with Moggi's categorical semantics of computations, and 
this connection is exploited to study complexity as a monad constructor. 
A formal system, the com1, for reasoning the resource requirements of 
programs is developed. Operational and denotational semantics are defined for 
this system, and we prove a correspondence theorem. 
We show that Moggi's framework is not sufficiently general to capture all the 
examples of interest to us. Therefore, we define a new class of models based on 
the idea of an external datum. We investigate the relationship between these two 
approaches. 
The new framework is used to investigate various concepts of importance in 
complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms. In particular, we show how to 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Denotational semantics and complexity theory 
A fundamental notion in computer science is that of equivalence between pro-
grams. In general, many different programs will solve any given problem and a 
notion of program equivalence is crucial in making comparisons between them. 
A large part of theoretical computer science, and in particular the study of lan-
guage semantics, is motivated by the need to define suitable notions of equivalence 
between programs. 
The paradigm of equivalence between programs is behavioural equivalence. A 
subclass of the terms of the programming language is defined to be programs and 
a notion of observable behaviour is defined, often by giving an operational seman-
tics for the language. Two programs are then considered equivalent if they have 
the same observable behaviour in all program contexts. There are many differ-
ent notions of observable behaviour, for example, the input-output behaviour of 
a Pascal program or the non-silent events in Milner's calculus for communicat-
ing systems [Mi189]. It is clear that the definition of observable behaviour will 
determine the notion of program equivalence. 
The direct study of equivalence between terms of a programming language is 
often difficult. The difficulties are essentially those of any formal syntactic system 
10 
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and are clearly evidenced if one attempts to read directly a piece of program code 
written in a language such as APL. The theory of denotational semantics was 
developed in the late 1960's by Scott and Strachey [Sto77] to assist in the analysis 
of programming languages and in particular in the study of notions of program 
equivalence. 
The approach is to give a model which is intended to reflect the chosen notion of 
behaviour. Typically, a model will be a mathematical structure such as a category. 
An interpretation of the terms of the programming language as elements of the 
model or "denotational semantics" is given. The idea is to consider programs to 
be equivalent if they are interpreted by the same element of the model. In this 
way, equivalence between terms is reduced to equality in a suitable mathematical 
structure. Clearly, for a model to be appropriate, it must capture our notion of 
behaviour. That is, terms should be identified in the model precisely when we 
consider them to be behaviourally equivalent. When the notion of behaviour is 
formalised by an operational semantics, the task of finding such an appropriate 
model is known as the full abstraction problem [P1o81], [Stou88]. 
There are a number of applications of these ideas. A semantics for a pro-
gramming language can be used to assist in checking the correctness of an imple-
mentation of the language. In specification theory [BuGo8l], [EhMa85] semantic 
techniques are used to prove the correctness of a particular program against some 
predetermined specification of a problem. In each of these areas, there is much in-
terest in developing proof systems for the denotational models so that correctness 
proofs can be automated. 
The study of denotational semantics also has applications in the area of pro-
gramming language design. Studying a model for a programming language can 
enable the designer to improve the language. For example, a language that is 
mathematically elegant is easier to reason about. The programming language 
Standard ML [11MT87] is a fine example of the value of this approach. 
An important notion in computer science which has been largely ignored in 
existing work on semantics is that of resource. Examples of the resource require-
ments of a program are the time it takes to execute and the amount of memory it 
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uses. Resource requirements of programs have traditionally been studied in com-
plexity theory and in the analysis of algorithms. Considerations of resource are 
clearly relevant to the aims of semantics. However, there has been relatively little 
interaction between semantics and these areas of computer science. 
The central aim of this thesis is to study a notion of behaviour in which the re-
source requirements of a program are considered. Thus, given an existing notion of 
behavioural equivalence, we wish to consider two programs to be equivalent if they 
are equivalent in this existing notion and have the same resource requirements. 
In this thesis, we apply the techniques of denotational semantics to study this 
new notion of behaviour. That is, we study models which reflect this notion of 
behaviour and the interpretation of programming languages in such models and 
we develop systems for reasoning about these models. 
We have three main applications of this work in mind. The first is in the formal 
specification and verification of programs. At present, much work is required 
to give a proof of program correctness. For little extra effort, the techniques 
we develop allow a correctness proof to provide information about the resource 
requirements of a system as well. An example of a situation where such an analysis 
would be useful is the verification of part of the control system of a "fly-by-wire" 
aircraft, such as the European Airbus. It may well be important to know that the 
part will perform its computation sufficiently rapidly to respond to some particular 
circumstance, such as the failure of an engine on take-off or landing. 
The second application is to provide software tools which can perform an in-
formal analysis of the resource requirements of a program. An example would be a 
form of compiler which, when given a program, would immediately calculate how 
long the program would take to evaluate. Alas, it follows from the undecidability of 
the halting problem that such a program is impossible. However, we indicate how 
the techniques we develop can be applied to this task. We approach the problems 
in two ways. Firstly, it is possible to develop a system which, given a program, 
provides an expression for the exact resource requirements of the program. The 
catch, of course, is the resource required to evaluate this expression. Secondly, we 
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could develop a system which produces approximate answers. One can hope to 
obtain a system which gives a reasonable estimate of the resource requirements. 
Finally, we hope to provide some insight into the complexity theory of func-
tional languages. One of the main drawbacks of complexity theory is that it is not 
directly applicable to languages with higher order functions, such as ML, or even 
to languages which allow procedures to be passed as parameters, such as Pascal or 
C. Our results are applicable to both the exact and non-exact complexity analysis 
of such languages. 
The remainder of this chapter contains a summary of the basic ideas of denota-
tional semantics and the basic ideas and definitions of complexity theory and the 
analysis of algorithms. We assume a knowledge of the basic definitions of category 
theory such as category, functor, natural transformation and adj unction. Other 
concepts are introduced as needed in the main text. The standard introductory 
text on category theory remains Mac Lane's book [Mac7l]. A more elementary 
introduction which emphasises the applications to computer science is Burstall 
and Rydeheards's book [BuRy88]. Details about denotational semantics may be 
found in [Sto77], about the analysis of algorithms in [AHU75] and about complex-
ity theory in [GaJo79]. We review the existing work in this area and in section 1.4 
we surnrnarise the contents of this thesis. 
1.2 Background theory 
We give a brief summary of the basic ideas of programming language semantics 
and of complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms. 
1.2.1 Programming language semantics 
The notion of a formal language is central to the study of mathematical logic. A 
special class of formal languages, for specifying mathematical operations, is the 
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programming languages. The interest in these languages is mainly owing to their 
implementation on the electronic digital computer. 
As with any formal language, semantics are often given to provide an inter-
pretation of the meaning of the syntax. There are three flavours of programming 
language semantics, operational, axiomatic and denotational. 
In the operational approach, a subclass of the terms is designated as values and 
an evaluation mechanism is given. This is done either by giving an evaluation of the 
language on some abstract machine, such as the SECD machine [Lan64], [Sto77] 
or by giving a relational style partial evaluation function from closed terms to 
values [P1o81], as in the definition of the language Standard ML. 
In the axiomatic approach [Hoa69], the language is treated directly as a logic 
by associating axioms with each statement of the language. This logic is then used 
to prove properties of programs written in the language. 
In the denotational approach, the terms of the programming language are 
interpreted as elements of a suitable mathematical structure. One can then study 
and reason about the programming language by studying and reasoning about the 
model. It is the denotational approach which mostly concerns us here. 
The mathematical structures used in denotational semantics are known as do-
mains. A number of properties are required of a mathematical structure in order 
for it to be a suitable model. For example, a model for the untyped lambda cal-
culus should be isomorphic to the space of endofunctions on it. The first person 
to solve this problem was Dana Scott [5co76] who used the idea of partially or-
dered sets of information to motivate the study of the category CPO of complete 
partial orders and monotone continuous functions. Subsequently, many other cat-
egories with structure have been developed and studied as domains. The standard 
reference on domain theory is Gordon Plotkin's ever expanding but, as yet, still 
unpublished lecture notes [P1o87]. 
Denotational semantics has been successful in giving a formal meaning to a 
wide class of programming languages and in proving properties of languages. A 
problem of denotational semantics is the fact that it ignores many important 
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computational features of languages, such as complexity. In this thesis we attempt 
to address one aspect of this problem. 
1.2.2 Complexity theory 
The notion of resource is central to the study of dynamic aspects of programs and 
programming languages. The most important example of resource is time. How-
ever, there is considerable interest in other examples of resource such as memory 
or the number of times a particular operation is used. 
In different situations, one is interested in different degrees of precision in the 
analysis of the resource requirements of programs. The difference corresponds 
to the difference between a problem, an algorithm and an implementation of an 
algorithm. Informally, a problem is any task that may be solved using a computer. 
Examples are sorting a list of integers or finding a minimal spanning tree in a graph. 
An algorithm is difficult to define precisely. It may best be described as a sequence 
of steps giving a procedure to solve a particular problem. Some examples are the 
quicksort or the mergesort algorithms for solving the sorting problem, the greedy 
algorithm for solving the minimal spanning tree problem or Euclid's algorithm 
for finding a greatest common divisor. An implementation of an algorithm is a 
specific computer program which solves a given problem by following the steps of 
the algorithmic procedure. 
A computational model is chosen, often the Turing machine. The time taken 
by a computation is defined as the number of steps until the computation halts. If 
a computation halts for all possible inputs x, then the time complexity is given 
by the maximum time taken over all inputs of a given size. Other definitions, such 
as the average time, are also used. 
The resource requirements of problems are the subject of computational com-
plexity theory [GaJo79]. The main question that one asks is whether there exists 
a feasible solution to a given problem, where "feasible" is usually considered to be 
synonymous with polynomial time computable. 
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The resource requirements of algorithms are studied in the analysis of algo-
rithms [AHU75]. In the analysis of algorithms, one is interested in choosing 
between different algorithms which solve the same problem. The resource re-
quirements are usually given up to order of magnitude. For example, one says 
the complexity of the quicksort algorithm is 0(n2 ) whereas the complexity of the 
mergesort algorithm is 0(nlogn). 
When analysing the resource requirements of implementations, one is usually 
interested in the exact complexity, for example, the number of seconds it takes a 
particular piece of assembler code to perform its operation. 
In both complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms, program complexity 
is expressed by using input measures. An input measure is a function from input 
data to an object of sizes. For example, for a sorting problem, the size of a problem 
instance might be the number of items to be sorted. The size of an instance of 
the travelling salesman problem is the number of edges in the underlying graph. 
The complexity of the problem is then defined as a function from sizes of input 
to resources. In order for this to be well defined, some choice has to be made. 
Typically, this can be worst case complexity where the complexity is defined to be 
the longest time taken over all inputs of a given size, or average case complexity 
where the complexity is defined to be the average time, with respect to a suitable 
distribution, taken over all inputs of a given size. 
In complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms, both the size of input 
and the resource are often expressed as natural numbers. The complexity will 
then be a function from N to N. Therefore, one can speak of an algorithm having 
complexity which is 0(n) if the complexity of the most efficient implementation of 
the algorithm is 0(n). One can speak of a problem being of polynomial complexity 
if there exists some program which solves the problem and whose complexity is 
polynomial. 
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1.3 Related work 
There has been relatively little work on uniting complexity theory and other areas 
of computer science. 
An early contribution is the thesis of Nielson [Niel84]. She takes an axiomatic 
approach, extending Hoare Logics to obtain formal systems for reasoning about the 
exact run time of programs. Subsequently, Bjerner and Holmström [BjHo89] have 
analysed the exact run time complexity of first order lazy functional programs. 
They take a denotational approach and use a notion of demand function to obtain 
lazy expressions for the time complexity. However, their work is based on a specific 
language and model, it only deals with first order functions and does not consider 
non-exact complexity. 
There has been some work on formalising the notion of polynomial time com-
putability in various logical and mathematical frameworks. This is an easier prob-
lem than that of expressing arbitrary non-exact complexity, because of the ro-
bustness of the class of polynomial functions. In particular, it is possible to obtain 
compositional models. An early contribution is that of Asveld and Tucker [AsTu82] 
who showed how to express notions such as polynomial time and polynomial space 
within the framework of abstract data types in algebraic specifications. More re-
cently, several authors [GiSS90], [NeRS89] and [See89] have refined the typing 
systems of various logics so that they contain explicit bounds of the time complex-
ity. The most elegant and interesting of these papers is [GiSS90] which develops 
a system based on Girard's Linear Logic [Gir87]. The idea is that the type of 
an expression will yield an upper bound on its time complexity. In each case, the 
main result is that the typeable terms correspond precisely to the polynomial com-
putable functions. The main drawback with this approach is that it does not yield 
very good bounds and is only suitable for studying polynomial time computable 
functions. 
One of the drawbacks of complexity theory is that it is not directly applica- 
ble to languages with higher order functions, such as ML, or even to languages 
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which allow procedures to be passed as arguments such as Pascal or C. Cook and 
Kapron [CoKa90] have attempted to address this issue by studying the complexity 
of functionals, that is functions which take natural numbers and other functionals 
as arguments and return natural numbers. They attempt to define a notion of 
feasible computation for these functionals. Shultis [Shu190] has studied the exact 
time complexity of a specific higher order language he defines. His approach is 
similar to the work in section 2.1. However, he does not consider the non-exact 
complexity of higher order languages. This appears to be a hard problem. 
Finally, Flajolet, Salvy and Zimmerman [FSZ89] have developed an implemen-
tation of a formal system for the automatic analysis of the average case complex-
ity of certain algorithms. Their approach is rather limited in scope. However, 
they produce an interesting software tool, the ATl-Cookbook, for performing the 
analysis automatically. This is along the lines of the approach we described in 
section 1.1. 
It seems likely that other authors have worked on this subject. However, none 
of them has seriously influenced this work. 
1.4 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis focuses on extending existing work on denotational semantics to incor-
porate ideas from complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms. The thesis 
falls naturally into two parts. Chapters 2,3 and 4 are related to Moggi's work on 
the categorical semantics of computations [Mog88b], [Mog89]. Chapter 5 is the 
pivotal chapter in which we show why Moggi's framework is not sufficiently gen-
eral for all of our needs. We define a new class of models and show how Moggi's 
models are a special case of this. In chapters 6,7 and 8, we use this new framework 
to study various notions from complexity theory. 
In chapter 2, we describe the approach that we have taken in modelling the re-
source requirements of programs and discuss in some detail the properties required 
of such models. In particular, we emphasise the importance of having a monoid 
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M of resource values in order to model the sequential composition of programs. 
We show that the models obtained from our approach can be viewed as a special 
case of Moggi's categorical semantics of computations. 
In chapter 3, we study formal systems for reasoning about the models we have 
developed. In particular, we construct a formal system, the ) com -calculus, based 
on Moggi's )-calcu1us for reasoning about the resource requirements of programs. 
We define operational and denotational semantics for this language and prove a 
correspondence theorem. 
In chapter 4, we exploit the connection with Moggi's work and follow his pro-
gram for a modular approach to denotational semantics. We show that complexity 
may be viewed as a monad constructor. We extend his work to define a notion of 
strong monad constructor and discuss some applications of this extension. 
In chapter 5, we show that Moggi's categorical semantics of computations is 
not sufficiently general to express all of the examples of interest to us. Therefore, 
we define a new class of models, based on the notion of an external datum. We 
also define a notion of internal datum which corresponds to Moggi's framework. 
In order to investigate the relationship between the internal and the external 
approach, we define categories mt and Ext of, respectively, internal and external 
data. We prove that the category mt is a full reflective subcategory of the category 
Ext. 
In chapters 6, 7 and 8, we show how to extend our work to capture various 
notions of importance in complexity theory and in the analysis of algorithms. 
In this work, we are led to consider order enriched structures. In particular, in 
chapter 6, we replace our monoid M by an ordered monoid M of resource values, 
leading to the definition of an ordered datum. We define internal and external 
notions of ordered data and study the relationship between them. 
In chapter 7, we define input measures and analyses and show how they give 
rise to models in which complexity is expressed as a map from input size to re-
source. Unfortunately, these models are unsatisfactory because they destroy the 
compositionality of exact complexity. A possible solution to this problem is to 
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consider non-exact complexity. Accordingly, we consider the kind of equivalence 
relations that we need for a non-exact framework. This leads to the definition 
of an M-equivalence on an external datum. We prove a characterisation result 
for M-equivalences and that every M-equivalence gives rise to a congruence on 
CM .  We show that the models we seek can be expressed as quotients of external 
complexity categories by congruences generated by M-equivalences. 
In chapter 7 we saw that if we use input measures and exact complexity, it 
is not in general possible to obtain a compositional semantics. Interestingly, it 
is possible to obtain a compositional semantics for certain types of non-exact 
complexity, such as polynomial time complexity. In chapter 8, we apply the work 
of chapters 6 and 7 to develop compositional non-exact models. We define a 
non-exact datum and study the relationship between non-exact data and external 
data along similar lines to chapter 5. Finally, we show how to construct models 
for compositional non-exact complexity. 
Chapter 2 
Motivation and Examples 
2.1 Adding complexity 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Let £ be a programming language. Let V be a model for £, for example a domain, 
and let R - ] be an interpretation of the language £ in V. 
Let p be a program in £ taking input of type A and producing output of type 
B. Then the denotation of p in V will be a map from the denotation of A to 
denotation of B. We shall write this as: 
fun(p):A - IJB]1. 
For each input value a E A this tells us which output 'value b E B is produced 
by p. Therefore, it represents the input-output behaviour of the program p. We 
call this the functional behaviour of p. 
We want to represent the complexity of the program p. The complexity of p 
is the amount of resource that p consumes on each input a E A to produce the 
output p(a) E B. A first attempt would be to represent the complexity of p as a 
map: 
cx(p): [ A]J -p M. 
21 
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That is, a map from values of the input type A to an object M of possible resource 
values. The idea is that cx(p)(a) is the amount of resource consumed by the 
program p when applied to the input a e A. 
Following this approach, we aim to construct models of progranmriing languages 
which contain a suitable object M of resource values. A program p of type A -* B 
will then be denoted by a pair of maps: 
(fun(p):A]J —ftB]J,cx(p):A]J —+M). 
2.1.2 Composing programs 
It is fundamental to the study of denotational semantics that we can model the 
sequential composition of programs. Typically, we expect a model V to be a 
category. The denotation of a sequential composition of programs p; q is then 
given by the composition in V of the denotation of p and the denotation of q. 
That is: 
I[p;qll = I[qHp. 
Notation 2.1.1 We note the unfortunate clash between the category theoretic 
tradition of writing "p followed by q" as qp and the programming language notation 
p; q. We respect both conventions, writing composition of programs on the right 
and composition in mathematical structures on the left. 
The amount of resource consumed by a composite program p; q on an input 
value a E A is the amount consumed by p on a together with the amount consumed 
by q on p(a). Therefore, the complexity of a composite program p; q is determined 
by the complexity of p, the complexity of q and an operation . which combines 
them. 
Example 2.1.2 To model time complexity, we could take M to be the natural 
numbers and . to be addition. The time taken by p; q is then the time taken by p 
plus the time taken by q on the output of p. 
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Example 2.1.3 To model space complexity, we could take M to be the natural 
numbers and to be maximum. The memory used by p; q on a is then the maximum 
of t(a), the memory used by p on a, and s(p(a)), the memory used by q on p(a). 
Example 2.1.4 To model time complexity and space complexity, we could take 
M to be the N x N and . to be the operation (+,rnax). 
Let p be a program of type A -p B and let q be a program of type B -p C. 
The extended denotations of p and q are given by: 
fun(p) 	fun(q) 
hAil 	> [ B]J 	> J C1 
j,cx(P) 	J,cx() 
M 	 M 






We have mentioned that we take V to be a category in order to model the compo-
sition of programs. In order to express the extended denotation of p; q, we require 
some additional structure on V. In particular, let V be a category with finite 
products and let be a morphism from M x M to M. Then we can model p; q by: 
fun(p) 	fun(q) hAil 	> hBil 	> I[Cil 
(cx(p), ex(q)fun(p)) 
MxM 
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so that: 
fun(p; q) = fun(q)fun(p) and 
cx(p; q) = cx(p) cx(q)fun(p). 
There are two basic conditions required of the models in denotational seman-
tics. In order to model trivial computations, that is the process of not performing 
any computation, we require that V has all identity maps. Secondly, we require 
that composition in V is associative since composition of programs is associative. 
These two conditions amount to the requirement that V is a category. 
We want our extended models to be categories for the same reasons. The 
following result shows that this condition corresponds to requiring that M has a 
monoid structure. 
Definition 2.1.5 A monoid in a category C with finite products is a tuple 
(c ) i,z) consisting of an object c of C and arrows y : c x c -p c and i : 1 -p c 
such that the following diagrams: _____ 	
p.xid 
	
cx(cxc) 	- >(cxc)xc 	>cxc 
idxILj, 	
1ii 
cxc 	 >c 
p 
11xid 	idx'q 
lxc 	>cxc.. 	cxl 
commute. 
Notation 2.1.6 Let C be a category with finite products, let M = (M,O,.) be 
a monoid in C and let s, t : A -f M be morphisms in C. We write s t for the 
morphism A -- M x M -- M. 
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Proposition 2.1.7 Let C be a category with finite products, let M be an object 
of C and let M x M --* M be a morphism in C. Then the following data: 
• objects: objects of C, 
• morphisms: pairs (f, t) where f : A -p B and t : A -+ M in C and 
• composition: given by (g, s)(f, t) = (gf, t sf) 
define a category C if there exists a morphism 0: 1 -+ M such that (M, 0,.) is 
a monoid in C. Conversely, if C is well pointed and C is a category, then there 
exists a morphism 0 : 1 -p M such that (M, 0,.) is a monoid in C. 
Proof: Suppose that (M, 0,.) is a monoid in C. 
Then the identity at A is given by (id, 0) since: 
• (f, t)(id, 0) = (fid, 0 tid) 
= (f,O.t) 
= (f,t). 
• (id,0)(f,t) = (idf,t.Of) 
= (f,t.0) 
= (f,t). 
Composition is associative since: 
• (f,r)((g,$)(h,t)) = (f,r)(gh,t.sh) 
= (f(gh), (t. sh) rgh) 
= ((fg)h, t - (sh rgh)) 
= ((fg)h,t. (s rg)h) 
= (fg,s.rg)(h,t) 
= ((f, r) (g, s)) (h, t) 
and therefore the data defines a category. 
Conversely, suppose that C is well pointed and that C is a category. 
Then for each A E ICI, there exists a map (fA tA) : A -) A such that for all 
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(f,t) : B -* A, (fA,tAXf,t) = (f,t). 
In particular, for all i : 1 -* M: 
(fi,ii)(id,t) = (id,t) 
which implies that (f1 id, t t 1 id) = (id, t) and in particular that i t 1 = t for 
all t. Similarly, t 1 t = t for all t. However, C is well pointed and so this implies 
that t1 is a unit for 
Finally, composition is associative from which we can show that is associative 
and therefore that (M, 0,.) is a monoid in C. 
This completes the proof. 	 U 
Therefore, a first attempt to model complexity is a category C with finite 
products and a monoid (M, 0,.) in C. 
Notation 2.1.8 Let C be a category with finite products and let M be a monoid 
in C. We call (C, M) a complexity datum and we call C the complexity category 
for (C,M). 
Example 2.1.9 Each of the binary operations on M in examples 2.1.2, 2.1.3 
and 2.1.4 forms a monoid structure on M in Set. 
2.1.3 Examples 
We give a number of examples to illustrate our approach. In the first example, we 
show how to extend the semantics for a simple programming language to incorpo-
rate time complexity. In the second example, we show how this approach can be 
applied to an assembler language. In the third example, we use a Pascal program 
to show how the complexity may depend on the functional behaviour. In the final 
example, we use the language ML to demonstrate some of the issues involved in 
modelling functional languages. 
Example 2.1.10 We consider a simple language £ given by the following abstract 
syntax: 
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Expressions e ::= i I n I e 1  + e2 I e * e2 
where i is an identifier and n is a numeral. 
Commands c ::= skip I 	el I do"c C1; C2. 
This language is not very expressive. However, we can write the following corn-
mand computing the factorial of n: 
c= i i— O;m - 1;do'(i *—i +1;m - m*i). 
We give a denotational semantics for L. Let S be a set of states each of which 
consists of an assignment of positive integer values to each identifier. We write 
s[n/i] for the state obtained from s by replacing the value of i by the natural 
number n. Commands denote total functions from S to S as follows: 
1 skip  J= )s.s 
li 4— eJJ= )s.s[eJJs/i] 
where J e JJ s is the integer given by: 
II n]js = 
FIS 
II C + €2113 = [kills +ei11s 
e 1 *e2 ][s=[k1 ]Js x I[eills. 
Ici;c211= [e2ci][=As.I[c211(I[ci]Is) 
n 	 0 	 n 	n—i 
[do c]j= [c]
n 
where ftc]1 = As.s and ftc]J = [c]J 	c]1. 
Evaluating the denotation of c we obtain: 
[k1]=I[i4-0;m4-1;do'(i4--i+1;m---rn*i)1] 
= \s.[rn - 1; do'(i i— i + 1; rn i—rn * i)1] (i 4— 01 s) 
[c1]= )ts.[[rn 4— 1;do"(i 4— i+ 1;rn - rn*i)}Js[0/i] 
c1]= Xs.(Xs.II(do IL (i 4— i+ 1;rn 4— m*i)1]( [[m - 11 s))s[O/i] 
[e]= )ts.([i - i+ 1;m - rn*i]' s[0/i,1/rn] 
ftc]J = As.((Xs.if n = 0 then s else 
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- i+ 1;m - m*i]r1 ( [ i 	i+ 1;rn - m* iJ]s))s[O/i,1/m} 
I As.s[O/i,1/m] 	 ifn=O 
N 	
Ash 	i + 1;m m * i 1 (s[1/i,1/m]) if n 54 0 
and it follows by induction that we can continue this expansion to obtain: 
Ecl = )ts.s[n/i,n!/m] 
which shows that c is a program which computes the factorial function. 
We now extend the semantics so a command denotes a pair of functions S - S 
and S - N. For simplicity, we shall assume that each basic operation takes 
constant time although this is not an essential restriction. The new semantics is 
given by: 
sIcip ]J= As.(s,O) 
Ei+-- e] = )ts.(s[Ee]}1s/i],Qe]I2s+a) 
where J els = (fteJJ1sje]12s) is given by: 
I[nlls = (n,0) 
Is = (s(i),0) 
e 1  +e2]Is = (e1 JJ 1 s+ fte2Jl1sjei12s + I[e22s+ 3) 
and o, /3, -y are natural numbers. 
C1;C2]1 = IIC2HC1II 
where c2}JI[c11 
n 	 n 	 0 	 n 	 n—i I{do c]J = c]1 where  I[c]J = As.(s,O) and c]1 = c]1 	I[c]1. 
Evaluating the new denotation of e we obtain: 
= 1[i - 0;rn - 1;do(i - i+ 1;rn i— m*ifl 
l[c = (As.s[EO 1 /i], As.0] 2 + a)1[m - 1;do"(i (—i + 1; rn —rn * i)]1 
Rcj = (As.s[0/i],As.a)do Th (i +—i+1;m +—m*i)]Jin 4— 11 
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[[c] = (\s.s[O/i],J&s.cr)(As.s[l/rn],As.a)I[do'(i —i + 1;rn f—rn * i)]] 
I[c]1 = Ij - i+ 1;rn i— rn*iF'(Xs.s[O/i,l/rn],As.2a) 
= (As.if (rz = 0) then (\s.s,\s.0) 
else fti - i + 1; rn - rn * i]J n_1)(  (i 	i + 1; rn 	rn * i) ]J ( \s.s[0/i, 1/rn], )ts.2a) 
(.Xs.s[O/i, 1/rn], .Xs.2cx) if n = 0 
l[ C ]1 = 	- i + 1;rn -rn * i]]'1m - rn*i] 
hi 	i + 111 (As.s[O/i, 1/rn], .\s.2a) 	if 	0 
I (As.s[0/i, 1/rn], )s.2a) 	 if n = 0 
N = hi i + 1;rn 	 ifn540 
and clearly we can continue the expansion to obtain: 
= As.(s[n/i, n!/rn], (2n + 2)a + n(/3 + 'y)) 
giving not only the functional behaviour of the program but also its time com-
plexity. 
Example 2.1.11 Although our main interest is in studying high level program-
ming languages such as C or ML, there is no a priori reason why these techniques 
could not be applied to a much wider class of programming languages. For exam-
pie, we give an extended semantics to a subset of the instruction set of a Z80/8080 
chip. 
We assume a set of registers X with IXI > 2 and a set of memory locations L 
with 1L1 > 1. The instructions are as follows: 
Instruction Action 
LD X,Y load the value in register Y into register X 
LD X,(L) load the value in location L into register X 
LD (L),X load the value in register X into location L 
ADD X,Y add the value in Y to the value in X 
SUB X,Y subtract the value in Y from the value in X 
NOP no operation 
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These instructions comprise the basic 16-bit instructiàn set, without branching, of 
the Z80 or 8080 chip. 
We now give a timed denotational semantics for the language. A value is an 
integer in the range 0 to 256. A state S is an assignment of values to each of the 
registers X1 . .... . X,. An environment is an assignment of values to each of the 
locations L 1 ....., L m . Each instruction c will denote a pair of functions I c ]J from 
S x E to S x E and from Sx E to N. 
The semantics is given by the following rules: 
ELD X,Xfl = (A(s,e).(s(i) = s(j),e),A(s,e).1) 
I[LD X1 , (L)]j = (A(s, e).(s(i) = e(j), e), )t(s, e).10) 
LD (L),X]1 = ()t(s,e).(s,e(i) = s(j)))(s,e).12) 
I[ADD X1 ,X]J = \(s,e).(s(x) = s(x) + s(y),e),)(s,e).2) 
SUB X1,X]I = \(s,e).(s(x) = s(x) - s(y),e),..X(s,e).3) 
NOPTI = (A(s,e).(s,e),)(s,e).0) 
ftI1;I2 	= I[ 1211E[I11I 
We use this timed semantics to illustrate the difference between using registers 
and using memory locations to write a simple program to multiply a value by four. 
Ii '2 
LD A,(L) LD A,(L) 
LD B,A LD B,(L) 
ADD A,B ADD A,B 
LD B,A LD (L),A 
LD B,(L) 
ADD A,B ADD A,B 
LD (L),A LD (L),A 
We evaluate the denotations of I and 12 using the above semantics to obtain: 
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fti]J = )t(s,e).(s(A) = 4e(L),s(B) = 2e(L),e(L) = 4e(L)),)t(s,e).28) 
[12 11 = (\(s,e).(s(A) = 4e(L),s(B) = 2e(L),e(L) = 4e(L)),A(s,e).58) 
This illustrates the advantage of making extensive use of registers in assembly 
language programming. The two programs I and 12 have the same functional 
behaviour and therefore would not be distinguished by a traditional semantics. 
However, it is clear from our extended semantics that I is more than twice as fast 
as 12. 
Example 2.1.12 We give a timed denotational semantics to the following frag-
ment of Pascal: 
Command Action 
read n read an integer value into the variable n 
write n write out the value of the integer variable n 
x: =e assign to value of the expression e to the variable x 
while b do c repeat the command c for as long as the boolean expression 
b holds 
begin ... 	 end brackets 
c1  ; c2 execute c 1 then execute c2 
We now give a timed semantics for this fragment. An environment p is an 
assignment of integer values to each variable. The set of environments is denoted 
by E. We write I and 0 for the input and output types of each command, and 
each command e will denote a pair of functions [ c] from I x E to 0 x E and from 
I x E to N. In most cases, both I and 0 will be the unit type and are omitted for 
simplicity. We note that a semantics for this fragment requires partial functions, 
since a program such as while true do c will not terminate. 
The semantics is given by the following rules: 
E[read n] = ( Ax: N.Ap.p[x/n],Ax : N.Ap.1) 
I[write n11 = (Ap.(p(n),p),Ap.2) 
e11 = (Ap.p[fte 1 p1xJ,Ap.[e 2p+ 1) 
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where eJJ p = (e}1 1 p, i[e]J 2 p) is given by: 
E[nlIp = (n,1) 
IJx]Ip = (p(x),l) 
fte 1 +e2 p= (1[ ei]I i p+ E[e21j1p,fteiI2p+ e22p+ [1092(e1 ]J 1 p. e2]I1p)]) 
I[ei — e2]Ip= (fte11p— e2]11pje112p+1[e212p+  [1092(e 1 ] 1 p. e2 JJ 1 p)]) 
lEei * e2 1p = ( I[ei]11p x [e2]1p,IJe1]j2p+  I e2 fl 2p+ Eel1p+ e2 1 1 p) 
Ilwhile b do cli = Y,(7.Ap.ifb]Jpthen7I[c]]pelse(p, 1 )) 
where R e I p is true if the boolean expression b holds in the environment 
p and false otherwise, and Y is a suitable fixpoint operator [Sto77]. 
ftbegin c end] = 
= 11c2111[c11 
The main point of this semantics is that the complexity may depend on the 
functional behaviour. For example, consider the following program to compute 
the factorial function: 
begin 
read n; 







It is easy to show that this program terminates after exactly 3n +4 computa-
tional steps. If we assume that the complexity does not depend on the functional 
behaviour, then each operation should take constant time. Therefore, one might 
estimate that the complexity is 0(n). However, if one actually runs this program, 
it is clear that its complexity is not 0(n). 
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However, we can evaluate the denotation of this program using the above 
semantics to obtain: 
xAp.(x!,p[n/O,rn/x!}), )txAp.6(x + 1) + 1! + 	+ x! + [1092 1] + 	+ [10924 
which suggests, more accurately, that the complexity is in fact O(n!). 
Example 2.1.13 In this example, we seek to illustrate some of the issues involved 
in giving an extended semantics to functional languages. Consider the following 
ML function definition: 
- fun sum 0 = 0 I sum x = x + sum(x-1); 
> val sum = fn : mt -> mt 
- sum 7; 
> 28 : mt 
- sum 28; 
> 406 : mt 
sum is a program which computes the sum up to n digits. We can write the 
following ML program to apply twice a function such as sum. 
- fun twice f x:int = f(f(x)); 
> val twice = fn : (mt -> int) -> (mt -> int) 
- val sum2 =. twice sum; 
> val sum2 = fn : mt -> mt 
- suin2 7; 
> 406 : mt 
When modelling languages with higher order functions, it is usual to use a 
cartesian closed category. One then models the input to a program such as twice 
by a suitable element of the exponential object I mt }J I 1Lt]j For example, if the 
model was Set and J intJJ were N, then an input to J twice]J would be the element 
N \n.1/2n(n + 1) of N. 
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In order to give an extended semantics to a functional language such as ML, it 
is clear that E twice]I must somehow code up the complexity of its input. Since this 
complexity will be a function from input type to resource, an input to the denota-
tion of twice should be a pair of elements of the exponential objects lE mt ] lintli 
and Mtl.  For example, we might have: 
ftsumjj = (An.1/2n(n+1),An.2n+4). 
We return to this discussion in the next section. 
2.1.4 Datatypes 
Many typed programming languages are endowed with datatype constructors 
which construct new datatypes from existing ones. For example, in Pascal if 
o, 02, ..., o n are types then we can form a record type o x a2 x ... x o, an element 
of which is a tuple (a 1 , a2 , ..., a) where each a i is an element of a. We can form 
a sum type o + Or2 + + a,1 an element of which is an element of any one of 
the O2• In standard ML, if o, or2, ..., an  are types then we can form a tuple type 
Orl x a2 x ... x an  and a record type which corresponds to the record type in Pascal. 
We can also form a functional type or, —i a2 , an element of which is a program 
taking input of type a1 and producing output of type 0'2. 
In the previous section, we showed why categories form useful denotational 
models. In denotational semantics, categories with structure are used to model 
datatype constructors. For example, product types are modelled by categorical 
product as: 
R orl x 0-21 = I[ad x  I[a2L 
sum types are modelled by categorical coproduct as: 
l[ui+a2 = 
and functional types are modelled by internal horn as: 
= [a1Lfa2]I]. 
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The usual conditions that one imposes on a domain V is that V is a cartesian 
closed category with finite coproducts. 
Remark 2.1.14 Although most interest has focused on cartesian closed categories 
since these correspond to simply typed lambda calculii, interest has also centred on 
categories with other structure. For example, categories which are models for the 
solutions of recursive domain equations. 
In order to model datatype constructors in our extended semantics, we should 
like C to have all the structure that C has. In particular, if C is cartesian closed 
then we should like C+  to be cartesian closed. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case. The following example shows that C need 
not even have finite products. 
Example 2.1.15 Let C be Set and let M be the monoid (N,O,+) in Set. Then 
the category Set+  does not have finite products. 
Proof: We show that Set does not have a terminal object. In Set, Set(A, B) 
is the set BA  x  NA  which is a singleton if and only if A is empty. Therefore, there 
is no terminal object. 	 0 
Remark 2.1.16 It is possible to show that Set has lax products (c.f. sec-
tion 6.2). However, we have not found this observation helpful and do not pursue 
it. 
The problem is that C+  does not have the usual structure to model datatype 
constructors, even when the category C does. A possible solution is to seek a 
method of modelling datatype constructors in C+  which is based on the structure 
in C. In the next chapter, we show how Eugenio Moggi's categorical semantics of 
computations [Mog88b] provides one such method, and we apply his framework 
to our problem. 
Chapter 3 
Reasoning in Time 
3.1 Introduction 
In chapter 2, we constructed a class of categories C in order to model programs 
with complexity. We showed that the categories C do not have the usual structure 
to model datatype constructors, and suggested that Moggi's categorical semantics 
of computations provides a solution to this problem. 
In [Mog88b], Moggi has proposed the paradigm of a notion of computation, 
i.e. a feature of a real programming language such as partiality or side effects, as 
a monad over a category with structure. 
Viewing, according to a long tradition in the subject, programs as closed A-
terms, this approach seeks to resolve the oversimplification introduced by using the 
A-calculus with full 0 equality. This oversimplification has the effect of identifying 
a program of type A - B with a total function from the denotation of A to the 
denotation of B and so destroys important computational information. 
In this chapter, we show how complexity can be viewed as a notion of compu-
tation. We show that the complexity categories of chapter 2 correspond to Moggi's 
models for a particular choice of monad. 
In the main part of this chapter, we exploit this connection to study formal 
systems for reasoning about the denotational models that we develop. That is, 
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we develop formal systems for reasoning about programs with complexity. At first 
sight, it may seem paradoxical to develop formal systems to reason about mod-
els for programming languages which are themselves formal systems. A natural 
question is why one wants formal systems and not just the denotational models. 
The denotational models were introduced in an attempt to reduce some of the 
arbitrary detail in the programming languages. However, the problems of specifi-
cation and verification remain considerable for even reasonably simple programs. 
In order for it to be feasible to verify a program of any significant size, it is essential 
to use some form of machine assisted proof. However, this requires that we have 
a formal system for reasoning about the model. Ultimately, the hope would be to 
use a relatively simple formal system to reason about the models for a program-
ming language and to infer properties of the programming language indirectly by 
means of a full abstraction result. 
Other authors [FSZ89], [Nie184], [Shul90] have developed formal systems for 
reasoning about the complexity of programs. However, in each case, their systems 
are based on a single language and only consider natural number time complexity. 
Our system is based on a class of models and an arbitrary monoid of resource 
values. Therefore, it is applicable to a broad class of languages and many different 
types of complexity. 
In [Mog88b], Moggi provided a formal system, the )t-calculus, for reasoning 
about progran-iming languages with a notion of computation. The )-calculus is 
intended to be sound and complete with respect to interpretation in A s-models 
(definition 3.2.8). In this chapter, we develop a calculus, the .\ com-calculus, for 
reasoning about programs with complexity. 
In section 3.2, we describe Moggi's categorical semantics for computations and, 
in section 3.3, we show how our complexity categories may be viewed as a special 
case of his constructions. 
In section 3.4, we define a language for computations and an interpretation of 
the language in any A s-model. We present Moggi's A s-calculus over the language for 
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computations. We define a notion of entailment by )-models and quote Moggi's 
soundness and completeness results. 
In section 3.5, we show how to express resource within the language for corn-
putations. We use this to define the A, m-calculus over the language for corn-
putations. We define a notion of entailment by complexity models and prove a 
soundness result for the .X com-calculus. 
In section 3.6, we investigate the relationship between the \com -calculus and 
other systems. In particular, we show how the ) com -calculus relates to the - 
calculus. We define an operational semantics for the language for computations 
and prove a correspondence between the A,. m-calculus and the operational seman-
tics. 
3.2 Categorical semantics of computations 
3.2.1 Introduction 
In [Mog88b], Moggi presents his categorical semantics of computations and the 
corresponding computational A-ca1culus in an attempt to resolve the oversimplifi-
cation introduced by using full 877 equality on closed lambda terms. 
The idea is to distinguish, for each datatype, between the values of type A 
and the computations of type A. The intention is that a program of type A -+ B 
denotes a morphism from l[ A  ji to T1[ B  ]J where Tj B ]J is the type of computations 
of type B. 
Moggi calls T a notion of computation. He gives several examples such as 
partiality, side effects and exceptions. In section 3.3, we show how complexity 
may be viewed as a notion of computation. 
Moggi seeks properties common to a wide class of notions of computations. He 
imposes the requirement that programs should form a category and shows that this 
amounts to saying that T forms part of a monad (T, 77, p) and that the category 
of programs is the Kleisli category for this monad. 
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We briefly review his constructions. Further details appear in [Mog88b]. 
3.2.2 Monads 
Definition 3.2.1 A monad on a category C is a tuple (T, , p) consisting of 
an endofunctor T on C, a natural transformation i : Idc T and a natural 
transformation p : T2 -p T such that the following diagrams: 
T 3  A 
TPA 	T 2  A 
ILTAJ, 	1 	jPA 








id\ j YA $ 
TA 
commute. 
Definition 3.2.2 We say a monad (T, i, p) on a category C satisfies the 
monomorphism requirement if 71A  is a monomorphism for all A. 
It is well known [Mac7l] that any adj unction (F, G, ij, : C -p V gives rise 
to a monad (GF, ij, GF) on C and furthermore, that any monad arises from an 
adjunction. This adjunction is not in general unique and there are two standard 
constructions, the Eilenberg-Moore construction [Mac7l] and the Kleisli construc-
tion [Mac7l] which, given a monad, return an adjunction defining the monad. 
Although most interest in category theory has centred on the Eilenberg-Moore 
construction, it is the Kleisli construction that concerns us here. 
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Definition 3.2.3 Let C be a category and let (T, i, p) be a monad on C. The 
Kleisli category for T denoted CT  is given by: 
• objects are objects of C, 
• a morphism from A to B in CT is a morphism from A to TB in C and 
. the composition of g and f in CT  is the morphism ,u(Tg)f in C. 
The basic result relating categories with monads to their Kleisli categories is: 
Proposition 3.2.4 Let C be a category and let (T, 77 , ) be a monad on C. Then 
there exists an adj unction FT -I  GT : CT -* C such that the monad T arises from 
this adjunction. 
3.2.3 Datatypes, strong monads and computational models 
In chapter 2, we described how, in denotational semantics, a program of type 
A - B is denoted by a morphism from JA1I to l[B]I. We also mentioned that a 
product type B x C is denoted by the object l[ B  fi x C]. Therefore, a program 
p of type A - B x C is denoted by a morphism from I Ail  to jB I x 
In Moggi's categorical semantics of computations, a program of type A -p B 
is denoted by a morphism from R AI to TB]1. Therefore, a program p of type 
A -p B x C should be denoted by a morphism from J AI to T(IBil  x IC}J). 
However, the usual pairing operation in a category with finite products takes a 
morphism from [A}J to T1[Bil  and a morphism from E[Ail  to  TI[Cil to a morphism 
from J AI to TBJ1 x TC]J and not a morphism from IIA]J to T(Bil x Cfl. 
A similar problem arises with functional types. 
In order to overcome these problems, Moggi introduces the following notion 
[Koc72]. 
Definition 3.2.5 A strong monad on a category C with finite products, is a 
tuple (T, i, p, t) where (T, , p) is a monad on C and t is a natural transformation 
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(A x B) x TC 	
tAxB,C 	
> T((A x B) x C) 
aA,B,TCI 	
TaA,B,C 
Ax(BxTC) 	>AxT(BxC) 	>T(Ax(BxC)) 
	
id X tB,C 	 tA,BxC 
idA x B 
AxB 	 >AxB 









 X ILBI 
	 7 	 1PAxB 
A x T 2  B 	>T(AxTB) 	>T2(AxB) 
tA,TB 	 TtA ,B 
commute, where r and c are the evident natural isomorphisms. 
Notation 3.2.6 The natural transformation t is called a tensorial strength for 
the monad (T,7/,p). 
The tensorial strength allows us to define a pairing operation with which we can 
interpret product types in the following way. Let 	, j, t) be a strong monad on 
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a category C with finite products. Then bA,B = ILA,BT 3B,ATiB,AT/3TA,BtTA,B is 
a natural transformation b : T(—) x T(—) - T(— x -) where 48 is the twist map. 
Definition 3.2.7 Let C be a category with finite products and let (T, i, ,a, 1) be a 
strong monad on C. A T-exponential is a representation of the functor CT(— x 
A ) B) : C°' - Set, i.e. a pair (B,evB : (B x A - TB)) with the universal 
property that for any f: C x A -f TB, there exists a unique morphism AT(f) 





x idl If 
C x A 
commutes. 
The T-exponential is Moggi's analogue of the exponential object in a cartesian 
closed category. It is used to interpret functional types. 
Definition 3.2.8 A )-mode1 is a pair (C, T) consisting of a category with finite 
products C and a strong monad T = (T, r, p, t) on C together with a distinguished 
p-exponential B for each pair of objects A and B of C. 
3.3 The monad for complexity 
3.3.1 Introduction 
We show how our complexity categories may be viewed as a special case of Moggi's 
constructions. We discuss the application of this to modelling datatype construc-
tors in complexity categories. 
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3.3.2 The monad for complexity 
Proposition 3.3.1 Let C be a category with finite products and let M = (M, 0,.) 
be a monoid in C. Then the following data: 
. T(-) = Mx —, 
M (O,id) 
• 	= A---1xA -p MxA, 
• 	= Mx(MxA)4MxAand 
,tm 	Ax(MxB)_?)Mx(AxB) 
define a strong monad on C. 
Proof: It is well known [LaSc86] that the functor "M x —"forms part of a monad 
on C with q and it given as above. It is routine to verify that tM  is a tensorial 
strength for this monad. 
Notation 3.3.2 We call this the strong monad for complexity and we write 
CM for the Kleisli category corresponding to this strong monad. 
The next result is the crucial one which tells us that our construction of C+ is 
in fact precisely the Kleisli category for this strong monad. 
Proposition 3.3.3 Let C be a category with finite products and let M = (M, 0,.) 
be a monoid in C. Then the category C is isomorphic to the category CM. 
Proof: Let A and B be objects of C. A morphism in CM between A and B is 
a morphism (i, f) : A - M x B in C. Therefore, it is clear that the following 
assignment: 
• A — Aand 
• (t,f)—(f,t) 
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defines a bijection t between CM  and C. It is straightforward to verify that t is a 
functor. 
An important application of this result is that Moggi provides categorical struc-
tures to model datatype constructors. In chapter 2, we saw that the category C 
does not have the usual structure to model datatype constructors, even when the 
category C does. However, it is not clear that we want the usual categorical struc-
ture. For example, Let A and B be objects of C. Then to compute an element 
(a, b) of A x B, one has to compute the value a and the value b. If we assume 
that there is no cost for the paring operation then the amount of resource required 
to compute (a, b) should be the amount required to compute a together with the 
amount required to compute b. Therefore, the complexity of a pair (p, q) should 
be given by: 
cx((p,q)) = cx(p)•cx(q). 
It is not hard to show that the notion of pairing that arises in Moggi's work gives 
us precisely this construction. Observe that even if there is a cost for the pairing 
operation, such as for record types in ML, we can define 'pairing' in terms of this 
zero-cost pairing operation. Thus, although we do not have the usual categorical 
structures which model datatype constructors, we do have a framework in which 
to construct suitable analogies. 
3.4 The )-ca1cu1us 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The )t-calcu1us is a version of the typed lambda calculus [Bar84] with product 
types and a let constructor. The calculus enables us to derive sequents of the form 
F I- A where F is a context, i.e. an assignment of types to variables, and A is a 
formula. There are two basic judgements, existence (.L) and equivalence (s). 
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In this section, we define a signature for computations. We then present the 
language for computations, which is parametric in a signature. We give an in-. 
terpretation of the language for computations in any )—model and then present 
the rules of the A t-calculus. We state soundness and completeness results for the 
k-calculus with respect to interpretation in )—models. 
3.4.2 A language for computation 
Definition 3.4.1 A signature for computations E consists of: 
. A set type(s) of base types, 
• for each sequence 7-1 ,...,r,,r E type(s) with n > 1, a set FunctE(Tl ,...,rfl ,r) of 
function symbols, 
• for each -7- E type(E), a set ConstE(r) of constant symbols of type r and 
Definition 3.4.2 Let E be a signature for computations. The types of the lan-
guage for computation are given by the following formation rules: 
H 1: type 
or E type(E) 
I- 
 
or : type 
Ho:type I-  r:type 
F- or X -r : type 
F - cr:type 	I- r:type 
H or -* r : type 
F- or : type 
H To- : type 
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Definition 3.4.3 A context consists of an assignment of types to a finite set of 
variables. 
Notation 3.4.4 We write contexts either as x 1  : 7 1 , ... , x, : T or as I". Note that 
since a context x 1 : r1 , ..., x, : r is a set, the order is not significant. 
Definition 3.4.5 Let > be a signature for computations. The terms of the lan-
guage for computation are given by the following formation rules: 
var 
cst 	 c E ConstE(r) 




fun	 fEFunct E (rl ,...,r,r) 
F I- f(e) : T 
let FI
- e1 :r1 F,x1 :r1 F-e2 :r2 
Fl- (let x=e 1 ine2):r2 
* 
FI-*:1 
FF-e1 :r1 FF-e2 :r2 
pair 
F F- (e 1 ,e2 ) : r1 x 7 2 
F F- e: 7-1 x 7-2 
FF-ir(e):r1 
F F- e : Tr 
IL 
F F- y(e) : r 







F,x1  : Ti I e : 
F F tX1 : r1 .e2 ) : r1 - 
app F F e 1 : r1 F 1 €2 T1 -+ T2 
F F €2(€i) : T2 
Definition 3.4.6 Let E be a signature for computations. The sequents Seq of 
the language for computation are constructed from the terms by the following 
formation rules: 
FFe:T 
F F e 1 T E Seq 
F F e : T F F 62 : T 
F F e 	e2 : 'r E Seq 
Notation 3.4.7 We write £(E) for the language for computations over the sig-
nature E 
Definition 3.4.8 Let e be a term of the language for computations L(E). The 
free variables of e, FV(e) are defined inductively by the following rules: 
• FV(x) = {x}, 
• FV(c) = 0, 
• FV(f(e)) = FV(e), 
• FV(let x=e1 in e2 ) = FV(e) U (FV(e 2 ) - { x}), 
• FV(*) = 0, 
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• FV((e 1 ,e2 )) = FV(e1 )UFV(e 2 ), 
• FV(r(e)) = FV(e), 
• FV(p(e)) = FV(e), 
• FV([e]) = FV(e), 
• FV(.\x.e) = FV(e) - {x} and 
• FV(e 1 (e2 )) = FV(e1 )UFV(e 2 ). 
Definition 3.4.9 A term e of the language for computations £(E) is closed if 
FV(e) = 0. 
3.4.3 Interpretation of the language 
In section 3.2, we described Moggi's categorical semantics of computations 
[Mog88b]. We mentioned that the idea is to distinguish, for each datatype A, 
between the values of type A and the computations of type A. The intention is 
that a program of type A -p B should be denoted by a morphism from I A ] to 
TB11 where TftB]J is the type of computations of type B. The -ca1culus is an 
application of this work. 
In this section we describe an interpretation of the language for computations in 
a A-mode1 (definition 3.2.8). This interpretation is parametric in an interpretation 
of the base types and function symbols of the calculus as, respectively, objects and 
morphisms of the Kleisli category of the A-mode1. The interpretation of a type 
Tr is given by TrJI and the interpretation of a term x 1 r1 , ..., x r, I- e : r is 
a morphism from x 7-1 ] to r ]J in the Kleisli category of the )t-mode1. This is 
consistent with the idea that a program of type A -+ B, i.e. a term x : A I- e : B 
of the language of computations, should denote a morphism from E[A11 to TBJJ. 
Notation 3.4.10 Let F be the context x 1  7*11 ..., x : r. Then we write I[]I for 
l[ri}I X ... X[T]I. 
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Definition 3.4.11 Let (C,T) be a )t-mode1 and let E be a signature for compu-
tations. An interpretation of the language for computations in CT is a pair of 
functions E - : types -4 ICT I and j - : Terms -4 CT such that: 
• lIaxr]I = o}J XT1I, 
• 	= 
	lid 
• i[TTTI = TT]I and 
• 11111 = 1, 
and: 
•I fJJ is a morphism from E[ri]1 x ... x r?]l to  ftr]I in CT for each function symbol 
f E FunctE(rl ,...,rfl ,r), 
• Icijis a morphism from ito In in CT for each c E ConstE(r), 
• 
	f[1'E-e:r1 x ... xr]J = g 	
f E FunctE (rl ,...,rfl ,n) 
I[FFf(e):n] = jT(ftfflg 
• l[ x i :ni , .... x:rFx1:r1 I =j1rj, 
JFFei:ri]1 = f 	F,xi : 7-1 1- e2 :7_2 1 = 
r F let x1 =e1 in e2 : r2 = 	T2 T(g)t FT11 (id1r ,f) 
• l[FF*:i11 = 
where !lir  is the unique morphism in C from Iri to 1, 
II'Fei:ri]l = f [FFe2 :r2 }J = g 
S 
[1' 1- (e 1 ,e2 ) : r1 X r2] = 
• 
	L[FFe:T1xr211 = I 
ftFFir1(e):r1]1 = T(ir)f 
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E[I'F- e:ij = f 
S 
jr F- [e] TTJJ = 1TIrJJf 
liFF-  e:Tij 	f 
S 
= 
lir,xi:riF-e2:r2 1 = f 
I 
AT [I' F- (.\x 1 : r1 .e1 ) : 	- T2]1 = 	 (f)  
liFF- ei:rd = f li1'F-e2:ri—r2} = g 
li r F- e2 (e1 ) r2 ]J = app,,.21(f,g) 
where aPPA,B : T(B) x TA - TB is pBT(evalA,B)bBTA,A. 
Remark 3.4.12 An interpretation is fixed by giving an interpretation of the base 
types, and the constant and function symbols. 
The let constructor plays an important role in the interpretation. Compu-
tationally, the term x 1 : T1 F- (let x2 = e1 in e2 ) corresponds to the sequential 
composition of the programs Xi : r1 F- e 1 and x 2 : T2 F-  e2 . Semantically, it cor-
responds to composition in the Kleisli category. This is consistent with the idea 
that composition of morphisms denoting programs should be composition in the 
Kleisli category. 
3.4.4 The A-ca1cu1us 
In this section, we present the .A-calculus over the language for computations. 
The )-calculus is a formal system for deriving sequents of the form I' F- A where 
I' is a context and A is a formula. Here we shall be interested in the case where 
A is an atomic formula (e1 e2 : T or e I T). For a discussion of the case where 
A is an arbitrary first order formula see [Mog88b]. 
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• general rules, 
• inference rules for let and computational (T) types, 
• inference rules for product types and 
• inference rules for functional types. 
In each case, we assume that the context assigns suitable types to the free 
variables of each term. 
Definition 3.4.13 Let E be a signature for computations. The rules of the .A -
calculus are given by: 
• General Rules 
E.x 
I', x : 'r F x 1 r 
FFC.jT F,x:rFA 
subst 
F F A[x := e] 
where A[x := e] is A with e substituted for each occurrence of x. 
Rules to the effect that the equivalence M is a congruence relation. 
• Rules for let and computational types 
id 
F F (let x=e ins) 
comp 
F F (let x 2 =(let x 1 =e1 in e2 ) in e) 	(let s1 —e 1 in (let x2 =e2 in e)) : 
where x, does not occur free in e 
let./3 
F F (let xi =2 in e) 	e[x 1 := 	: 




F I- f(e) 	(let x=e in 1(x)) : r 
E.[-] F F- 
[e] I Tr 
let.jz 
F F- p(e) 	(let x—e in p(x)) : r 
T./3 
F F- z([e]) 	e T 
T.77  
F F- [p(x)] 	x : Tr 





F- (x 1 ,x2 ) j. r1 x r2 
let. 
(-) 
F F- (e 1 ,e2 ) 	 (let x 1 ,x2 =e1 ,e2 in (x1,x2)) r1 x r2 
where "let x 1 , x2 = e 1 , e 2 in e" is an abbreviation for "let x 1 = e1 in (let x 2 = e2 in c)" 
E.ir 
F F- r(x) I ri 
	




F F- ir(e) 	(let x = e in ir.(x)) : Ti 
1' F- 7r.((x 11 x2 )) 
X .77 
F F- (7ri(x),7r2(x)) 	x : r1 x r2 
. Rules for functional types 
E.A 
F F- (Ax : T1.e : 7-2) 1 7-1 —b 
let . app 
F F- e1 (e 2 ) 	( let x1,x2=e1,e2 in X1(X2)) T2 
F F- (Ax Ti.e:  T2)(x) 	e : T2 
1 
F F- (Ax1 : Ti.X(Xi)) 	x : 7-1 —+ T2 
Notation 3.4.14 We write F F-F A if the sequent F F- A is derivable in the formal 
system F. 
It is worth saying a few words about the two judgements of the A-ca1cu1us. 
The equivalence predicate is the familiar notion of program equivalence, except 
that equivalence in the A t-calculus is intended to reflect our notion of computation. 
Accordingly, equivalence is to be interpreted by equality of morphisms in the Kleisli 
category for a strong monad. 
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The existence predicate j, is derived from the termination predicate in the logic 
of partial terms [Mog88a]. It is intended to reflect a program that does not require 
any "computation". Moggi defines values to be those terms e for which F F- e 
is derivable. Thus, for example, a value for partial computations is a terminating 
program, a value for side-effects is a program with no side effects and in our case, 
a value should be a program that consumes no resource. 
The following definition is intended to capture these intuitions. 
Definition 3.4.15 Let (C, 7) be a )—model and let j - }J be an interpretation. 
We say CT entails F I- e1 e2 : r if: 
JFF-e1:r]J - I[FF-e2:r]1. 
We say CT entails F I- e 1 r if I[ IF F- e: r]J factors through the unit map 
Notation 3.4.16 We write "CT entails F I- A" as F =CT  A. 
We define notions of soundness and completeness for the k-calculus with respect 
to interpretation in A—mode1s. 
Definition 3.4.17 Let (C,T) be a Ac—model and let - ] be an interpretation. 
(C,7) is sound for the X-ca1cu1us with respect to I - ]J if for all formulae A, 
F F-At  A implies that F I=CT  A. 
Definition 3.4.18 Let M be a collection of models for a formal system .T. We 
say M is complete for F if for all formulae A, F =M  A for each M E M implies 
that F A. 
Moggi [Mog88b] states the following soundness and completeness results. 
Theorem 3.4.19 Any As—model is sound for the )-calculus. 
Theorem 3.4.20 The class of X—models is complete for the -ca1culus. 
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3.5 Reasoning about resource 
3.5.1 Introduction 
The rules of the )-ca1culus are intended to be correct for any notion of computa-
tion. That is, they are sound with respect to interpretation in the Kleisli category 
of any )-model. When one considers a particular notion of computation, for ex-
ample partial computations [Mog88a] or in our case complexity, we expect that 
extra rules will hold and that some extension may be required in order to ex-
press the particular features of interest to us. In our case, we need some way of 
expressing resource within the calculus. 
In chapter 2, we showed how the basic approach to modelling complexity was 
to extend our semantics so that a program p of type A - B is denoted by a pair 
of maps fun(p) : A] —* [BJJ and cx(p): ftA]J — M. The map fun(p) models 
the functional behaviour of p and the map cx(p) models the complexity of p. 
A calculus for reasoning about the denotational models we have developed 
should reflect this approach. In particular, we need to express the functional and 
complexity parts of each program. 
The notion of value in the )-calculus suggests a way of expressing the func-
tional part of each program since, for the monad for complexity, a value is a term 
which requires no resource. Thus our requirements are a way of expressing re-
source within the calculus and a predicate which expresses the fact that a term 
has a certain resource requirement and a certain functional behaviour. 
In this section, we show how the terms of unit type can express resource. We 
use this observation and the above considerations to motivate the definition of the 
Acomca 1.15. This is a calculus for reasoning about complexity. 
A natural approach would be to define the A corn-calculus as an extension of 
the At-calculus. We chose not to do this for the following reason. In chapter 5, 
we show that the class of models given in this chapter does not capture all the 
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examples of interest to us, and we define a broader class of models. Unfortunately, 
it is not possible to extend the interpretation of the )-calculus to this larger class 
of models. However, it is possible to extend the interpretation of the X, m -calculus 
to this larger class. We will discuss this point in more detail in chapters 5 and 9. 
3.5.2 The ACOM-calculus 
Our aim is to express resource within the language for computations and use this to 
split each term into its functional and complexity parts. The following observation 
suggests that we can use the terms of unit type to model resource. 
Lemma 3.5.1 Let (C, M) be a complexity model, let E be a signature for corn-
putations and let l[ - ]J be an interpretation of £() in CM. Let t be a closed term 
of type 1. Then E[O I- t: 1 ]J is a global element of M in C. 
Proof: 1 0 F i: 11 is a morphism [t  from 101 to l[1]I  in the Kleisli category CM. 
However, Eli = 1 and E01 = xø = 1. Thus Ht]J is a morphism from ito 1 
in CM. That is, a morphism from 1 to M x 1 M in C. 	 0 
In particular, constants of unit type correspond to (global) elements of M. Of 
course, this alone does not suffice since we also need to model the composition 
of programs. In chapter 2, we showed that to model composition, we require a 
monoid of resource values and not simply a set. Therefore, we require some way 
of composing resources within our calculus. 
In order to do this, we recall the slogan that "let is interpreted as composition 
of programs". The following result shows the sense in which this captures the idea 
of putting complexities together. 
Lemma 3.5.2 Let (C, M) be a complexity model, let E be a signature for com- 
putations and let I - ]I be an interpretation of £(E) in CM. Let 0 F t 1 : 1 and 
x : 1 F 12 : 1 be terms of the language for computations such that x V FV(t2). 
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Then 9 O F let x=11 in t211 is the morphism: 
O F ti : 1 • O Ft2 : 1]] :1 -f M. 
Proof: By definition 3.4.11, 
1[0 F let x=11  in 1211 = 
= p1 T(ftt 2 JJ )t1,1(id1, 1[t] ) 
= •(1[121 ,idM)(idl , tj) 
= l[t11 -t2. 
as required. 	 0 
This observation motivates using the term "let x = t j in 12" to represent the 
composition of t j and 12. 
Notation 3.5.3 Let t j and 12 be terms of unit type. We write 11 't2 for the term 
"let x=t1 in 2  where x is any variable x : 1 such that x V FV(t 1 ) U FV(1 2 ). 
The following result shows that in the A-calcu1us, the terms of unit type inherit 
a monoid structure. 
Proposition 3.5.4 Let E be a signature for computations. Then the following 
sequents are derivable in the A s-calculus: 
. F F * .1 	1:1, 
. F F 1. * t: 1 and 
• FF11 .(12 .13)(tl .12 ).13 : 1. 
Proof: Recall that t t stands for let x = t j in t2 where x is any variable x : 1 
such that x g FV(1 1 ) U FV(t 2 ). The sequents are derived as follows: 
F F let x=y in t t[x := y]  
F F let x=y in I t 	F F let x=y in I let x=* in I 
F F let x = * in I I 
FF*II 
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secondly, 
I' I- let x=t in * let x=t in x 
F I- let x = t in * t 
and finally, 
F F- let x 1 = t1 in let x2 = t2 in t3 F F let x2 = let x 1 = t1 in t2 in t3 
F F t 1 • (t2 t3 ) 	( t1 t2 ) t3 : 1 
II 
Remark 3.5.5 Note that, for every monad T, the terms of unit type have this 
monoid structure. The additional condition which classifies the complexity models 
is that JITij is M x I[r]I. 
We can now represent both functional behaviour, using values, and resource, 
using terms of unit type, within the language for computations. However, we 
require some additional structure in order to give a calculus for reasoning about 
programs with complexity. 
Firstly, for each type r we require a predicate (—, —, —) E PredE(r, 'r, 1) where 
the intended meaning of (e, v, t) is that the term e has functional behaviour v and 
complexity t. Secondly, for each of the basic constants and basic function symbols, 
we need to add new constants which are intended to express their functional 
and complexity parts. Thus for each constant symbol c E ConstE(r), we require 
additional constants v E ConstE(r) and t E ConstE(1) such that (c, v, t) holds. 
The idea is that t is the resource required to evaluate the constant c and v is the 
value which results. 
For the function symbols, the situation is a little more complicated. For each 
basic function symbol f e FunctE(rl, ..., r,, r), we require two additional func- 
tion symbols v1 E Funct(r1 , .... r,r) and tf E FunctE(rl , ...,r, 1) such that 
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(f(x),v j (x),t j (x)) holds. The idea is that tj (v) is the cost of evaluating f at 
the value v and vj (v) is the value which results. For example, suppose f were 
the symbol + in standard ML. Then for each x, y of type int, v(x, y) would be 
the value to which x + y evaluates and t+(x, y) would be the resource required to 
evaluate it. 
These considerations motivate the following definition of a language for com-
plexity and the com 'us as a formal system over the language for complexity. 
Definition 3.5.6 Let E be a signature for computations. The terms of the lan-
guage for complexity are generated by the formation rules for L) together with: 
c E ConstE(r) 
I' I- v : r 
tc 	 c E ConstE(r) 
I' I- t: 1 
F F- e: r1 x 	x 
VI 
F F- v j (e) : r 
tf 
F F- e : r1 X ... x r, 
1' F- t1 (e) : 1 
f E FunctE(Tl, .... rfl ,r) 
f e FunctE (rl ,...,rfl ,r) 
Definition 3.5.7 Let E be a signature for computations. The sequents Seq of the 
language for complexity are constructed from the terms by the following formation 
rules: 
F F- e:T 
1' F-  e j. r E Seq 
FF-e 1 :r FF-e 2 :r 
I' F- e 1 	e2 : T E Seq 
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FF-e1 :r FI-e2 :r FI-t:1 
F I- (e 1 ,e2 ,t) : r E Seq 
We now define the i\ com -calculus over the language for computation. We par-
tition the rules as follows: 
• rules for the .j, predicate, 
• rules for the predicate and 
• "triple" rules for the (-, -, -) predicate. 
Our aim is to provide a calculus in which programs can be split into their 
functional and complexity parts. Thus, whilst we retain the two judgements, 
existence (1) and equality (s),  of the X-calculus, they are no longer central. 
Instead, the last section of rules is the one of most interest. They derive formulae of 
the form F I- (e, v, t) : - whose intended meaning is that the term e has functional 
behaviour v and complexity t. Thus, for example, the rule pair expresses the fact 
that if e1 and e2 have, respectively, functional behaviour v1 and v 2 , and complexity 
t 1 and t2 , then the term (e 1 , e2 ) has functional behaviour (v 1 , v2 ) and complexity 
• t 2 . The rule ir expresses the fact that if e : r1 x r2 has functional behaviour v 
and complexity 1, then the term ir.(e) : Ti has functional behaviour 7r1 (v) and the 
same complexity t. This approach is consistent with the aim of studying a notion 
of program equivalence in which two programs are equivalent when they have the 
same functional behaviour and the same complexity. 
Definition 3.5.8 Let E be a signature for computations. The rules of the com 
calculus are given by: 
• Rules for the .L predicate 
E.x 
FE- SIT 
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F I- [e] ,j. Tr 
FI-*11 
F F v 1 r1 F F v2  .. 
F F (v i ,v2 ) .1. 7-1 x 
F F v J, r1 x r2 
E.ir 
1' F ir(v) .1, T 
E..A 
FF(.\x:r1 .e:r2 ).jr1 —T 2 
E.c 
	
	 c E ConstE(T) 
F F v I T 
FFvr1 x••.xr 
E.f 	 fEFunctE(rl , ... ,Tfl,r) 
F F v 1 (v) ,j, T 
E. 	
1' F v 1  .[ r F F V1 	v2 : r 
F F v2 . 'r 
• Rules for the predicate 
refi 
FFee:r 
F F ei 	e2 : r 
syrnm 
F F e2 el : T 
61 
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FF-e 1 e2 :r FF-e2 Ee3 :r 
trans 
r I- e 1 	e3 : 
subst 
FF-elr F,x:rF-A 
F F- A[x := e] 
where A[x := e] is A with e substituted for each occurrence of x. 
FF-ei 4:ri F,x:r1 F-e2 e:r2 
let. 
F I- (let x = ei  in e2 ) 	(let x = e in e) : 7-2 
FHe1 e:T1 FF-e2 4:r2 
F F- (e i ,e2 ) 	(e',4) : 7-1 x 7-2 
F F- e1 	e2 7-1 X 72 
F H ir.(e1) 	ir1(e2) : Ti 
F,x : r1 F- e1 	e2 
F H Ax.e l 	x.e 2 : 	7-2 
F H e1 e2 : Tr 
F H fi(e i ) 	11(e 2 ) : T 
F H e1 	T 
F H [eu 	[e2] : TT 
id 
F H (let x—e ins) e : 
62 
comp 
F H (let x2 =(let x 1 =t in t2 ) in t) (let x=i1  in (let x 2 =t2 in t)) r 
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where x 1 does not occur free in e 
let.f 
F F- f(e) 	(let x=e in f(x)) : r 
let.13 
F F- (let x 1 =x2 in e) 	e[x 1 := x2 1 
let.p 
F F- p(e) 	(let x = e in it(x)) : r 
T./3 
F F- p([e}) 	e: 
T.ij 
F F- [(x)] 	x: Tr 
1.77 
FF-*Ex:1 
let. ( -) F 
F- (e 1 ,e 2 ) 	(let x 1 ,x2 =e1 ,e2 in (x 1 ,x2 )) : 7-1 x r2 
let. 




7r((x 1 ,x2)) 	Xi :; 
x i 
F F- (ir1 (x),ir2 (x)) 	x : 71 x 
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/3 
F F- tx : i-1 .e : T2)(x) 	e : 
77 
F F- (Ax r1 .x(x 1 )) 	x : r, - T2 
• Rules for (-, -, -) predicate 
FF-vlT 
value 
1' F- (v,v,*) r 
cst 	 c E ConstE(r) 
F F- (c,v,t) : T 
F F- (e,v,t) T1 X 	X T 	
f FunctE fun 	 (Tl ,...,rfl ,T) 
F F- (f(e),v 1 (v),t .i1 (v)) : T 
F F- (e1,v1,11) : r1 F I- (e2 ,v 2 ,t2 ) : T2 
pair 
F I- ((e1,e2),(v1,v2),i1 	2) : T1 X T2 
F F- (e,v,t) : r1 x T2 
F F- (ir(e),ir1 (v),t) T 
F F- (e, [e'], t) TT F F- (e', v', t') 
IL 
F F- (IL(e),v',t 	: r 
let F F- (e1,v1,11) T1 F F- (e2 [x 	v1],v2,t2) : 
F F- (let x = 61 in  62,  V2, t 1 t2 ) : T2 
F F- (e1,v1,t1) :0- —+ - F F- (e2 ,v2 ,t2 ) : o, F F- (v1(v2),v3,t3) : r 
t1JiJ 
F F- (61(62), V31t1 	0 : T 
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FI-(e,v,t):r FHe'e:r FI- v' v:r FFt't:1 
cong 
F I- (e', v ' , t') : r 
Proposition 3.5.9 If 1' I-.1%om  (e,v,t) : r, then F 	v .J. r. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the derivation. 
• Base case: suppose that the last rule in the derivation was either value or est. 
Then, in each case, it follows immediately from the axioms of the calculus 
that F H v I r is derivable. 
• General case: Suppose that the last rule was pair. Then we have: 
F I- (e1,v1,t1) 	F I- (e1,v1 ) t1) 
F I- ((e1;e2),(v1,v2),i1 	2) 
Then by the inductive hypothesis, there exist derivations: 
i r- v .j, Tj 
and the following derivation: 
F,x1 : 7'1,x2 : r2 H(x1,x2)lri x 7-2 	F H v1 In 
F,x2: 7-2 H (v1 ) x2) .j. 7 -1 X 7-2 
	 F H v1 
F H (v1 ,v2 ) j r1 X T2 
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shows that F F- (v 1 , v2 ) . r1 x r2 is derivable in the ) com ccuhjs. 
Similarly if the last rule was fun, ir, p, app or cong the result follows easily. 
Suppose the last rule were let. Then by the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
derivations: 
F F-v1  j. 7-1 	F,x : r1 F-v2 . T2 
and the following derivation: 
F F-v1 ,j. 7-1 	F,x : 7-1 F-v2 .j. 7-2 
F F- v2 [x := v 1 1 j. r2 
shows that ]p  F- v 2 [x := v 1 1 . 7-2 is derivable. 
Finally, suppose that the last rule was subst so that we have: 
F,x : T2 F- (e 7 v 1 ,t) : r1 	F F-v2 I r2 
F F- (e,v 1 ,t)[x := v 2 1 
Then F, x : T2 F- v 1  J. T2 by the inductive hypothesis and F F- v 2  .J. T2 by assumption. 
Therefore, F F- v1 [x := v2 1 .L T2 by applying the rule subst to the predicate v1 . r2. 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
We give some examples of derivations in the A com calcuhjs. 
Example 3.5.10 Let E be a signature which includes a type int, basic constants 
3,4 E ConstE(int) and basic function symbols +, x E FunctE (int,int,int). We 
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evaluate the denotation of the term x : mi I- +(x(3, x),4). For notational conve-
nience we shall omit the contexts (x : mt or 0) from the sequents. For reasons of 
space, we perform the derivation in four parts. 
(3,v31 t3 ) 	(x,x,*) 
((3,x),(v 3 ,x),t 3 .*) 
((3, x), (v 3 , x), 13 ) 
We now use the rule fun to evaluate x applied to (3, x): 
((3, x), (v 31  x), t 3 ) 
(x(3, x), v(v3,  x),t3 . t(v3, x)) 
Similarly, we can derive: 
(x(3, x), v(v3,  x), t3 t(v3, x)) 	(4 1  v 41  t4 ) 
((x (3, x), 4), (v (v31  x), v 4 ), 13 . i ( v31  x) 14 ) 
Finally, we can apply the rule fun once more to obtain: 
(+((x(3, x),4)),v +((v(v 3 , x), v 4 )), t 3 t (v s , x) . i . t+((v(v3,x), v4 ))) 
We observe a number of points. Firstly, a lot of work is required to evaluate 
even this simple expression. The advantages of an automated theorem prover are 
clear. Secondly, the expression for the complexity of this expression contains a 
free variable x. 
Example 3.5.11 Let E be a signature which includes a type ml, a basic constant 
2 € ConstE(int) and a basic function symbol f E FunctE(int, int). We evaluate the 
denotation of the term 0 I- (let y=)x.f(x) in (Ax : ini.y(x)) : ml -+ int)(2) : ml. 
For reasons of space, we perform the derivation in three parts. 
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0 F .Ax.Ax.fxx j 
0 F (\x.f(x), )tx.f(x), *) 	0 F (Axix.fxx, .Ax..\x.fxx, *) 	x F x * 
O F (let y=Ax.f(x) in .Ax.y(x),Ax..Xx.f (x)(x),* *) 	OF * * 	* 
OF (let y=)tx.f(x) in .Xx.y(x),Ax.Ax.f(x)(x),*) 
OF (let y=.Ax.f(x) in Ax.y(x),)x.f(x),*) 
The sequent 0 F (2, v2 , t 2 ) is an axiom. Finally, in order to apply the app rule, we 
need to derive a triple predicate for the term f(x)[x := v2 1 = f(v2 ): 
x : mt F (f(x),v 1 (x),t j (x)) 	OF v2 j r 
OF (f(v2),v1(v2),tj(v2)) 
and applying app we obtain: 
(let y = ) x.f(x) in )x.y(x), )tx.f(x), *) 	(2, v2 , t2 ) 	(f(v 2 ), vj (v 2 ), t j (v 2 )) 
((let y=.\x.f(x) in )x.y(x))(2),v j (v 2 ),t 2 . t1 (v 2 )) 
This gives us a much simplified form of the term, since (let y = f in )x.y(x))(2) is 
reduced to the value vj (v 2 ) and the complexity t 2 tf (v 2 ). 
3.5.3 Interpretation of the A com 	culus in complexity models 
In section 3.4.3, we gave an interpretation of the language for computations in any 
A r-model. In particular, this gives an interpretation of the language for computa-
tions in any complexity model. However, in order to capture the extra features of 
the ). com -caiculus, we require a slight modification of this definition. The main dif-
ference is that an interpretation should satisfy the axioms for our extra constants. 
In this section, we describe an interpretation of the language for computations 
in any complexity model. We define a notion of entailment for the )t com -calculus 
and prove a soundness result. 
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Definition 3.5.12 Let (C, M) be a complexity model and let E be a signature 
for computations. An interpretation of the language for complexity in CM is a 
pair of functions ft — ]: types —* ICI and ft — ]J: Terms —4 CT such that: 
• ftoxr]1 = ft°i Xftr]1, 
• 	= ftTlJ " , 
• ftTrlI = Mxftr] and 
• I[111 = 1, 
and: 
ftfJJ = (s,g):ftr1 x ... xrj—Mxftij 
S 
ftv 1 fl = (O,g):ftr1 x ... xrMxftr 
ftf]=(s) g):ftr1 x...xr,j—Mxftij 
S 
ftt f = (s,!):I[ri x•••xr,j — Mxl 
ftc]1 = (s,g):l—+Mxftr] 
ftvj = (O,g): 1 —* M x 
ftc]J = (s,g):1—Mxftr1J 
ftt]l = (5,!):1—+Mx1 
• The interpretation of all other terms corresponds to that for the language for 
computations £(E) in the strong monad M x -. 
Remark 3.5.13 An interpretation is fixed by giving an interpretation of the base 
types, and the constant and function symbols. 
• 
S 
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This is consistent with our earlier definition 3.4.11. In particular, the let con-
structor still corresponds to composition in the Kleisli category. 
Our intuition is that the triple predicate (e, v, t) should capture the notion of 
v being the functional part of € and t being the complexity of e. The following 
definition is intended to capture this intuition. 
Definition 3.5.14 Let (C, M) be a complexity model and let - }J be an inter-
pretation. We say CM entails F F- v 1 v 2 : r if: 
IIFF-  vi:rII = I[FF-v2:r]J. 
We say CM entails F F- e .J. r if jr F- e : r]J factors through the unit map ii. 
We say CM entails F F- (e, v, : r if CM entails F F- v I r and: 
I[FF-e:r11 = 	l(idMxF,x:1F- v:r])tff r1 l (id F1jFI- t:1]J) 
where this composition is in the complexity category for (C, M). 
Notation 3.5.15 We write "CM entails F F- A" as F I=CM A. 
The following lemma gives a more explicit form of F I=CM  (e, v, t) : T. 
Lemma 3.5.16 Let (C,M) be a complexity model and let I[ - ]J be an interpre-
tation. Suppose that F 	v .J. r. Then F =M  (e,v,t) if: 
FF-e:rJJ = (idM xf)t rj ,l (id r]J ,1[FF-t:1}1) 
where I[F,x: 1 F- v:r}1 = 
Proof: Suppose that F I=CMF- v  j. r. Then, by definition, [F,x: 1 I- v : ni factors 
though 77M  and so equals 71 f for some f. Then: 
x F,x :1 F-v : n]I)t1rp(idir1,ftF F-I:  111) 
equals: 
(idM X f)tr]J,1(idlrB,  I F F- t : 1]) 
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by the definition of the monad M x -. 
We define a notion of soundness for the A corn-calculus with respect to interpre-
tation in complexity models. 
Definition 3.5.17 Let (C, M) be a complexity model and let ft - ] be an inter-
pretation. (C, M) is sound for the A corn -calculus with respect to ft - ] if for all 
formulae A, F A implies that F I=CM  A. 
We have the following soundness result for the A, m -calculus. 
Theorem 3.5.18 Let (C, M) be a complexity model and let ft - ] be an inter-
pretation. Then (C, M) is sound for the A corn -calCUlus with respect to ft - ]J. 
Proof: Let (C, M) be a complexity model, and let ft -] be an interpretation. 
We need to show that each of the axioms of the A corn -calculus are valid in CM and 
that each of the rules preserve validity. 
We consider first, all those formulae of the form e 7. Recall that F =CM  v I r if 
ft F I- v : r ]J factors through the unit map i• 
• ft F I- x 1 : ; JJ = 771,1 7ri and hence factors through 77 1,1 by definition. 
• [ F F- * : 1 ] = 	! 	and hence factors through qjjj by definition. Simi- 
larly, F kcm  [] .J. Tr and" ICM  Ax.e .j.  a - r. 
• ftP I- (x 1 ,x 2 ) : r1 x 7-2 1 = 	2j (ftI I- x 1 : ri]1,ftF I- x2 : r2 ]]) 
= 	Tl,(l1Tl,7l.2lJT2) 
= 	1211 (77I[r1I x 7)(7r1 ,7r2 ) 
= 71111.1 xT2 11 
and hence factors through 
• 117F-7r1 (x):r1 I = (idM xlrjftFF - x:rl XT 2 JJ 
= (idM x 
= 771 ri lTi71 x2 
and hence factors through 
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• Finally, it follows immediately from the definition of - ] that F I=CM v, j.  r 
and that F frCM v 1 (x) -I. r. 
We now consider the formulae of the form e1 	: r. Recall that F F=CM  e 
r if E F F- e1 : ni equals E  F F- e2 : r. We do the case for the rule x. 18 to illustrate 
the general approach. 
• I[ r I- 7r1 ((x 1 ,x 2 )) : Ti]] = (idM x ir)IIF  F- (x 1 ,x2 ) : r1 X 7- 2 ]j 
= I[FF-x1:ril 
as required. 
We now consider the formulae of the form (e, v, I) : r. Recall that F I=CM (e, v, t) 
if: 
F F- e : nil = (idM x f)t 1r1 , l (id1r]J , [ F F- t : 1]]): 
Suppose that F I=CM  (e,v,i) and that I[F  F- v : 	= 	Then we have: 
• I[FF- ir(e):rI] = (idM xr 1 )I[FF-e:rl xn2 ]] 
= (idM x r1 )(idM X f)tr r1, 1 (id1r1 Jr F-i: 111) 
= (idM X irf)ir1j,i(idr'1JF F-i: 1]J) 
However, I F F- ir(v) : nih = ( idM x ir)l[F  F- v : r1 X 7 -2 ]J 
= (idM xT)i, X f 
= 71rixi71if 
and therefore F I=CM  (ir(e),ir(v),i) as required. 
The other cases are similar and are omitted. 	 0 
We discuss completeness issues in section 3.6. 
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3.6 Relating the comcaldhlhls to other systems 
3.6.1 Introduction 
We characterise the relationship between the A. m-calculus and the )-calculus and 
the relationship between the )i com-calculus and an operational semantics for the 
language for computations. 
	
3.6.2 The relationship between the com 	cuhis and the - 
calculus 
Definition 3.6.1 Let E be a signature for computations and let £() be the lan- 
guage for computations over E. The rules Ax(E) consist of the following axioms: 
c e ConstE(r) 
0 F- v, j,  r 
I 
	
f E FunctE (r1 ,...,rfl ,r) 
x : r1 X 	X T H v1 (x) I r 
. 
OF- c let x = tc  in v 
I zx 
x : r1 x 	x r, I- f(x) let z=t1 (x) in vj (x) 
Notation 3.6.2 We write k + Ax for the formal system whose rules are those of 
the )t-calculus plus the set Ax(s). 
The next theorem summarises the relationship between the A s-calculus and the 
com cTh1s. First, we have a technical lemma. 
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Lemma 3.6.3 Let E be a signature for computations and let A be a formula of 
the form e 1 e2 : r or v I r. Suppose that the sequent F F- A is derivable in the 
)t cornC culus. Then the sequent F I- A is derivable in the calculus A + Ax. 
Proof: A simple induction on the length of the derivation of the sequent. 	0 
Theorem 3.6.4 Let E be a signature for computations and suppose that the 
sequent F F- (e, v, t) : r is derivable in the A corn -calculus. Then both of the sequents 
F F- v I r and F F- e let x = t in v : r are derivable in the calculus A + Ax. 
Notation 3.6.5 In the following proof, for convenience, we write: 
FF-e1 e2 	FF-e2 e3 
F I- e1 	e3 
as: 
F F- e1 
F F- e 1 
Proof: Suppose that F F- (e, v, t) : r is derivable in the A corn calculus. Then by 
lemma 3.5.9, F F- v I r is derivable in the Acorn-calculus and by lemma 3.6.3, it is 
derivable in the A + Ax. 
We verify that "e let x = t in v", by induction on the number of triple rules in 
the derivation. 
• Base case: the cases cst and fun follow by definition since they are all 
contained in the set Ax(>J). The case value is also immediate since the 
sequent F F- e let x = * in e : r is derivable for all terms F F- e : r. 
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• General case: suppose that the last rule was pair. Then by the inductive 
hypothesis, we have derivations of the sequents I' I- e1 let x. = t j in v : Tj 
and F F- vi j. r1 in the calculus A.+ Ax and we have: 
(e1 ,e2 ) Elet y1 =e1 in (let y2 =e2 in (Y1,Y2)) 
(e1 ,e2 ) 	let y1 =(let x1 =t1 in v 1 ) in (let !,2=(let x 2 =t2 in v2 ) in (Y1,Y2)) 
(e1 ,e2 ) 	1et x 1 =t1 in (let y 1 =v1 in (let y2 =(let x 2 =t2 in v2 ) in (y1,y2))) 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x1 =t1 in (let y2 =(let x 2 =t2 in v2 ) in (Y1,Y2))[Y1 := v 1 ] 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x1 =t1 in (let y2 =(let x2 =t2 in v2 ) in (v 1 ,y2 )) 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x 1 =t1 in (let x2 =t2 in (let y2 =v2 in (v1 ,y2 ))) 
(e1 ,e2 ) 	let x 1 =t1 in (let x 2 =t2 in (v 1 ,y2 )[y2 := v2]) 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x 1 =t1 in (let x 2 =t2 in (v 1 ,v 2 )) 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x2 =(let x 1 =t1 in t2 ) in (v 1 ,v 2 ) 
(e 1 ,e2 ) 	let x 2 =t1 t2 in (v 1 ,v 2 ) 
Suppose that the last rule was ir. Then by the inductive hypothesis, we have 
derivations of the sequents F F- e let x = t in v and F F- v j.  r and we have: 
F F- e let x=t in v 
F F- ir(e) 	ir(let x=i in v) 
FF-ir(e)1ety=let x=tinvinir(y) 
F F- ir(e) let x = t in (let y = v in ir(y)) 
FF- ir(e)letx=tinir(y)[y:=v] 
F F- ir(e) 	let x = t in ir(v) 
Suppose that the last rule was let. Then by the inductive hypothesis, we 
have derivations of the sequents F F- e1 let x=t1 in v 1 : 7-1 and F F- e2 [x 
v 1 ] let x = t2 in v2 and we have: 
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let x=e1 in €2 let x=(let x 1 =i1 in v1) in e2 
let x=e1 in €2 let x 1 t 1 in (let x=v1 in €2) 
let x=e1 in €2 let x 1 =t1 in e2 [x := v11 
let x=el in €2 let x1 =t1 in (let x2  = t2 in v2) 
	
let xe 1 in €2 	(let x2 =(let x 1 =t1 in t2 ) in v2) 
let x=e1 in e2 	(let x 2 =t1 t2 in v2) 
Suppose that the last rule was app. Then by the inductive hypothesis, we 
have derivations of the sequents F I- e 	let x 1 = t 1 in v1 : a - r, F F- €2 
let x 2 = t2 in v2 : a and F F- v1 (v 2 ) let x3 = t3 in v3 : r and we have: 
e1 (e 2 ) 	let Yi=i  in (let Y2=2  in Y1(Y2)) 
e 1 (e 2 ) let y1 =let x 1 —t 1 in v1 in (let y2 =let x2 =t2 in v2 in Y1(Y2)) 
e 1 (e2 ) 	let x1=t1 in (let x2 =t2 in v1(v2)) 
let x1=t1 in (let x 2 =t2 in let x3 =t3 in v3) 
let x3 =(let x 1 =t1 in (let x2 =t2 in t3 )) in v3 
e1 (e2 ) 	let x3 =t1 	t3 in v3 
Finally, suppose the last the last rule was cong. Then by the inductive 
hypothesis, we have derivation of the sequent F F- e let x = t in v and by 
lemma 3.6.3 we have derivations of the sequents F F- v v' and F F- t 
However is a congruence relation and so we have a derivation of the sequent 
F F- e 	let x=t' in v '. 
This completes the proof. 	 FE- 
Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in proving the converse. In particular, 
it is not clear to us what extra rules we would need to add to A, + Ax in order to 
obtain completeness with respect to complexity models. 
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Remark 3.6.6 In Moggi's metalanguage [Mog88b], we can add for each type r a 
function symbol: 
val : Tr -* r 
which returns the value part of each term, and define an operation: 
corn(e) = letT x = e in [*]T 
which returns the complexity of each term. Then the following additional rules: 
• val([e]r) 
• val(letT x=e1 in e2 ) 	val(e 2 [x := val(e1 )]), 
• com(letT x=e1 in e2 ) 	corn(e1 ) . com(e 2 [x := val(e1 )]) and 
• let7 x=corn(e) in val(e) 	e 
suffice to prove that Tr Ti x 'r in any model. It is also not hard to show that 
Ti has a monoid structure. 
3.6.3 An operational semantics 
We give an operational semantics for the com 	ulus which is an evaluation 
function from closed terms to values. We modify the usual form of evaluation, 
e == v, and obtain evaluations of the form: 
e=v 
The idea is that this represents the term e evaluating to the value v and consuming 
resource t in the process. 
There is an unfortunate conflict between the operational semantics notion of 
value and the notion of value in Moggi's )t-ca1culus. In the operational semantics, 
the values are a syntactically classified subclass of the terms and are intended to 
represent terms which are fully evaluated. In the )t-calculus, values are terms v 
for which F F v I is derivable, and are intended to represent terms which have a 
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trivial "computational" component. The following example shows that these two 
notions do not coincide. 
Example 3.6.7 Let v be a closed )-ca1cu1us value of type r. Then there exits a 
derivation: 
ØF -vlr 
of the sequent 0 F- v I r. Therefore we can derive the sequent 0 F- 7r,(v, v) j. r as 
follows: 
OF-(x,x)lrxr 	01- VIT 
01- (v,v) .1. r x r 
OF- 7r1 (v,v) .1. r 
Therefore the term ir1 (v,v) is a value in the A, sense. However, 7r1 (v,v) is not fully 
evaluated since it is equivalent to the simpler form v. 
Accordingly, we define a subclass of the A, values to be syntactic values. This 
definition is intended to correspond to the operational semantics notion of fully 
evaluated terms. The operational semantics we give will be an evaluation function 
from closed terms to syntactic values. 
Definition 3.6.8 The class SynVal of syntactic values is given by the following 
BNF: 
sv ::= * I v I vj (sv) I Ax.e I [e]  I (sv1,sv2). 
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provided that )x.e and [e] are closed. 
The following result shows that the syntactic values are values in the A,, sense. 
Lemma 3.6.9 Let sv be a syntactic value of type r. Then the sequent 0 F- sv J. r 
is derivable in the A com ccu115. 
Proof: All cases except (sv 1 , sv2 ) and vj (sv) follow immediately from the axioms 
of the )t com calculus. For (sv1 , sv 2 ), we proceed by induction on the number of 
brackets. The base case we have just established. Suppose (sv 1 , sv 2 ) is a syntactic 
value of type o x r. Then the sequents 0 F- v1 . u and 0 F- v2 j. r are derivable by 
the inductive hypothesis. The following derivation: 
	
0E-(x i ,x 2)laxr 0E-v1 	01- v2lr 
0 F- (v1,v2) ,. o x 
establishes that 0 F- (v 1 , v2) . u x r is derivable. The case for vj (sv) follows simi- 
larly and this completes the proof. 	 0 
We note that this inclusion is strict since, for example, the term iri(v,v) is a 
value but not a syntactic value. 
Unfortunately, the syntactic values are not necessarily unique. For example, if 
x : r F- e e' then 0 F- .Ax.e .\x.e' and both of these are syntactic values. For 
this reason, we do not use the term canonical values. 
We now present the rules of the operational semantics. 
Definition 3.6.10 Let E be a signature for computations. The operational 
semantics for £() is given by: 
value 	* 	v E SynVal 
V =' V 
cst 
C 	V 




fun 	t.ij(v) 	 fEFunctE(Tl,...,rfl,r) 
= vf (v) 
• e 1 	V1 e2 =' V2 
pair 
(e1 ,e2 ) ==3 (v1 ,v2 ) 
e =' (v 1 ,v2 ) 
ir,(e) = v 
t j 
e1 =.[e2] e2 i, v2 
IL 	
fL(ei) 
ti 	 V2 
let 
e 1 =,v1 e2[_v1].v2 
t2 let x=e 1 in e2 114  V2 
A.app 
e1 = 	) x.e e2 	v2 e[x := v2 1 =. v3 
e 1 (e2 ) 	V3 
Remark 3.6.11 It is clear that if e 	v then v is a syntactic value. In par- 
ticular, by lemma 8.6.9, if e 	v then the sequent 0 F- v .J. r is derivable in the 
'com -calculus. 
3.6.4 The 'corn lculus and the operational semantics 
Theorem 3.6.12 Let E be a signature for computations, let e be term of £(E) 
and suppose that e ==4 v. Then the sequent F I- (e, v, t) is derivable in the 
com a1h1 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the length of the derivation of e 	v. 
• Base case: if e = c then the result follows immediately since the required 
sequent is an axiom of the )tcom-calculus. 
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[4J ] 
• General case: suppose that the last rule was 
e 1 	V1 e2 	V2 
pair 	
(e1 ,e2 '. (v1 ,v 2 ) 
Then the ei ==4 vi have shorter derivations, and so by the inductive hypoth-
esis, the sequents F F- (e1 , v, t 1 ) are derivable in the )¼ com -calculus. Then, 
applying the pair triple rule, we obtain F F- ((e 1 , e2 ), (v 1 , v2 ), t 1 t 2) as re-
quired. 
The other cases are similar. For example, if the last rule was let then, by 
the inductive hypothesis, we have F F- (e 1 , v 1 , t 1 ) and I' F- (e 2 [x := v 1 1, v2 , t2 ) 
and applying the let triple rule, we obtain F F- (let x = e1 in e2 , v21  t 1 t2 ) as 
required. 
This completes the proof. 
We had hoped to include the following result. Unfortunately, at the last mo-
ment, a flaw was discovered in the proof. 
Conjecture 3.6.13 Let E be a signature for computations and let e be a closed 
term of £(E). Suppose that the sequent 0 F- (e, v, t) : r is derivable in the .A -








In chapter 3, we described how Moggi [Mog88b] has proposed the paradigm of a 
notion of computation as a monad over a category with structure. In [Mog89], 
Moggi goes further and studies modularity in denotational semantics by viewing 
notions of computation not as monads but as monad constructors, i.e. endofunc-
tions on the object set of the category SMon(C) of strong monads on C. The 
idea is that we can add a new feature, for example side effects, which has the 
effect of taking a monad representing T-computations, where T is an arbitrary 
monad representing some other feature, to one representing T-computations with 
side-effects. 
Ideally we should like these monad constructors to come with the following 
properties and structure. 
• They preserve the monomorphism requirement. 
The importance of the monomorphism requirement, that 77A  is a monomor-
phism for each A, is discussed in section 4.2.4. 
• They are endofunctors on SMon(C). 
This allows monad morphisms from S to T to lift to monads morphisms from 
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S+ to  T+ where (_)+ is our constructor. Thus if we have an interpretation 
of S in T we can obtain one of S  in T+. 
• They are monads on SMon(C). 
In order to add features in a stepwise fashion, we need an embedding 'j of 
T in Tt In order to expresses the idea that adding a feature twice gives no 
more expressive power than adding it once, we should like to have T++ = T+ . 
This does not hold in general but it suffices to have a map, p, from T to 
T such that ((-),ij,p) is a monad on SMon(C). 
• They are strong monads on SMon(C). 
Moggi does not consider the question of strong monads on SMon(C). How-
ever, they may have applications to concurrent computation. We discuss 
this in section 4.3. 
In this chapter, we first apply Moggi's ideas to the monad for complexity. 
We then extend his work to consider limits in SMon(C) and strong monads on 
SMon(C). 
In section 4.2, we define the category SMon(C) of strong monads and strong 
monad morphisms over C. We then define the monad constructor for complexity, 
(-)M and prove the following results: 
• (-)M preserves the monomorphism requirement. 
• (-)M extends naturally to an endofunctor on SMon(C). 
• (-)M extends naturally to a monad on SMon(C). 
In section 4.3 we extend Moggi's work in the following ways: 
• We prove that the forgetful functor U: SMon(C)—. [C,C] creates limits. 
• We show how limits in SMon(C) can be useful in studying the relationships 
between monads. 
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• We present reasons to regard the notion of a strong monad on SMon(C) as 
useful in developing a theory of parallel computations with features. 
Finally in section 4.4 we prove: 
• (-)M extends naturally to a strong monad on SMon(C). 
4.2 The monad constructor for complexity 
4.2.1 Introduction 
This section is based on [Mog89]. We apply his framework to the monad for 
complexity. 
4.2.2 A category of monads 
We extend the definitions of monad and strong monad to obtain categories Mon(C) 
and SMon(C) of monads and strong monads. 
Definition 4.2.1 Let (S,?1 5 ,/1'9 ) and (,qT,T)  be monads on a category C. A 








S 2 A 	>SA 
(au)AJ, 	2 
T 2  A 	>TA 
T 
PA 
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commute, where aa is defined to be cTTSa which by naturality is also equal to 
Taa5 . 
Definition 4.2.2 Let (S,r,S,,tS)  and (T,zT,pT,tT)  be strong monads on a 
category C with finite products. A strong monad morphism, a is a monad 
morphism o: S —* T such that the following diagram: 
4s 
AxSB 	>S(AxB) 






Remark 4.2.3 Let S, T and U be monads on a category C. Given monad mor-
phisms a: S —f T and r : T —p U, the composite natural transformation ra is 
a monad morphism Ta: S —+ U and for all monads S on C, the identity natural 
transformation on S is a monad morphism. 
If C has finite products and 5, T and U are strong monads on C, then if 
a: S —* T and r : T —p U are strong monad morphisms, the composite monad 
morphism ra is a strong monad morphism. Identity monad morphisms on strong 
monads are always strong. 
Definition 4.2.4 Let C be a category. We define Mon(C) to be the category of 
monads and monad morphisms on C together with the evident composition. 
Definition 4.2.5 Let C be a category with finite products. We define SMon(C) 
to be the category of strong monads and strong monad morphisms on C together 
with the evident composition. 
Remark 4.2.6 The category of principal interest to us is SMon(C). 
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4.2.3 The monad constructor (-)M 
Definition 4.2.7 Let C be a category with finite products. A monad construc-
tor for C is an endofunction on ISMon(C)I. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that C is a category with finite products and a 
monoid object M = (M, 0,.). 
Remark 4.2.8 Warning! We have defined the strong monad for complexity yM  
(c.f. proposition 3.9.1) as a strong monad on C, i.e. an object of SMon(C). We 
are going to use TM to define a monad constructor for complexity, i.e. a function 
JSMon(C)I - ISMon(C)l which takes an arbitrary strong monad T to a strong 
monad TM of T-computations with complexity. 
It is important to avoid the natural confusion. 
Lemma 4.2.9 Let (T,i!T,PT,tT)  be a strong monad on C. Then the following 
data: 
• TM( -) = T(M x -), 
TM_ T M • 71A - T1MxA 11A' 
M = 
T r2 Mrr,T • 	11MxA PA I tMMxA  and 
• 1 TM - qi 1tM T A,B - 	A,B A,MxB 
define a strong monad (TM,11 TM ,p TM ,tTM ) on C. 
Proof: It is routine to verify that TM is an endofunctor on C and that ijTM, 1TM 




, 	, tTM ) satisfies the ax- 
ioms of definitions 3.2.1 and 3.2.5 is routine but extremely tedious and is relegated 
to appendix A.1. 	 0 
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Remark 4.2.10 The definition of TM is not arbitrary, as the tensorial strength 
tMMxA is a distributive law for the monads T and M x - [BaWe85]. 
Remark 4.2.11 There is another natural candidate for the monad constructor 
(—)M where TM(—) = M x T(—). However, the first definition appears to be the 
more natural since, for example, if T is the lifting monad ( — )j then the second 
definition gives TMA = M x A 1 . This leads to the difficulty of a program returning 
a value for the time taken even when it does not terminate. 
Definition 4.2.12 Let (T, 17T, 1T  jT) be a strong monad on C. The strong monad 
of T-computations with M-complexity is defined by (TM , 77 TM TM tTM). 
Remark 4.2.13 The lemma shows that assignment T i—* TM takes strong monads 
to strong monads. We call this function the monad constructor for complex-
ity. 
Moggi [Mog89] has used a metalanguage to define monad constructors. For 
completeness, we give such a definition below. 
Proposition 4.2.14 Let T be a type constructor for computational types in the 
metalanguage. Given an interpretation of T as a monad on C, the interpretation 
of the following metalanguage terms: 
• TM( — ) = T(M x —)' 
• 77 TM : a i- 
• ,2TM : c i—+ letT (m 1 , c1 ) — c in (letT (m 21  c2 ) = c1 in [(m 1 m 2 , c2)IT) and 
corn • 	: (a, c) F-+ letT (a1, ("' b1)) = tT rA B 	 AB((a, c)) in [(m1, (a1, bl))]T 
in C gives the strong monad TM. 
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Proof: We compute the interpretation of the required terms. 
TM 
- 	
= MXAft a 	(0 , a)11 
- T M 
7lMxA 7A 
as required. 
The other cases follow similarly. 
Remark 4.2.15 We have defined (—)M  as a function from ISMon(C)I to 
ISMon(CM. In general, it is not possible to extend this naturally to afunction from 
IMon(C)I to IMon(C)I because the definition of 1TM  requires T to have a tensorial 
strength. 
	
With the metalanguage formulation of proposition 	the problem is that 
the term [(m1 m21 C2)]T  has two different free variables. It is shown in [Mog88b] 
that we need a tensorial strength in order to interpret terms with multiple distinct 
free variables. 
4.2.4 Properties of (-)M 
Proposition 4.2.16 (—)M  preserves the monomorphism requirement. 
Proof: Suppose T satisfies the monomorphism requirement, that is that 77  is a 
TM 	T M 	M. monomorphism for all A. Then, by definition, 77A = MXAA• Now 77A is a 
monomorphism for every A, as a i—p (0, a) and is a monomorphism, 
as ij is a monomorphism for every A. Therefore, TM  is a monomorphism, as 
monomorphisms are closed under composition. 
Thus (—)M  preserves the monomorphism requirement. 	 0 
Computationally, the idea is that i represents the inclusion of values into corn-
putations. The importance of the monomorphism requirement is twofold. Firstly, 
it allows us to deduce equality of values from equality of computations. Secondly, 
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according to the paradigm of categorical logic, formulae should be interpreted 
as subobjects. The predicate - r in the A-ca1culus [Mog88b], existence of 
computations of type r, is interpreted by 77 1 ,1 . This is a monomorphism if the 
monomorphism requirement holds. 
Hence, it is desirable that a monad constructor preserves the monomorphism 
requirement and proposition 4.2.16 shows that (—)M  does. 
We now show that (—)M  extends naturally to an endofunctor on SMon(C). 
Definition 4.2.17 Let a : S -p T be a strong monad morphism in SMon(C). 
We define the natural transformation aM : SM -p TM by: 
(aM)A = aMXA. 
Lemma 4.2.18 Let a: S -p T be a strong monad morphism in SMon(C). With 
the above notation, the natural transformation aM : SM -f TM is a strong monad 
morphism. 










A 	>TMA< TJ A 
TM 	 TM 
71A 11 A 
t sm  
AXS MB_, >SM(AxB) 
id x 	 III 	j,0AXB 
AXTMB 	>TM (AXB) 
jTM 
A,B 
commute. This is routine but tedious and is relegated to appendix A.2. 	13 
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Proposition 4.2.19 The function ( — )M: ISMon(C)I -p  ISMon(C)I in 
lemma 4.2.14 together with the function on arrows in definition 4.2.17 define a 
functor 
(—)M : SMon(C) -p SMon(C). 
Proof: We observe that: 
(ids )M is given by ((ids )M )A = (ids ) MXA = ids(MXA) and thus (ids)M = zdsM . 
(To)M is given by ((T0)M)A = (TcY)MXA = TMXAOMXA and thus (TU)M = TMOM. 
Therefore, (_)M  extends naturally to an endofunctor on SMon(C) as claimed. 0 
The importance of considering the category SMon(C) of strong monads over C, 
rather the set JSMon(C), is that it allows us to give an interpretation of one monad 
in another. In other words, identifying monads with models of particular notions 
of computation, we can relate denotational models corresponding to features of a 
programming language. 
The importance of monad constructors lifting naturally to endofunctors on 
SMon(C) is that it allows us to lift naturally an interpretation of S-computations 
in T-computations to an interpretation of S+computations  in  T+ computations. 
This captures the idea that our monad constructor is in some sense additive. 
We use this property of monad constructors to build a modular view of de-
notational semantics in which a model can be extended by adding a new feature 
to the existing ones. This operation will be modular precisely when the monad 
constructor is an endofunctor. 
There are other ideas that we would like to capture. We view a monad con-
structor (_)+ as adding a new feature and therefore would like to be able to 
interpret T-computations in Ttcomputations.  This requires that for each T, we 
have a monad morphism: 
: T-4T 
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We would like to capture the idea that adding a feature twice gives no more 
expressive power than adding it once. This could be captured by requiring that 
T = Tt However none of the examples of principle interest satisfy this condi-
tion. Instead we can require a monad morphism: 
,4: 
such that 	 id and 	 id. 
These conditions correspond to the tuple ((-), i, ) satisfying the last two 
diagrams defining it as a monad on SMon(C). In fact, we can gain some elegance, 
without losing any of the examples of primary interest to us, by requiring that 
((—),,p) is a monad on SMon(C). 
Alas, (-)M  does not, in general, extend to a monad on SMon(C). However, as 
we shall make precise, if M is a commutative monoid then we can extend (-)M 
to a monad on SMon(C). 




commutes, where 3 = ( 7r2 , 7r1 ) is the twist map. 
Henceforth in this section we assume that M is commutative. 
Remark 4.2.21 In fact, most of the examples of primary interest to us are corn-
mutative monoids. However, the commutativity of the monoid M is only needed 
to show that diagram V in lemma 4.2.23 commutes. 
Definition 4.2.22 Let (T, 	T T) be a strong monad on C. We define the 
natural transformations ij : T -p TM and 	: TMM -p TM by: 
M 	M 	M 	M . 
11T =T7 and T —Tp 
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Lemma 4.2.23 77T 
M and 1TM  are monad morphisms. 
Proof: The coherence conditions i and pm to be monad morphisms are: 
T 	 T 
T1A ILA 




A >TMA< TLA  





IM id x 77 T1TAXB 





















TB 	 TAXB 
AXTMB 	>TM (AxB) 
tTM 
A,B 
It is routine but tedious to verify that these commute and we relegate the proof 
to appendix A.3. 	 0 
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For every monad T, we have shown that i and 4 are monad morphisms. In 
fact if we write M  =s.t. T E ISMon(C)I} and M = (4 s.t. T E ISMon(C)I} 
then we have: 
Lemma 4.2.24 11M  and 1M  are natural transformations: 
M 	 M , 
77 	 IdsM0(c) - (—)M and IL : 	-p ( — ) i. 











TA 	 >TM A 
M 
'1TA 









which follows from the naturality of a. 





a MMI 	 IM 
TMM 	 >TM  
M 
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which holds if it holds pointwise, i.e. if we have: 
SM 
S(M x (M x A)) 	
'uA 
> S(M x A) 
0 Mx(MxA) 	 0MxA 




which follows from the naturality of a. 
,r11 	 A/f 	i 	A/f 	 i 	 1 	1 
i flU5 1 ana are naturai as was to e snown. 
Remark 4.2.25 Warning! We have used 77 M  for two different natural transfor-
mations: 
77 M : Id -p M x - and 77 M : IdsM0fl(c) -f ( — ) M 
and similarly for y m . We do this for simplicity of notation and it will always be 
clear from the context which of the natural transformations is intended. 
Finally we establish: 




 ) is a monad on SMon(C). 
Proof: From lemmas 4.2.23 and 4.2.24 and proposition 4.2.19 it follows that (—)M 
is an endofunctor on SMon(C), that 77 M  is a natural transformation from IdsM0fl(c)  
to (—)M  and that 
1M  is a natural transformation from ((—)M)M  to (—)M.  It 
remains to show that (( — )M 77M M) satisfies diagrams 1 to 3 in definition 3.2.1. 
Diagram 1 We require: 
MM
tIT 
TMMM 	 > TMM 
MI 
TM 	 PT 
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which commutes if it does so pointwise, i.e. if we have for each A E ICI: 
T(M x (M x (M x A))) 
Tpx
> T(M x (M x A)) 
I 
T(idM X ILAM) 	
M 1 
T(M x (M x A)) 	 > T(M x A) 
Tp 
which commutes because M is associative (recall that ym= (, id)). 
Diagrams 2 and 3 at A e JCJ are: 
T(id x )_____ 
 
MxA 
T(M x A) 	 > T(M x (M x A)) <_T(M x A) 
T(idMX 	 IT(idmxA)  
T(MxA) 
which commute because they are T applied to diagrams 2 and 3 in definition 3.2.1. 
Thus ((—)M,'lM  ,uM ) is a monad over SMon(C) as stated. 	 0 
4.3 Limits in SMon(C) 
4.3.1 Introduction 
We have shown that the monad constructor for complexity extends naturally to a 
monad on SMon(C), the category of strong monads and strong monad morphisms. 
It is a mathematically natural question to ask under what conditions a monad 
constructor, which is a monad on SMon(C), might extend naturally to a strong 
monad on SMon(C). It is a computationally natural question to ask what this 
might mean. 
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To study strong monads on SMon(C) requires that SMon(C) has finite products. 
More generally, this leads naturally to the question of what limits might exist in 
SMon(C). 
We prove that the forgetful functor U : SMon(C) —f [C, C] creates limits that 
exist in [C, C] so that SMon(C) has whatever limits C has. This result has a number 
of applications: 
. A major aim of Moggi's work [Mog89] was to study modularity in deno-
tational semantics. We show how limits in SMon(C) can be valuable in 
studying the relationships between denotational models. 
• A number of authors, for example [BrGu90], [MOMe89] and [Win88], have 
used categorical limits in various categories of models of computation to 
study notions of parallel or concurrent computation. Our result allows us to 
do the same in SMon(C) but with the advantage that we can study parallel 
and concurrent computation with features. 
4.3.2 Limits 
At this point, we introduce some additional notions from category theory. In 
particular, the definition of a monoidal category. These definitions are required 
in order to prove the results of this section, and also play an important role in 
chapters 5 and 6. 
Definition 4.3.1 A monoidal category (K, o,I, a, .A, p) is a category K, to-
gether with a functor 0 : IC x IC -p K, an object I of K1 and three natural 
isomorphisms, a, ), p such that: 
a = aa ,b,c : a 0 (b 0 e) 	(a 0 b) 0 C. and 




ao(bo (cod)) 	 > (aob)o(cod) 	
a
> ((aob)oc)od 
idocr 	 aoid 
ao((boc)od)) 
	
	 > (ao(boc))od 
a 




ido\ 1p o id 
a o b 
Definition 4.3.2 A strict monoidal category, (1&C,o, I) is a monoidal category, 
(K, o, I, a, A, p)  in which the natural isomorphisms a, A, p are all identities. 
Example 4 7 3.3 Let C be a category with finite products. Then C is a monoidal 
category with the monoidal structure given by (C, x, 1). 
Definition 4.3.4 A monoid in a monoidal category, (K, o, I, a, A, p)  is an object, 
c of kC and arrows p : c o c -* c and ij : I -p c such that the following diagrams: 




coc 	 >c 
IL 
71oid 	idoi1 
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Example 4.3.5 Some examples of monoidal categories and monoids therein are: 
(K:,o,I) 
(Set, x, 1) 
(Ab, 0,7) 
(SupLat, 0,21) 
(Cat, x, 1) 
(o - Graph, x 0 ,0 -p o)  




Strict monoidal categories 
Categories 
Details appear in [Mac7l] and [JoTi84]. 
Definition 4.3.6 A morphism f: (c, y, i) -p ( c', it ii') of monoids is an arrow 
if : c -p c' such that: 
Lu = 	o f) and fi = 77. 
Proposition 4.3.7 Monoids and monoid morphisms in )C together with the cv-
ident composition form a category, Monoids(K). Furthermore, the assignment 
(c )  .i, ) -+ c defines a forgetful functor, U : Monoids(K:) -p C. 
Notation 4.3.8 Let C be a category, we write [C,C] for the category whose objects 
are functors from C to C, and whose morphisms are natural transformations. 
Remark 4.3.9 [C,C] is a strict monoidal category with the monoidal structure 
given by functor composition. 
Proposition 4.3.10 Mon(C) Monoids([C,C]). 
Proof: Let C be a category. It is routine to verify that the functor category [C, C] 
is a strict monoidal category where o is functor composition and I is Id. 
Trivially a monoid in [C, C] is precisely a monad on C. 
It remains to show that a monad morphism is precisely a morphism of monoids. 
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Recall from definition 4.2.2 that a monad morphism a : S -p T is a natural 





S 2 A 	>SA
AA 
cIA], NJ 
T 2  A 	>TA 
T 
ILA 
commute, i.e. a monad morphism is an arrow a: S -p T in [C,C] such that: 
S 	T 	 T a = u (ua) and ails = 77 
and thus monad morphisms on C are precisely morphisms of monoids in [C, C]. 
Proposition 4.3.11 Let (1kC,o,  I, a, A, p) be a monoidal category. If K has small 
limits then so does Monoids(K) and the forgetful functor U: Monoids(AC) —* IC 
preserves them. 
Proof: Let V be a small category and F: V —* Monoids(iC) a functor. 
Then limUF exits since K has all limits and we can define U1jm UF by: 
limUF 0 limUF ad 
0 
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Similarly we define ThimUF  by: 
limUF 	a >UFd 
A 1 
	
77limUF' 	 77UFd 
I 	 >1 
id 
It is routine but tedious to verify that (limUF, TlIimUF, IhlimUF) satisfies the condi-
tions of definition 4.3.4 and thus is a monoid in K. 
Moreover, the comparison maps lift to maps in Monoids(1C) and form a limiting 
cone for F. 
The proof is relegated to appendix A.4. 
Proposition 4.3.12 TIC has small limits, then so does [C,C} and they are com-
puted pointwise. 
Proof: Well known. 
Finally we can establish: 
Theorem 4.3.13 If C has small limits then so does Mon(C) and these are com-
puted pointwise. 
Proof: By proposition 4.3.10, Mon(C) 	Monoids([C,C]). 
Hence by proposition 4.3.11 and proposition 4.3.12, Mon(C) has small limits and 
they are computed pointwise. 	 0 
Proposition 4.3.14 Let C be a category with small limits. Then SMon(C) has, 
and the forgetful functor U: SMon(C)—.Mon(C) preserves, small limits. 
Proof: Let F : V -f SMon(C) be a functor with V small. Let T = limUF in 
Mon(C) with projections (ad Jd E V), this limit exists by theorem 4.3.13. Since the 
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forgetful functor U : Mon(C) -p [C, C] preserves all limits, the collection (Id Id E V) 
of tensorial strengths of each Fd yields a unique map t : - x T— -p T(— x -) 
commuting with the Id ' S and the evident projections. Since limits in [C, C] are given 
pointwise, it follows that I satisfies the axioms to make it a tensorial strength for 
T, and the definition of t forces each ad to be a strong monad morphism. 
Now, given any strong monad S and a cone S -p F, there exists a unique monad 
morphism from US to T which commutes with the projection maps. This monad 
morphism is necessarily strong since limits in SMon(C) are given pointwise. 	D 
Corollary 4.3.15 Let C be a category with finite products. If C has small limits 
then so does SMon(C) and these are computed pointwise. 
Proof: Immediate from theorem 4.3.13 and proposition 4.3.14. 	 0 
Example 4.3.16 Let C be a category with binary products, and let T and S 
be strong monads on C. Now by corollary 4.3.15, limits are given pointwise in 
SMon(C) and therefore, the strong monad T x S is given by: 
. T x S(—) = T(—) x S(—), 
TxS_ T S 
S 	 - ('7A,"1A), 
TxS 
(iiT7r1 ) x (pSir2 ) and 
TxS 
1A,B = ( id x 1tA,B  jd X lr2tAB). 
Example 4.3.17 Let C be a category with a terminal object. Then the terminal 
object, 1 E SMon(C) is given by: 
• 1(—) = 1 1  
1 	* 
• 71A = A-1, 
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•= id1 and 
I 
S = Ax1--*1. 
4.3.3 Equalizers and puilbacks 
In a modular approach to denotational semantics, it is important to develop tech-
niques for comparing denotational models such as, for example, the 77 map inter-
preting T in T+.  An example of the sort of question which arises is: 
• Given two interpretations of S in T what part of S do they agree on? 
Let C be a category with finite limits. Then this question can be answered as 
follows. 
Suppose we have two monad morphisms, i.e. interpretations of S in T: 
or 
S 	x > T 
Then consider the equalizer in SMon(C): 
or 
>S x 
Since E is an object of SMon(C) it gives us the largest strong monad contained 
in S on which o and r agree, i.e. E represents the largest notion of computation 
which is common to the two interpretations. 
4.3.4 Products as parallel composition 
Given a monad T on a category with finite products, an arrow from A to B in 
the Kleisli category for T is regarded as a program taking a value of type A to 
a computation of type B. So, given monads T and S over a category with finite 
products, an arrow in the Kleisli category for the monad T x S is regarded as 
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a program taking a value of type A to a pair consisting of a T-computation of 
type B and an S-computation of type B. The composition in the Kleisli category 
keeps these two computation paths separate, as a consequence of the ir terms in 
the definition of pT•  Thus we can see that the monad T x S should represent 
non-communicating parallel computation, as indicated in the introduction to this 
section. In the category SMon(C), cartesian products should give us not just 
parallel composition but parallel composition of computations with features. 
Unfortunately, it does not suffice to take the product of two monads to obtain 
parallel composition with features, since the product of a S+computation  and a 
T+ computation  is an x T+computation  and not an (S x T)+ computation 
as we should expect. One way of obtaining an (S x T)tcomputation  from an 
S x Ttcomputation  is to require that the monad constructor (_)+ be a strong 
monad on SMon(C). 
In section 4.4 we show that (-)M  extends naturally to a strong monad on 
SMon(C). 
4.4 Strong monad constructors 
4.4.1 Introduction 
In section 4.3.4, we mentioned that it does not suffice to take the product of 
two monads to obtain parallel composition with features, since the product of 
an S  computation and a Ttcomputation  is an S  x T+computation  and not 
an (S x T)tcomputation  as is required. We said that one way of obtaining an 
(S x T) 4 -computation from an x T+computation  is to demand that the monad 
constructor (_)+ be a strong monad on SMon(C). 
This is analogous to the need for a strong monad in Moggi's original work 
[Mog88b]. There, a strong monad is needed in order to construct computations 
of pairs of values. Here, a strong monad is needed in order to construct pairs of 
parallel computations. However, there is an important difference. 
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In [Mog88b], an operation of pairing of morphisms is defined which is essentially 
sequential composition, i.e. to compute a pair we compute the first argument and 
then compute the second argument. An example is the monad for time complexity 
in which the time taken to compute a pair is the sum of the times taken to compute 
each individual component of the pair. In general, there are two different pairing 
operations depending on which argument is to be computed first. 
We wish to give a monad representing parallel composition in which, for ex-
ample, the time taken to compute a pair of values is the maximum of the times 
taken to compute each individual component of the pair. 
In this section, we define strong monad constructors and prove that (-)M 
extends naturally to a strong monad constructor. 
4.4.2 Strong monad constructors 
Definition 4.4.1 A strong monad constructor over a category C with finite 
products is a strong monad on SMon(C). 
Remark 4.4.2 It is immediate that a strong monad constructor is also a monad 
constructor. 
Example 4.4.3 The monad constructor for exceptions [Mog89] extends naturally 
to a strong monad constructor via: 
• TE = T(—+E), 
• 	= T(inl), 
•E = T([id, inr]) and 
• tST = (S(inl),id). 
We omit the proof. 
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4.4.3 The strong monad constructor for complexity 
We prove that (-)M  extends naturally to a strong monad constructor. 
Definition 4.4.4 Let (S ,i S ,p, tS) and (T,qT,pT,tT)  be a strong monads on C. 
We define the natural transformation tST : S x TM -* (S x T)M  by: 
M 	QM 	 M 
tS,TA = ' 1A x idT(MXA) = 11SA x zd T(MXA ). 
Lemma 4.4.5 tM is a monad morphism. 
Proof: This is routine but tedious and is relegated to appendix A.5. 	0 
Proposition 4.4.6 (( — ) M, 77M, M , 4M ) is a strong monad constructor on C. 
Proof: By proposition 4.2.26, ((-)M M M ,t ) is a monad on SMon(C). 
It remains to verify that 1M  is natural is S and T and that it satisfies diagrams 
4-7 in definition 3.2.5. 
This is routine but tedious and is relegated to appendix A.6. 	 0 
Chapter 5 
Internal and External Data 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3, in order to reason about complexity, we extended existing semantic 
frameworks by considering a category C with finite products and a monoid M 
in C. We then modelled programs in the Kleisli category of the monad M x -. 
In chapter 4, we extended this to a monad constructor, motivated by the search 
for modularity in denotational semantics. Unfortunately, this approach is not 
completely satisfactory for a number of .  reasons. 
Firstly, when one is modelling the complexity of a program, one expects that 
the complexity should eventually yield an actual natural number. This restricts 
us to the case where C is a suitable subcategory of Set. However, it is well 
known [Ren84], [Pit89], [RoRo90] that there are languages which cannot be satis-
factorily modelled purely set theoretically. 
Secondly, we are often interested in comparing the complexity of programs 
written in different programming languages. For example, suppose that p was a 
quicksort program written in C and that q was a quicksort program written in ML. 
Then, in practice, we can compare the complexities of p and q by simply executing 
them. However, in order to compare their complexities in our current framework, 
we would need to model both languages in the same category. One might argue 
uEII 
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that there should be a single category which models all programming languages, 
and this would enable us to use our existing framework. However, one sometimes 
wants mutually inconsistent properties of models for different languages, such as 
requiring a category to be cartesian closed and have an initial object and least 
fixed points for all maps. In practice, many different categories are used to model 
programming languages. We would like to compare the complexity of program 
modelled in a category C with one modelled in a category C'. 
Thirdly, there are various problems with modelling languages with higher-order 
functions, such as ML. We discuss some of the issues involved in chapter 9. 
Finally, in the analysis of algorithms and in complexity theory, program com-
plexity is often given non-exactly. For example, in the analysis of algorithms, one 
is often interested in the order of magnitude of the complexity maps. In com-
plexity theory, one often asks whether a complexity map is polynomial or super-
polynomial. In order to model non-exact complexity, we seek models in which the 
functional maps are morphisms and the complexity maps are equivalence classes 
of morphisms. Unfortunately, this cannot be done within a single category such 
as CM.  These issues are studied in detail in chapters 6, 7 and 8. 
The underlying problem in each of these cases is that we are modelling func-
tional maps and complexity maps in the same category. 
In this chapter, we extend our framework to incorporate these examples and 
compare our new framework with the work in chapter 4. 
In section 5.2 we give an internal version of complexity categories which corre-
spond to the definitions in chapter 4. We define an internal datum and a category 
Tnt of internal data and an internal complexity category and prove that: 
• every internal datum generates an internal complexity category, and 
• this construction extends to a functor I: Int—*Cat. 
In section 5.3 we explore the idea of functional and complexity maps living in 
different categories, leading to the definition of an external datum and a category 
Ext of external data. We define an external complexity category and we prove: 
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• Every external datum generates an external complexity category. 
• This construction extends to a functor E: Ext—Cat. 
We show that this captures all the standard examples of complexity theory. 
Finally in section 5.4 we explore the relationship between the internal and the 
external approach. We define functors: 
out : mt -p Ext and in : Ext -* mt 
and prove that there is an adj unction in -I out : mt -4 Ext and that out is fully 
faithful. Therefore: 
• mt is a full reflective subcategory of Ext. 
Finally we show that: 
• I E out in the functor category [Int, Cat]. 
These results show that Ext is more general than mt and we give an example 
in Ext which is not naturally an example in mt. 
In chapters 6, 7 and 8, we show how the external approach can be used to 
capture several concepts of importance in complexity theory and the analysis of 
algorithms. In particular, we show how to capture the notion of upper bounds on 
complexity, input measures and non-exact complexity. 
Nielson [Nie184] has studied the notion of upper bounds on time complexity for 
her specific languages, and the system of Flajolet, Salvy and Zimmerman [FSZ89] 
produces an estimate of the average complexity of programs. However, in this 
thesis we attempt to give a coherent general account of these issues. As far as we 
are aware, there have been no previous studies of this kind. 
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5.2 Internal complexity categories 
5.2.1 Introduction 
We define the notion of an internal datum and show how to construct an internal 
complexity category from an internal datum. We construct a category mt of 
internal data and show that the construction of internal complexity categories 
yields a functor from mt to Cat. 
5.2.2 Internal data 
Definition 5.2.1 An internal datum is a pair (C, M) consisting of a category 
C with finite products and a monoid M = (M, 0,.) in C. 
The idea is that the monoid of resource values M is an object of C, and the 
complexity maps are maps in C. 
We proceed to define a category of internal data. 
Definition 5.2.2 Let (C, M) and (C', M') be internal data. A morphism of 
internal data is a functor F : C -p C' such that: 
• F preserves finite products, and 
• F(M) 	M' and this isomorphism is coherent with respect to the monoid oper- 
ations. 
Proposition 5.2.3 Internal data and morphisms of internal data together with 
functor composition define a category mt. 
Proof: As functor composition is associative, it suffices to verify that if F : C -+ 
C' and G : C' -p C" are morphisms of internal data, then so is GF, and that 
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identity functors are morphisms of internal data. This is straightforward. 	0 
Internal data allow us to define complexity categories as follows. We recall the 
following result from chapter 4: 
Proposition 5.2.4 Let (C, M) be an internal datum. The following data: 
. T(—) = M x -, 
(0,id) 
• 	= A ---*lxA -p MxA, 
• PA = MX(MXA)_4MXAand 
• tA,B = Ax(MxB)?Mx(AxB) 
define a strong monad on C. 
Notation 5.2.5 We shall abbreviate this to "the monad M x -". 
Definition 5.2.6 Let (C, M) be an internal datum. The internal complexity 
category CM  is the Kleisli category for the monad M x - on C. 
A morphism from A to B in CM  is a map (f, t) : A - B x M in C and 
composition of maps is given by (g, s)(f, t) = (yf, I sf). The idea is that the 
first component of the pair models the functional behaviour of the program and 
the second component models its complexity. We can extend definition 5.2.6 to a 
functor from mt to Cat as follows: 
Lemma 5.2.7 Let (C, M) and (C', M') be internal data and let F be a morphism 
of internal data from (C, M) to (C', M'). Then the assignment: 
(f,t):A—B-----(Ff,Ft):FA---FB 
defines a functor F* : CM -i C'MI. 
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Proof: F* is well-defined since by assumption it preserves finite products and the 
monoid structure. 
F* preserves composition since: 
• (Fg, Fs)(Ff, Ft) = (FgFf, Ft FsFf) 
= (F(gf),F(t.sf)) 
= F*(gf , t. sf) 
= F* ((g, s) (f, t)). 
This completes the proof. 	 70 
Proposition 5.2.8 The assignment: 
• C i- CM, 
• F i-) 
defines a functor I: Int—Cat. 
Proof: I is well-defined by lemma 5.2.7 and it is clear that I preserves identities. 
It remains to verify that I preserves composition: 
• I(FG) = (FG)* 
= F*G* 
= I(F)I(G). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
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5.3 External complexity categories 
5.3.1 Introduction 
We define the notion of an external datum and show how to construct an external 
complexity category from an external datum. We construct a category Ext of 
external data and show that the construction of external complexity categories 
yields a functor from Ext to Cat. 
5.3.2 External data 
Recall definitions 4.3.1, 4.3.2 1  4.3.4 , 4.3.6 and 4.3.7 of monoidal category, strict 
monoidal category, monoid, monoid morphism and Monoids(iC). 
Remark 5.3.1 Let Monoids be the category Monoids(Set). Then the category 
Monoids([C,Set]) is isomorphic to the functor category [C,Monoids]. 
Definition 5.3.2 An external datum is a tuple (C, V, U, M, q) consisting of 
a category C, a category with finite products V, a functor U : C -p D, a monoid 
M = (M, 0,.) in V and a subobject cbC of the functor V(U(—), M) in the category 
Monoids( [C°' ,Set]). 
The idea is as follows. Let C be a category which is a model for a programming 
language, for example a domain. We map C via the functor U into a category V 
which has finite products and contains a monoid M. The idea is that our com-
plexity maps live naturally in V. The functor U allows us to have both functional 
maps and complexity maps in the same category, so that we can compose them, 
without requiring that the complexity maps have to live in our model C. Typically, 
V might be Set. 
Now, for each object A of C, we need to specify a set of maps d(A) from UA 
to M in V which are the possible complexity maps for A. For example, if V was 
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Set and both UA and M were N, we might choose the polynomial functions. We 
could simply take q(A) to be all the maps from UA to M in V, but this is not 
sufficiently general, (c.f. example 5.3.14). 
Example 5.3.3 Let (C, M) be an internal datum. Then the tuple 
(C,C,id,M,C( — ,M)) is an external datum. 
Example 5.3.4 Let C be CPO, the category of complete partial orders and 
monotone continuous maps and let M be the flat lattice of the natural num-
bers. Note that this is the natural numbers object in CPO. Then any complexity 
map t : A -) M in the internal complexity category CPOM must be monotone 
and continuous. However, in M, we have I < n for all n and no other relations. 
Therefore, any complexity map must be constant on any values which are related. 
This is clearly unsatisfactory, as very few programs have constant complexity. 
However, let V be Set and let U be the forgetful functor from CPO to 
Set mapping a complete partial order to its underlying set. Then the tuple 
(CPO, Set, U, U(M), Set(—, M)) is an external datum and allows arbitrary func-
tions from A to N U {I} to be complexity maps. 
Further examples appear at the end of this section. 
In order to model trivial computations and the composition of programs, we 
require certain properties of the sets (A). These are, that each q(A) contains 
the zero map, that if s and t are elements of 4c(A)  then so is s t, and that if s 
is an element of q(B) and f is a morphism from B to A in C, then .sUf is an 
element of çb'(A). The following result shows that definition 5.3.2 captures exactly 
these conditions. 
Proposition 5.3.5 To give a subobject çb' !~ V(U(—), M) in 
Monoids([C° ,Set]) is to give for each object A of C, a subset q(A) of V(UA, M) 
such that: 
0 t€(B), f:A — BEC = 
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• s,teçt(A) = s .t Ec6C (A) and 
• UA--*1--2-*M E 
Proof: Let q5C  be a subobject of V(U—, M) in Monoids([C° ,Set]). Then for each 
f : A - B in C we have: 
c(A)>A >D(UA,M) 
C(f)1 	 I'' M)  
>V(UB,M) 
tB 
but V(Uf, M)(t) = tUf and thus t E d(B) implies tUf E dj(A). 
Since C V(U—, M) in Monoids([C°',Set]), cbC(A)  inherits the monoid structure 
from D(UA,M) i.e. 
• s,teçtf(A) = s.tE(A) and 
• UA--1---M e q(A). 
Conversely, it is trivial to see that a collection of subsets q(A) 	D(UA, M) 
satisfying the above conditions define a subobject çb' of D(U(—), M). 
This completes the proof. 	 10 
We now proceed to define a category Ext of external data. 
Definition 5.3.6 Let (C,V,U,M,q5C)  and (C',V',U',M',çtP) be external data. 
A morphism of external data is a pair of functors, (F : C -) C', G: V -f V) 
such that: 
•GU = U'F, 
• G preserves finite products, 
• As monoids, G(M) = M' up to coherent isomorphism and 
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• Gc6C < C'F in [C°",Set]. 
This last condition is characterized by the following result: 
Proposition 5.3.7 Given external data (C,V,U,M,5') and (C1 ,V',U',M',c6') 
and functors F : C - C' and G: V - V' such that GU = U'F, the condition 
C 	C Gçb < F is equivalent to: 
V A E ICI, t E q(A) = Gt E c'(FA) 
Proof: G4C < q5C'F implies that we have a monomorphic natural transformation 
t.: 
QqfC . 	c5c'F i.e. VA e ICI 3 tA monomorphic such that: 
Gcb'(A) I-4 A C' (FA) 
which implies Vt E 	A). Gt e q(FA). 
Conversely, for each A E JCJ, let tA be the inclusion of c(A)  in ç5"(FA). These 
will form the components of an inclusion G cbC < c5C'F It remains to prove 
naturality. 
Let f: A -p B E C, we require: 
Gq(A)> 




Suppose that Gt E Gq5'(B), then: 




as required. This completes the proof. 	 D 
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Proposition 5.3.8 External data, morphisms of external data and composition 
defined by: 
(F2 ,G2)(F1 ,G1 ) = (F2F1 ,G2 G1 ) 
determine a category Ext. 
Proof: Composition is clearly associative. It is clear that (Id, Id) is a morphism of 
external data and defines the identity. It remains only to verify that (F2 F1 , G2 G1 ) 
is a morphism of external data. 
• G 1 U1 = U2F1 and G2 U2 = U3F2 . 
Therefore G2 G1 U1 = G 2 U2F1 = U3F2F1 as required. 
• G 1 and G2 preserve finite products so G2 G1 does. 
• G 1 M 1 = M2 and G2M 2 = M3 therefore G2 G1 M 1 = M 3 . 
• Giçb 1  < c2p1 and G2q 2 < OC3F2.  
Therefore G2Gicb1 < G2 çb'F < OC3 F2F1 as required. 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
External data allow us to define external complexity categories as follows: 
Proposition 5.3.9 Let (C, V, U, M,qfC)  be an external datum. The following 
data: 
• objects: objects of C, 
• morphisms: pairs (f, t) where f : A -p B € C and I : UA -p M E çb'(A) and 
• composition: (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t. sUf) 
define a category CM. 
Proof: The identity at A is (id, 0) and: 
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• (f,t)(id,O) = (1 id,O .tUid) 
= (f,O•t) 
= (f,t). 
• (id, O)(f, t) = (idf, t. Of) 
= (f,t.0) 
= (f,t). 
Composition is well-defined since, 
• (f, t), E CM(A ,  B), (g, s) E CM(B, C) = f € C(A, B), g E C(B, C) 
= sfEC(B,C), 
• (f,t),E CM(A , B) ,  (g,$) E CM(B , C) 	t E kc (A) s E cb'(B) 
= tEçt(A), sUfeq5'(A) 
=4 t.sUfecbC (A) and 
• (f, t), E C M (A, B), (g,$) ECM(B,C) = (gf,t.sUf) ECM(A,C). 
Composition is associative since, 
• (f, r)((g, s)(h, t)) = (f,r)(gh,t.sUh) 
= (f(gh), (t sUh) rUgh) 
= ((fg)h, t - (sUh rUgh)) 
= ((fg)h, t - (s rUg)Uh) 
= (fg,s.rUg)(h,t) 
= ((f,r)(g,$))(h,t). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
Notation 5.3.10 We call CM  an external complexity category. 
We give examples of external complexity categories at the end of this section. 
We can extend the construction of CM  to a functor from Ext to Cat as follows: 
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Lemma 5.3.11 Let (C, V, U, M, qC)  and (C', V, U', M', C') be external data and 
I 
let (F: C -) C ,G: V -f V)beamorphism of external datafrom (C, V, U,M,4' C  ) 
to (CI,7Y)UI,MI,bc').  Then the assignment: 
(f, t) : A - B i - (Ff, Ct) : FA - FB 
defines a functor F - G : CM -+ -, 
Proof: F C is well-defined since Gq5C :5 ,5c'F  and therefore Ct E 4,c'(FA) 
F C preserves composition since: 
• (Fg, Gs)(Ff, Gt) = (FgFf, Ci GsU'Ff) (defn) 
= (F(gf), Ci. CsCUf) (U'F = GU) 
= (F(gf), C(t . sUf)) (C preserves M) 
= FC((gf,i'sUf)) (defn) 
= F.G((g,$)(f,t)) (defn). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
Proposition 5.3.12 The assignment: 
• (C,V,U,M,çbC)i—* CM, 
• (F,C) 	F•C, 
defines a functor E: Ext—Cat. 
Proof: e is well-defined by lemma 5.3.11. It is clear that e preserves identities. 
It remains to verify that E respects composition. 
• E((F1 F0 , C1 GO )) = (F1 F0 ) . (G1 CO ) 
= (F1 .C1 )(F0 .00 ) 
= 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
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Remark 5.3.13 Note that the construction of the functor E : Ext 	Cat relies 
on all the conditions in the definition of a morphism of external data. 
We show how our framework captures the examples mentioned in the intro-
duction to this chapter. 
We often model possibly non-terminating programs. The following example 
shows how we can model the complexity of such partial computations within our 
framework. 
Example 5.3.14 Let Set be the category of sets and partial functions, let (-) 
Set —* Set be the lifting functor, let M be the monoid (w + 1,0, +) and for each 
A E ISetI, let et(A) be the set of functions from A 1 to M mapping I to 
w. The idea is that the top element w of w + 1 represents infinite time. The 
restriction to functions mapping I to w is the requirement that non terminating 
programs are given infinite time. The tuple (Set, Set, (-), M, 
5SetP)  is then an 
external datum whose complexity category can model the complexity of partial 
computations. Note that q Set  is a proper subobject of Set(—,w + 1). 
The examples from chapter 2 are all examples here. 
Example 5.3.15 Recall that in example 2.1.10, we gave a semantics for a simple 
language £ in which commands denoted functions from states to states. Let S 
be the full subcategory of Set with the single object S of states, as defined in 
example 2.1.10. Let t be the inclusion of S in Set and let M be the monoid 
(N,0,+) in Set. Then the tuple (5, Set, t,M,Set(—, N)) is an external datum 
and the external complexity category for (5, Set, t,M, Set(—, N)) is a model for 
our extended semantics of L. 
Example 5.3.16 Recall that in example 2.1.11, we gave a semantics for a simple 
assembler language in whichcommands denoted functions from S x E to S x E. 
Let S be the full subcategory of Set with the two objects 8, of states, and E, of en-
vironments, as defined in example 2.1.11. Let t be the inclusion of S in Set and let 
M be the monoid (N, 0, +) in Set. Then the tuple (5, Set, t,M, Set(—, N)) is an 
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external datum and the external complexity category for (8, Set, t,M, Set(—, N)) 
is a model for our extended semantics of the assembler language. 
Example 5.3.17 Recall that in example 2.1.12, we gave an extended semantics 
for a fragment of the programming language Pascal in which commands denoted 
pairs of partial functions from I xE to 0 xE and from Ix E to N. Let S be the full 
subcategory of Set with the two objects N and E of environments, as defined 
in example 2.1.12. Let (-)', M and çt/ be given as in example 5.3.14. Then 
the tuple (S, Set, (-), M, 0S) is an external datum and the external complexity 
category for (8, Set, (-)j, M, çb) is a model for our extended semantics of Pascal. 
Suppose that we wished to compare the complexities of the two programs, in 
examples 2.1.10 and 2.1.12, for computing the factorial function. In this case, we 
could do so internally, provided we could model both £ and Pascal in the same 
category with a suitable monoid. However, we cannot always do this. 
Example 5.3.18 Recall the following program to compute the factorial function 
from example 2.1.12: 
begin 
read n; 
while n>0 do 
begin 
m:m*n; 




The following recursive program in the language ML also computes the factorial 
function. 
- fun fact n:int = if n1 then 1 else n*fact(n-1); 
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In order to compare the complexity of these two programs internally, we would 
need a single category that could model the extended semantics of both ML and 
Pascal. 
In order to compare the complexity of these two programs externally, we simply 
require a model C for the functional behaviour of ML, and a functor U from C to 
Set such that U(I[intjJ)  equals N. 
Remark 5.3.19 An important question arises at this point. This is whether the 
interpretation of the language for computations in internal complexity categories, 
which we described in chapter 3, can be extended to the external complexity cat-
egories. The short answer to this question is no, as there is a problem with the 
computational types. An explanation of the difficulties, together with a discussion 
as to how to overcome them, is contained in section 9.3. 
5.4 Relationship between Tnt and Ext 
5.4.1 Introduction 
In this section, we study the relationship between the internal and external ap-
proaches. In particular we show that mt may be regarded as an internalisation of 
Ext. 
5.4.2 The main theorem 
Proposition 5.4.1 Let (C, M) and (C', M') be internal data and let F : C -p C' 
be a morphism of internal data. Then the map out given by: 
• out((C,M)) = (C,C,id,M,C(—,M)) and 
• out(F) = (F,F) 
defines a functor out: Int—Ext. 
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Proof: First observe that out(F) = (F, F) is a morphism of external data since: 
. Clearly, Fid = idF. 
. F preserves finite products by assumption. 
. F preserves the monoid M by assumption. 
• Suppose t E C(—, M), then Ft E C'(F—, FM) = C'(F—, M') thus 
F(C(—,M)) :5 C'(F— ) M') as required. 
Trivially, out preserves identities. 
Finally: 
• out(F1 F0) = (F1 F0 ,F1 F0 ) 
= (F1 ,F1 )(F0 ,F0 ) 
= out(F1 )out(F0 ) 
whence out preserves composition and this completes the proof. 	 0 
Proposition 5.4.2 Let (C, D, U, M, /f) and (C', V, U', M', 	be external data 
and let (F, G) be a morphism of external data. Then the map in given by: 
• in((C,D,U,M,çb5) = (V,M) and 
• in((F,G)) = G 
defines a functor in: Ext—*Int. 
Proof: in is well-defined since G preserves finite products and the monoid M by 
assumption. It is clear that in preserves identities and composition. 	 0 
Lemma 5.4.3 Let (C, V, U, M, çb') be an external datum and let (E,AI) be an 
internal datum. The function from Ext((C, V, U, M, çb'), out((E,AI))) to 
{G : V -p El C preserves finite products and the monoid M} mapping (F, C) to 
C C is a bijection of sets, natural in (C, V, U, M, ) and (E,.Af). 
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Proof: out((E,Af)) = (E,E,id,Jsf,E(—,N)) so 
Ext((C,V, U, M, 	out((E,Af))) = Ext((C, D, U, M, f), (E, e, id,Af, e(-, N))) 
an element of which is a pair of functors (F : C -p e, G: V -* t) such that: 
• GU = idF i.e. F = GU, 
• G preserves finite products and the monoid M and 
• 
However, OC 	V(U—, M) by definition and for any G, which preserves finite 
products and maps M to H, we have: 
Gc5C 5 e(GU—,N) 
and therefore, putting F = CU, we have Gct5C  :!~, E(F—,N). 
Hence to give (F, C) is to give C. 
Naturality is evident and this completes the proof. 	 D 
Theorem 5.4.4 We have an adjunction in -I out: Ext -* mt 
Proof: Let (C, V, U, M, q)  e jExtj and (E,AI) E jIntj. We need to show that 
there is a natural bijection: 
Int(in((C, V, U, M, qf)), (E,Af)) Ext((C, V, U, M, ), out((E,J%f))). 
Now in((C,V,U,M,q')) = (V,M) so 
Int(in((C, V, U, M, 	(e,A()) = Int((V, M), (e,Af)) 
an element of which is a functor C: V -p 6 such that G preserves finite products 
and the monoid M. 
Hence by lemma 5.4.3 we are done. 	 0 
Corollary 5.4.5 mt is a full reflective subcategory of Ext. 
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Proof: Trivially out is injective on objects. 
It follows immediately from lemma 5.4.3 that out is fully faithful. 
Finally out has a left adjoint by theorem 5.4.4 and the result follows. 	0 
Remark 5.4.6 Let Extt be the full subcategory of Ext consisting of those objects 
for which U is an isomorphism. Let t be the inclusion of Extt  into Ext. Then 
there are functors out : mt - Extt, int : Ext -+ mt and squash : Ext - Extt 
such that: 
• out = t outt and in = int squash, 
• znt -1 out : mt -p Extt and 
• squash -1 L : Ext -+ Ext. 
The construction of the functor squash is rather delicate. 
5.4.3 Internal and external complexity categories 
We have related the categories mt and Ext. The following result shows that the 
adjunction in -I out : mt -p Ext is "compatible" with the functors I : mt -p 
Cat and E: Ext -* Cat. 
Theorem 5.4.7 The diagram: 
out mt 	 > Ext 
\1 /S 
Cat 
commutes up to natural isomorphism. 
Proof: We require a natural isomorphism from I to E out. 
Let (C, M) E JInt l. Then I((C, M)) = CM is given by: 
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I CJf I = IC 
• CM(A,B) = C(A,B x M) and 
• (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t.fs). 
out((C,M)) is given by (C, C, id, M, C(—, M)) and therefore E out((C,M)) = CM 
is given by: 
• ICMI = Ccl, 
• CM(A,B) = {(f,t): f E C(A,B), t E C(A,M)} and 
• (g,$)(f,) = (gf,t.sf). 
We define the functor t : CM -p CM in the evident way by: 
= (f,t):A—B. 
It is clear that t is an isomorphism from CM to CM. 




"7, 	________________________ > CFM' 
I 
and this is clear. 	 0 
Theorem 5.4.8 Let a : E -p I in be the natural transformation defined by: 
a = Ei:E—+Eouiin 	un 
where i is the unit of the adj unction in - out. Then each component of a is full 
(faithful) if and only if U is full (faithful). 
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Proof: The components of the natural transformation a are given explicitly by 
the following: 
Let (C,D,U,M,q) E lExt i. Then e((C,D,U,M,)) = CM is given by: 
• ICMI = id, 
• CM(A,B) = {(f,t): f C(A,B), t E OCI  and 
• (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t.sUf). 
in((C, V, U, M, q)) is given by (V,M) and therefore I in((C, V, U,M, ')) = CM 
is given by: 
• ICM 1 = DI, 
• CM(A,B) = V(A,BxM) and 
• (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t•sf). 
We define the functor a : CM "CM in the evident way by: 
a((f,t) : A -) B) = (Uf,t) : UA -* UB. 
It is clear that this is full (faithful) precisely when U is full (faithful). 	0 
Chapter 6 
Order and Disorder 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapter 5, we extended existing semantic frameworks in order to reason about 
the exact complexity of programs. However, in the analysis of algorithms, we are 
also often interested in non-exact complexity. For example we say that a program 
has complexity p(n) if its run-time is bounded above by p(n). In the non-exact 
analysis of program complexity, input measures are often used to express program 
complexity. An input measure on a type A is a map from the denotation of A to an 
object s(A) of possible sizes of elements of A. In chapter 7 we study input measures 
and in chapter 8 we consider the non-exact analysis of program complexity using 
input measures. 
In the study of non-exact complexity, we are led to consider order enriched 
structures. In particular, we must replace our monoid M by an ordered monoid 
M of resource values. Accordingly, in section 6.2, we review the basic definitions 
of enriched category theory, which covers order enriched structures and gives some 
technical advantages. In particular, we introduce order enriched categories and lax 
functors and we define the notion of an ordered monoid. 
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In section 6.3, we consider an ordered monoid of resource values, leading to the 
definition of an ordered datum. We define internal and external notions of ordered 
data and study the relationship between them along similar lines to chapter 5. 
6.2 Ordered and lax structures 
6.2.1 Introduction 
In this work, we use 2-categories and locally ordered categories. We could define 
these concepts individually. However, it is convenient to introduce the basic def-
initions of enriched category theory [Ke182]. Both locally ordered categories and 
2-categories can then be defined as particular instances of enriched categories. 
We also discuss relations in an arbitrary category, in order to define the notion 
of an ordered monoid. 
6.2.2 Enriched categories 
Definition 6.2.1 Let V = (V0 ,o, I) be a monoidal category. A V-category A 
consists of: 
• a set IAI, 
• for each pair A,B of elements of IAI, an object A(A,B) of V and 
• for each triple A, B, C of elements of IAI and each element A of JAI, morphisms 
in V: 
comp : A(B, C) o A(A, B) -+ A(A, C) and unit : I -p A(A, A) 
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such that the following diagrams: 
o comp 
A(C, D) o A(B, C) o A(A, B) unit 
	
> A(C, D) o A(A, C) 
	
comp o unit 	 comp 
A(B, D) o A(A, B)_ > A(A, D) 
comp 
A(B, B) o A(A, B) 
unit 
Z~/ 	\COM 
A(A,B) 	 >A(A,B) 
id 
and 
A(A, B) o A(A, A) 
id o u//' 
	\COMP 
A(A,B) 	 > A(A,B) 
id 
commute, suppressing the structural isomorphisms of V. 
Notation 6.2.2 We call IAI the object set of A and A(A, B) the horn-object 
of A and B. 
Definition 6.2.3 Let V be a monoidal category and let A and B be V-categories. 
A V-functor T : A -+ B consists of: 
. a function T: IAI -+ IBI and 
9 for each A,B an arrow T : A(A,B) - 13(TA,TB) in V 
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such that the following diagrams: 
A(B, C) o A(A, B) _T o T > B(TB, TC) o 5(TA, TB) 
comp 	 comp 
A(A, C) 	
T 	
> 8(TA, TC) 
and 
u/<t 
A(A, C)_> 8(TA, TC) 
T 
commute. 
Definition 6.2.4 Let V be a monoidal category. Let A and 13 be V-categories. 
Let S and T be V-functors from A to B. A V-natural transformation, a from 
S to T consists of, for each A in IAI, an arrow aA : I -+ !3(SA, TA) such that: 
A(A,B) 	T 	> B(TA,TB) 
	
S 	 idoaA  
B(SA, SB) 	 8(TA, TB) o 13(SA, TA) 
cxB0zc1 	 comp 
13(SB, TB) o 13(SA, SB) 	 > 13(SA, TB) 
corn p 
commutes. 
Notation 6.2.5 We write a: S -p T: A -p B. 
Example 6.2.6 Some examples of enriched categories are: 
(Set, x, 1) 
(Cat, x, 1) 
0-1)-Cat, x,l) 
(Poset, x, 1) 




















ord. Functors ord. nts 
ord. pres. maps. "f 
Add. Functors Add. nts 
The above examples are all rather mathematical in flavour. However, the 
following example is of direct interest to computer science. 
Example 6.2.7 Let V be the category of omega-complete partial orders. Then a 
V-category is exactly an 0-category in the sense of Smyth and Plotkin [P1Sm82]. 
Proposition 6.2.8 Let V be a monoidal category. Then V-categories, V-functors 
and V-natural transformations with the evident composition define a 2-category, 
V-Cat. 
Remark 6.2.9 There is an evident question of size here. We evade the issue 
by, where necessary, assuming the existence of at least two strongly inaccessible 
cardinals. 
Corollary 6.2.10 Locally ordered categories and ordered functors with the evi-
dent composition form a 2-category, OrdCat. 
Proposition 6.2.11 Let V = (V0 ,o, I) be a monoidal category and let A be 
a V-category. Then the elements of IAI together with, for each A, B E. !AI the 
elements of V0 (I, A(A, B)) define a category A 0 . 
Notation 6.2.12 A 0 is called the underlying category of A. 
In the following we shall be most concerned with locally ordered, that is poset 
enriched categories. The following result characterises locally ordered categories. 
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Lemma 6.2.13 A locally ordered category, C consists of: 
• A set ICI of objects, 
• Va,bE ICI a poset C(a, b), 
• Va e ICI an element id0 of C(a, a) and 
• Va, b, c E ICI a monotone function comp : C(b, c) x C(a, b) - C(a, c) 
such that: 
• comp(comp(f,g), h) = comp(f,comp(g, h)) and 
• comp(id,f) = comp(f,id) = f. 
Notation 6.2.14 We write fg for comp(f,g). 
Definition 6.2.15 Let C and V be locally ordered categories. A lax functor, F 
from C to V consists of a function F: ICl - IVI and a collection of order preserving 
functions F : C(A, B) - V(FA, FB) such that: 
• F(f)F(g) :5 F(fg) and 
• id<F(id). 
Definition 6.2.16 Let C and V be locally ordered categories. A lax functor 
F : C - V is strict if: 
• F(fg) = F(f)F(g) and 
• F(id) = id. 
Remark 6.2.17 Let C be a category. Then C may be viewed as a locally ordered 
category by taking the trivial order on C(A,B) for each pair A,B of objects of C. 
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6.2.3 Ordered monoids 
Definition 6.2.18 Let C be a category with finite products and let A and B be 
objects of C. A relation in C from A to B is a subobject R of A x B. 
Notation 6.2.19 We write R € Rel c (A, B) or Rel(A, B) where C is clear. 
Lemma 6.2.20 Let C be a category and let R e Rel(A,B). Then the map 
R -* A x B -- B x A defines a relation R° E Relc (B, A). 
Lemma 6.2.2 1 Let C be a category with finite limits. Let R E Rel(A, B) and 
S e Rel(A, B) be relations in C. Then the following pullback: 
RflS> 	>S 
I I I 
R> 	>AxB 
defines a relation R fl S E Rel(A, B). 
Remark 6.2.22 Let R E Rel(A,B) and S € Rel(A,B) be relations in C. Then 
if C has enough structure, we can construct a composite relation RS e Rel(A, C). 
In order for this to give a well-behaved category of relations, C should be a regular 
category. However, for our purposes it suffices that C has finite limits. For more 
details, refer to [FrSc90]. 
Definition 6.2.23 Let C be a category, let S be a relation from A to B in C and 
let A - R - B be a pair of morphisms in C. We say R C S if there exists a 
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morphism t : R -p S in C such that the following diagram: 
A 	• 	B 
\. 
commutes. 
Remark 6.2.24 If R is a relation then any such map is necessarily monomorphic. 
Definition 6.2.25 Let C be a category with finite limits, let R E Rel(A, A) and 
let A be the diagonal relation A : A -f A x A. We say R is: 
• a reflexive relation if A ç R, 
• a symmetric relation if R ° C 1?, 
• a transitive relation if RR C R, 
• an antisymmetric relation if R fl R° ç 
a partial order if R is a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation and 
• an equivalence relation if R is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation. 
Definition 6.2.26 Let C be a category with finite limits, let -<AE  Rel(A, A) and 
:5BE Rel(B, B) be partial orders. A map f: A -* B is monotone if there exists 
a map t: -<A<-B  such that the following diagram: 
A< 	 >A 
4':1_ 1 <_  
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commutes. 
Example 6.2.27 In Set all these definitions correspond to the usual ones. 
Definition 6.2.28 An ordered monoid in Set is a tuple (M, 0,., <) consisting of 
a monoid (M, 0,.) and a partial order < on M such that: 
. 0 < in for all in in M, 
1770 <m1 implies m m 0 < m - m 1 for all m in M and 
. m 0 !~ m implies m0 in < mi m for all m in M. 
We generalise this definition to an arbitrary category with finite limits. 
Definition 6.2.29 Let C be a category with finite limits. An ordered monoid, 
M is a tuple (M, 0, •, <) consisting of a monoid (M, 0, •) and a partial order < on 




id 	 id l 
 
M< 
MxM< 	<x< 	>MxM 
I 	 I 




Notation 6.2.30 Let C be a category with finite limits and let M = (M, 0, •, 
be an ordered monoid in C. We write M. for the underlying monoid (M, 0, .). 
Example 6.2.31 The monoids (N,O,-i-), (N, 0, sup) and (N,1, x) with the usual 
ordering are ordered monoids. 
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6.3 Ordered data 
6.3.1 Introduction 
We define internal and external notions of ordered datum and show how to con-
struct ordered complexity categories from ordered data. We construct categories 
OInt and OExt of internal and external ordered data and investigate the rela-
tionship between them. This investigation follows the lines of chapter 5. 
6.3.2 Internal ordered data 
As in chapter 5, there is an internal version of ordered datum. 
Definition 6.3.1 An internal ordered datum is a pair (C, M) consisting of a 
category C with finite limits and an ordered monoid M = ( M, 0, , <) in C. 
Definition 6.3.2 Let (C, M) and (C', M') be internal ordered data. A mor-
phism of internal ordered data is a functor F : C -p C' such that: 
F is a morphism of internal data from (C, M 0 ) to (C', M'0 ) and 
. F()ç' 
where M 0 is the underlying monoid of M (notation 6.2.30). 
Remark 6.3.3 We could require that F(:5) = <'. However, this gives a very 
restrictive notion of morphism. 
Proposition 6.3.4 Internal ordered data and morphisms of internal ordered data 
together with functor composition define a category OInt. 
Definition 6.3.5 Let (C, M) be an internal ordered datum. The internal ordered 
complexity category CM is the Kleisli category for the monad M x - on C. 
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Proposition 6.3.6 Let (C, M) be an internal ordered datum, and let < be the 
relation on C(A, M) given by s < t if there exists a map from A to < such that 
the following diagram: 
\t 
M 	I 	M 
commutes. Then CM has an ordered structure given by: 
(f,t) (g,$) if f = g and t < s. 
Proof: It suffices to verify the functoriality of composition. This follows as a 
special case of the argument in the proof of proposition 6.3.15. 	 0 
We can extend definition 6.3.5 to a functor from OInt to OrdCat as follows: 
Lemma 6.3.7 Let (C, M) and (C', M') be internal ordered data and let F be a 
morphism of internal ordered data from (C, M) to (C',M'). Then the assignment: 
(f,t):A—Bi--*(Ff,Ft):FA---*FB 
defines a 2-functor F* : CM -f C,. 
Proof: F* is well-defined since by assumption F preserves finite products and the 
monoid structure. It is clear from the mt case that F* preserves composition. 
Finally, suppose that (f, t) (g, s). Then f = g and t < s whence Ff = Fg and 
Ft <'Fs since F(<) C <'. Thus: 
F*((f, t)) < F*((g,$ )) . 
This establishes that F* is a 2-functor and completes the proof. 	 0 
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Proposition 6.3.8 The assignment: 
S C '-) CM and 
. 
defines a functor I: OInt—OrdCat. 
Proof: I is well-defined by lemma 6.3.7 and it is clear that I preserves identities 
and composition. 	 0 
6.3.3 External ordered data 
Definition 6.3.9 An external ordered datum is a tuple (C , V , U, M ,q C) con-
sisting of a category C, a category with finite limits V, a functor U : C -p 
an ordered monoid M = (M, 0, ., <) in V and a subobject q  of the functor 
V(U(-), M) in Monoids([C ° ,Set]). 
Remark 6.3.10 Let (C, V, U, M, C)  be an external ordered datum. Then the 
tuple (C,V,U,Mo,c5C)  is an external datum. 
Lemma 6.3.11 Let (C, V, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum. Then çb'(A) 
is an ordered monoid for each object A of C. 
Proof: By proposition 5.3.5, q(A) is a monoid in Set with zero element the map: 
* 	0 UA —1--M 
and monoid operation given by: 
s.t = UA - MxM - -M. 
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Let < be the relation on q(A) given by: s < t if there exists a map from UA to 
< in V such that the following diagram: 
UA 
/ 1 I N 
M 	 M 
\ s 
commutes. We claim that (qF(A), 0) ., <) is an ordered monoid. 
The following diagram: 
UA 
is \s 
M< id 	M 	id >M 
commutes because < is a reflexive relation and this shows that < is reflexive. 
Suppose that s < t and t < u. Then a simple diagram chase implies: 
UA 
\U 
M 	 M 
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but < is transitive so it follows that s < u and hence that < is transitive. 
Suppose that s < t and t < s. Then a simple diagram chase shows: 




but < is antisymmetric which implies that (s, t) factors through M ---+ M x M 
and hence that s = i. Thus < is antisymmetric and this establishes that < is a 
partial order on 0C (A). 
The first condition in definition 6.2.29 is verified by the following diagram: 
UA 
M< 0 	lxM 	>M 
\ I < /V 
Suppose that s < 82. Then a moment's consideration will convince the reader 





MxM< 	< x < 	>MxM 
__ I _____ ______ _____________ I. V 
M< 
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verifies that s t –< 	• Similarly, .s l :5 S2 implies that t s1 :5  t s2 and this 
completes the proof 
Lemma 6.3.12 Let (C, V, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum and suppose 
that s<tinq(A)andf:B-3AinC.ThensUf<tUf. 




M 	 M 
Definition 6.3.13 Let (C,V,U,M,4C)  and (C,VI,UI,MF,qC')  be external or-
dered data. A morphism of external ordered data is a pair of functors (F, C) 
such that: 
• (F, C) is a morphism of external data from (C, D, U, M 0 , çb') to (C', 12", U', M'0 , ./F) 
• G(<) c 
Proposition 6.3.14 External ordered data, morphisms of external ordered data 
and composition defined by: 
(F2 ,G2)(F1 ,G1 ) = (F2 F1 ,G2 G1 ) 
determine a category OExt. 
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Proof: By proposition 5.3.8 it only remains to verify that G 2 G1 preserves finite 
products and that G 2 G1 (<) C <j'. Both of these are clear. 	 0 
Proposition 6.3.15 Let (C, V, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum. Then 
the following data: 
• objects: objects of C, 
• morphisms: pairs (f,t) where f : A -p B E C and I : UA -p M E 
• composition: (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t. sUf) and 
• an ordering (f,t) < (g,$) if f = g and I < s in 0C (A) 
define a locally ordered category CM 
Proof: For each A € JCJ, < defines a partial order on çb'(A) by lemma 6.3.11. 
It follows immediately that < defines a partial order on CM(A ,  B). Suppose now 
that (f,t) 	(f,t') : A -p B and (g,$) -5 (g,s') : B - C. Then I < t' and s 
so sUf < s'Uf by lemma 6.3.12 and I . sUf :5 t' . s'Uf since q(A) is an ordered 
monoid by lemma 6.3.11. Thus: 
(g,$)(f,I) = (gf,t. sUf) < (gf,t' . s'Uf) = (g,s')(f,t') 
so composition is functorial. The associativity and identity axioms follow by 
lemma 5.3.9 and this completes the proof. 	 0 
Notation 6.3.16 We call CM  an external ordered complexity category. 
Lemma 6.3.17 Let (C , V , U, M ,Q C) and (C',D",U",M",) be external ordered 
data and let (F : C -) C', G: V -p  V) be a morphism of external ordered data 
from (C , V , U, M ,cbC) to (C',V',U',M',q'). Then the assignment: 
(f, I) : A - B i-) (Ff, Cl) : FA -) FB 
defines a 2-functor F - G : CM 	CM'. 
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Proof: F - G is well-defined by lemma 5.3.11. 
F - G preserves composition since: 
• (Fg, Gs)(Ff, Gt) = (FgFf, Gt - GsU'Ff) (defn) 
= (F(gf), Gt. GsGUf) (U'F = CU) 
= (F(gf), G(t. sUf)) (C preserves M) 
= F.G((gf,t.sUf)) (defn) 
= F.G((g,$)(f,t)) (defn). 
Finally, suppose that (f, 1) ~ (g, s). Then f = g and t < s whence Ff = Fg and 
Ci ' Gs since G(!~ ) 9 < . Thus F - G((f, I)) :5 F G((g, .$)). 
This establishes that F C is a 2-functor and completes the proof. 	 0 
Proposition 6.3.18 The assignment: 
• (C, D, U, M,çi) 	CM and 
• (F,G) 	F•G 
defines a functor E: OExt-4OrdCat. 
Proof: F•G is well defined by lemma 6.3.17. It is clear that E preserves identities. 
It remains to verify that E respects composition. 
• E((F1 FO ,G1 GO )) = (F1 F0 ) . (G1 G0) 
= (F1 .G1 )(F0 .G0 ) 
= E((F1 , G1 ))E((F0 , C0 )). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
6.3.4 Relationship between the internal and external 
As with Tnt and Ext in chapter 5, we show that OInt is a full reflective subcate-
gory of OExt. 
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Proposition 6.3.19 Let (C,M) and (C',M') be internal ordered data and let 
F : C -p C' be a morphism of internal ordered data. Then the assignment: 
• (C,M) '-p (C, C, id, M, C(–, M)) and 
• F—(F,F) 
defines a functor oout: OInt—OExt. 
Proof: oout(F) is a morphism of external data by proposition 5.4.1. It is a mor-
phism of external ordered data since F(s) 	' by assumption. 
The verification that oout preserves composition and identities follows the proof 
of proposition 5.4.1. 
Proposition 6.3.20 Let (C, V, U, M, q) and (C', D', U', M') C')  be external or-
dered data and let (F, G) be a morphism of external ordered data. Then the 
assignment: 
• (C,V,U,M,(;C) '-i (V,M) and 
• (F,G)i—*G 
defines a functor oin : OExt—+OInt. 
Proof: oin is well defined since, by assumption, C preserves finite limits and 
G(<) C _<'. 
Theorem 6.3.21 We have an adjunction oin -1 oout : OInt - OExt. 
Proof: Let (C,V,U,M,q5') E lOExti and (C',M') e lOInti. We need to show 
that there is a natural bijection: 
OInt(oin((C, D, U, M, q)), (C', M')) OExt((C, V, U, M, q'5, ooui((C', M'))). 
Now OExt((C,V,U,M,cb'),00ut((C',M'))) = 
OExt((C, V, U, M, 	(C', C', id, M', C'(–, M))) 
an element of which is a pair of functors (F, G) such that: 
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• (F, G) is a morphism of external data from (C, V, U, M0, bC)  to 
(C',C',id,M'0 ,C'(—,M)) and 
• G(<) c 
However, by lemma 5.4.3, (F, G) is fully determined by G as a morphism of internal 
data from (V, M 0 ) to (C', MJ. 
Now OInt(oin((C, V, U, M, qC)),  (C', M')) = OInt((V, M), (C', M')) 
an element of which is a functor C such that: 
• C is a morphism of internal data from (73, M 0 ) to (C', M) and 
• G(<) c <'. 
It now follows immediately that we have the required bijection. 
Naturality is evident and this completes the proof. 	 Cl 
Corollary 6.3.22 OInt is a full reflective subcategory of OExt. 
Proof: Trivially oout is injective on objects. It follows mutatis mutandis from 
lemma 5.4.3 that oout is fully faithful. Finally oout has a left adjoint by theo-
rem 6.3.21 and the result follows. U 
Corollary 6.3.23 Let LT : OExt -* Ext and U1 : OInt -* mt be the evident 
forgetful functors. Then both squares of: 
ozn 





Ext 	I >Int 
out 
commute. 
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We have related the categories OInt and OExt. The following results show 
that this relationship is compatible with the functors I and E. 
Theorem 6.3.24 The diagram: 
OInt 	
oout 	> OExt 
\Y /S 
OrdCat 
commutes up to natural isomorphism. 
Proof: By theorem 5.4.7, if suffices to show that the map t : I((C, M)) -+ 
E(oout((C,M))) given by: 
(f,t) : A - B x M i— (f,t) : A —p B 
is an ordered functor. This is clear. 	 70 
These results show that OExt is more general than OInt. In the study of 
non-exact complexity we shall be most interested in external ordered data. In 
particular, as in chapter 5, there are examples of principal interest which cannot 
be expressed using only internal ordered data. 
Example 6.3.25 Let Set be the category of sets and partial functions, let 
(-)' 
Set —+ Set be the lifting functor, let M be the ordered monoid (w + 1,0, +, !~,) 
and for each A E JSetl, let 5t1(A)  be the set of functions from A 1 to M map-
ping I to w. The idea is that the top element w of w + 1 represents infinite time. 
The restriction to functions mapping I to w is the requirement that non terminat-
ing programs are given infinite time. The tuple (Set, Set, 1, M, SetP) is then 
an external ordered datum whose complexity category can model the complexity 




In chapter 5, we expressed the exact complexity of a program p of type A -p B 
as a map from the denotation of A to a monoid M of resource values. In this 
chapter, we express the complexity of p as a map cx(p) from the object of sizes 
s(A) to the monoid M of resource values. The idea is that cx(p)(s) is the amount 
of resource consumed by the program p when applied to an input of size s. 
Example 7.1.1 In standard ML, lists are an important datatype constructor. In 
many applications, such as the following program to duplicate each element in a 
list: 
- fun double [] = [] I double (hd::tl) = hd::hd::double(tl); 
> val double = fn : ('a list) -> ('a list) 
- double [1,2,3]; 
> [1,1,2,2,3,3] : mt list 
- double ["what"]; 
> ["what","what"] : string list 
147 
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the measure of the size of a list is its length. The complexity is then expressed as 
a function from integers to integers, and we say that the complexity is t(n) if this 
is the resource required to apply double to a list of length n. 
For this to be well-defined, it is necessary to make some choice of the type of 
analysis, for example, the greatest or the average resource consumed by p on all 
possible input values of size s. 
Example 7.1.2 Worst case analysis: Let A be 7, let the object s(A) of sizes 
of A be N and let the monoid M be (N, 0, +). Let p : 7 -p 7 be a program 
which computes x 2 and let m: 7 -p N be the modulus function. The worst case 
complexity for p is the function T: N - N given by: 
T(n) = max{t(a)Irn(a) = n} = max{t(n),t(—n)} 
where t(a) is the time taken by p on an input a in A. 
We say that the worst case complexity of p is O(na) if 3n0 such that Vn > n0 , 
T(n) < na . 
Example 7.1.3 Average case analysis: Let A be N x N, let the object s(A) of 
sizes of A be N and let the monoid M be (N,O,+). Let p : N x N -p N be a 
program which computes x x y and let m: N x N -p N be addition. The average 
case complexity for p is the function T: N -p N given by: 
T(n) = mean{t(a)Jrn(a) = n} = mean{t((p,q))p+ q = n} 
where t(a) is the time taken by p on an input a in A. 
We say the average case complexity of p is O(n) if 2n0 such that \/n > n0 , 
T(n) <ne . 
In this chapter, we aim to capture the notion of input measure within our 
framework. In chapter 8 we relate this to a non-exact framework. In fact, if we 
use input measures and we insist that our semantics be compositional, that is the 
complexity of a sequential composition of programs p; q is obtainable from the 
complexity of p and of q, then we have to use a non-exact framework. 
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In section 7.2, we define input measures and analyses. We show how they 
give rise to models in which complexity is expressed as a map from input size to 
resource. These models are unsatisfactory because they destroy the composition-
ality of exact complexity. However, we can recover compositionality by moving to 
a non-exact framework. 
In section 7.3, we use the enriched structures introduced in chapter 7 to for-
mulate a definition of lax measure. This allows us to express the idea of an upper 
bound on the complexity of a program. 
In section 7.4, we consider the kind of equivalence relations that we need for 
a non-exact framework. This leads to the definition of an M-equivalence on an 
external datum. We prove a characterisation result for M-equivalences and that 
every M-equivalence gives rise to a congruence on CM.  We show that the models 
we seek can be expressed as quotients of external complexity categories by congru-
ences generated by M-equivalences. In chapter 8, we apply this work to develop 
compositional non-exact models. 
7.2 Measures 
7.2.1 Introduction 
We define the concept of measure and analysis and give examples. The idea of a 
measure for an object A is that it gives the size of each element of A. The idea of 
an analysis is that it gives the type of complexity, such as worst case or average 
case. We classify the conditions under which a measure gives rise to a suitable 
model of complexity. 
In the following section, we shall restrict attention to the case where the cate-
gory V is Set. This is not an essential restriction but it simplifies the theory and 
captures the examples of principal interest to us. 
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7.2.2 Measures and analyses 
Definition 7.2.1 A measure for an external ordered datum (C, Set, U, M, q) 
is a pair (s, p) consisting of: 
• a function s: ICI -p JSetJ and 
. for each A in IC I, a function PA : UA - s(A) 
such that the set p 1 (s) is finite for each s in s(A). 
The idea is that s(A) is the object of sizes for A and that the map PA  is the 
input measure for A. The condition on PA  corresponds to the reasonable condition 
that there are at most finitely many values of any given size. 
Example 7.2.2 In example 2.1.12, we gave an example of a Pascal program which 
takes an input value n of type Nat, and produces the output n!. We showed that 
the complexity of the program was O(n!) where n is the input value. However, in 
complexity theory, the size of an input is often taken to be the length of its binary 
representation. 
In example 5.3.17, we gave an external datum (8, Set, ( - ) j, M, q) whose 
external complexity category was a model for our extended semantics for Pascal. 
Using this external datum, we can express the above measure by taking s(N) to 
be N and PN  to be the function: 
)n. f 1O92nJ 
Example 7.2.3 Let C be the single object category consisting of the object E = 
(0, 1)*  and all computable functions from E to E, so that C is a model for Turing 
Machine computations. Let M be the ordered monoid (N, 0, +, <) in Set. Then 
the following data: 
• s(E) = N and 
• p : E -* N given by y(a) = length(cr) 
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defines a measure for (C, Set, t,M, Set(—,  N)). 
Example 7.2.4 In each of the above examples, the object of size has been the 
natural numbers. However, this is not always the case. For example, consider the 




while n>O do 
begin 
S :s/r; 




The input type of the program is intxreal, and we might take the size of an 
input (n, r) to be the pair (n, Fin ri). In order to model this, the size object 
s(ftint]1 x real1I)  would need to be N x N. 
Example 7.2.5 Let (C, Set, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum. Then the 
following data: 
S U: ICI - Seti and 
.VA, id:UA — UA 
defines a measure for (C, Set, U, M, 4f). This is the trivial case where the "size" 
of an input is simply the input. 
In the introduction, we stated that it is necessary to make some choice of 
the type of analysis, such as, the greatest or the average resource consumed by 
a program p on all possible inputs of a given size. These are the two principal 
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examples. In fact, it is not too hard to unify these examples, and this leads to 
the following definition of an analysis as a function 1) from the finite powerset of 
the monoid M to M. For technical reasons, we require that ci satisfies two simple 
conditions. 
Notation 7.2.6 Let M = (M, 0, 
, <) be an ordered monoid in Set. Let P1 be 
the covariant finite powerset functor. We define a monoid (Pf M, 101,.) by: 
1V10 	{m, . mum0 e M. and m 1 € M} 
Definition 7.2.7 An analysis for an ordered monoid M = (M, 0, 
., ) in Set 
is a function Il: P1 M - M such that: 
01l{m} = M. 
. 	M") :5 11(M 1) 11(M") 
Remark 7.2.8 The condition 1Z(M'. M") = 11(M 1 ) . fZ(M") would define Il as 
a morphism of monoids in Set. However, this condition is not satisfied by all of 
our examples (c.f. example 7.2.17). 
Example 7.2.9 Let Al be the ordered monoid (N, 0, +, !~ ) in Set and let Il 
P1N - N be given by: 
11(X) - 
max{x E X} if X 0 1 0 	 ifX=0. 
It is clear that 12({m}) = m and that cI(M' M") <11(M1 ) . 11(M 11 ) and so ci is 
an analysis for A. 
This example corresponds to worst case analysis. 
Example 7.2.10 Let Al be the ordered monoid (N, 0, +, :5) in Set and let 11 
P1N - N be given by: 
11(X) = mean{nEX}. 
It is clear that 11({m}) = m and that 1l(M'. M") <11(M1 ) . 11(M") and so 11 is 
an analysis for Al. 
This example corresponds to average case analysis. 
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7.2.3 The model C 
Notation 7.2.11 Let (C, Set, U, M, q) be an external ordered datum, let (s, p) 
be a measure for (C, Set, U, M, 5C) and let 0 be an analysis for M. For each A, 
let nA : O(A) -p Set(s(A), M) be the function given by the following commuting 
diagram: 
nA(t) 
s(A) 	 >M 
1 i 
PA 1, ___ id 
P1(UA) Pf(t) > P(M) 
Remark 7.2.12 Note that nA is well defined because PA  is image finite 
The idea is as follows. Given a size s in s(A) and a morphism (f, t) in CM, 
is the set of elements of size s. Now t(a) is the resource required to evaluate 
f at the element a in A, and so Pf (t)(p 1 (s)) is the set of resource requirements 
of the elements a in A of size s. Finally, d(P1 (t)(p 1 (s))) selects an element of 
the set such as the maximum or the average. Thus, nA sends a complexity map 
t in 5c(A)  to the corresponding map from sizes to resource, with respect to the 
input measure p and the choice of the type of complexity Q. 
Using measures, the denotation of a program p of type A -p B is a pair of maps 
(fun(p) : E[A] -f IB]J , cx(p) : s(f[AJJ) -p M) where the map cx(p) represents 
the amount of resource consumed by the program p on an input of a given size. 
The composite of pairs (f, t) and (g, .$) is (gf, t. nA(spBUf)) where spBUf is 
the map: 
The idea is that the amount of resource consumed by the program p; q on an input 
of size s E s(A) is that consumed by p on s, together with that consumed by q on 
the size of output produced by an input of size s. 
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Consider the graph C whose objects are objects of C and whose arrows are 
pairs f : A —p B in C and t : s(A) -f M in V. Suppose that we have two arrows 
(f,t) : A — p B and (g,$) : B — p C in C. Then SILBUI is a map from UA to 
M in çb'(A) and thus nA(spBUf)  is a map from s(A) to M in V. Therefore, we 
have an evident composition given by: 
(g,$)(f,t) = (gf,t.n(s juUf)) 
Alas, this does not define a category since this composition need not be associative. 
The following example shows that, even in the "worst case" example, C may not 
even have identities. 
Example 7.2.13 Let N be the one object category with object N, morphisms 
all computable functions from N to N and functional composition, let M be the 
monoid (N,1,x,<) in Set, lets = id, let p = 10921 and let Q: P1 N —f N be 
max. Then (s,p) is a measure for (N, Set, t, M, (-, N)) and 1 is an analysis for 
M, but C does not have identities. 
Proof: It is clear that p 1 (n) is a finite set for each n in N, and, by example 7.2.9, 
is an analysis for M. 
Now the left identity in C is given by (id, 0) since: 
(id,0)(f,t) = (idf,t . n A (OsA Uf)) = (f,t. nA(0)) = (f,t). 
However this is not necessarily a right identity since: 
(f,t)(id,0) = (fid,0 nA(t8AU())) 
(f, flA(tSA)) 
and flA(tSA) is the function m i— 2h109211 which is not the identity. Therefore, 
(f,i)(id,0) = (f,nA(tsA)) 	(f,t) and C does not have identities. 	0 
7.2.4 Conditions for C to be a model 
The following result classifies the conditions under which C' is a category. 
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Proposition 7.2.14 Let (C, Set, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum, let 
(s )  i) be a measure for (C, Set, U, M, q5') and let Il be an analysis for M. Then 
C is a category and the assignment (f,t) 	(f,nA(t)) defines a functor n 
C - C if and only if: 
• n(s t) = n(s) n(t), 
• n(tIz A ) = t and 
• nA(tUf) = nA(nB(t) 1UBUf). 
Proof: Suppose the conditions hold. We claim that the identity at A is (id, 0) 
since: 




• (id,O)(f,t) = (idf,t. n(O A U(f))) 
(f,t.n(0)) 
= (f,t). 
It is clear that composition is well-defined and composition is associative since: 
• ((h, t) (g, s)) (f, r) = (hg,s . nB (tpc U(g)))(f,r) 
= ((hg)f, T nA((s . n(tp c U(g)))/L B U(f))) 
= (h(gf), r nA(s/iBU(f) . n(tp c U(g))pB U(f))) 
= (h(gf), r nA(5PBU(f)) . n(n(tfL cU(g))/tU(f))) 
= (h(gf), T nA(sILBU(f)) . n(tp cU(g)U(f))) 
= (h(gf),r A(5PBU(f)) . n A (t jacU(gf))) 
= (h(gf), (r . nA(SPBU(f))) . n(t1uU(gf))) 
= (h,t)((gf,r . nA(siuBU(f)))) 
= (h, t) ((g, s) (f, r)) 
Thus C is a category. 
Suppose that the conditions hold. Then n : CM C preserves identities since: 
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• n((id,O))= (id,n(0))) 
= (id,O)). 
and n preserves compositions since: 
• n((gf, t sUf))= (gf,  n(t. sUf)) 
= (gf, n(t) n(sUf)) 
= (gf, n(t) . n(n(s),aBUf)) 
= (g,n(s))(f,n(t)) 
= n((g,$))n((f,i)). 
and so n is a functor. 
Conversely, suppose that 	is a category and that n is a functor. Then: 
• n((id, 0)) = (id, rt(0)) = (id, 0) 
whence n(0) = 0 and: 
• n((gf, t sUf)) = n((g, .$))n((f, t)) thus 
(gf, n(t sUf)) = (g, n(s))(f, n(t)) and 
(gf,n(t sUf)) = (gf,n(t) . n(n(s)pBUf)). 
In particular taking t = 0 we obtain: 
• n(sUf)= n(0 sUf) 
= n(0) n(n(s)PBUf) 
= O•n(n(s)PBUf) 
= n(n(s),iBUf). 
and taking f = id we obtain: 
• n(t s)= n(t . sU(id)) 
= n(t) n(n(s)i.tBU(id)) 
= n(t) n(sU(id)) 
= n(t) . n(sid) 
= n(t).n(s). 
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This completes the proof. 	 0 
The next result simplifies these conditions. 
Corollary 7.2.15 Let (C, Set, U, M, C) be an external ordered datum, let (s, p) 
be a measure for (C, Set, U, M,cbC),  let Q be an analysis for M and suppose that 
the image of U in Set includes the constant functions. Then C is a category and 
the assignment (1 t) i—p (f, n(t)) defines a functor n : CM - C if and only if: 
fZ(M'. M") = 11(M') . Z(M") for all M', M" E P1 (M), 





ILAj ____ 	___ 
1
PA 
s(A) 	> Pj(UA) 	 P(M) 
P1(t) >  
commutes for all A € !CI and for all t : UA —p M. 
Proof: Suppose that these conditions hold. Then: 
flA(S 1) = I1F(s . 
= 1l(P(s)1u' . P(t)') 
= 1P(s)p 1 . 
= flA(S) . nA(t). 
Now nA(tUf) = 12P(tUf)p 1  and nA(nB(t)pBUf) = 
However, t =QP(t)PA1PA  and thus tUf = 1ZP(t)/f 1 pA Uf and so 1P(tUf)p1 = 
1lP(f2P(t)1 1 /2B U(f))1i 1 and nA(tUf) = nA(nB(t)I2BUf) as required. 
The other cases follow similarly and this completes the proof. 	 0 
Remark 7.2.16 The condition that the image of U includes the constant func- 
tions is mild. 
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Unfortunately, most of the examples of principal interest do not satisfy these 
conditions. 
Example 7.2.17 Consider the analysis 11 of example 7.2.10. Then 11 does not 
satisfy the condition that 11(M' . M") = 11(M') 11(M 11 ). 
Proof: We have: 
• 11(X + X') = rnean{n + n'In E X, n' E X'} 
mean{nn E X} + mean{nln E X'} 
11(X) + 11(X 1). 
This completes the proof. 
In the case where Il is max (example 7.2.9), then 11 does satisfy the condition 
that 1l(M'. M") = 11(M') .11(M"). However, as the following example shows, this 
is still not sufficient. 
Example 7.2.18 Let E be the one object category with object (0, 1)*  and mor-
phisms all computable functions, so that E is a model for Turing machine corn-
putations. Let M be the ordered monoid (N, 0, +, :5) in Set, let s(E) = N, let 
-* N be given by 4) = length(a) and let 11(N) = max{n E N). Then 
11(M'.M") = 12(M').11(M") but n does not satisfy the condition of corollary 7.2.15 
and hence C is not a category. 
Proof: We have X+X' = 0 if X = 0 or X' = 0 whence 11(X+X') = 0 = 
11(X) + 11(X'). Otherwise: 
• 11(X + X') = max{n + n'In € X, n' E X'} 
= max{nln E X} + max{njn E X'} 
= 11(X)-F11(X') 
and therefore 11(M' M") = 11(M') 11(M"). 
Now, let t: E -* N be given by: 
t(cr) = #1's in a. 
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Then since u(o) = length(cr), 
1 
.t
- = {cr'length(o') = length(o)} 
so P(t)p-1  jL(o) = 1# 1 I  s in a I  length(crI ) = length(cr)} and 
= max{#fs in c/length(o') = length(o)} = length(o). 
Thus t(o) 54 QP(t)y -lp(a) for all o. This completes the proof. 	 0 
We conclude that these conditions are too strong and therefore that C does 
not give a suitable model. 
7.3 A category based on measures 
7.3.1 Introduction 
In the previous section, we saw that most of the examples of principal interest to 
us do not satisfy the conditions for C to be a category. However, many of the 
examples do satisfy these conditions if each of the equalities in proposition 7.2.14 
is replaced by <. 
In this section, we use the enriched structures introduced in chapter 7 to for-
mulate a definition of lax measure. This does not lead to a category, but to an 
ordered category 8M  and a lax functor (s, n) : CM * SM. This allows us to 
express the idea of an upper bound on the complexity of a program. 
7.3.2 Lax measures 
Definition 7.3.1 A lax measure for an external ordered datum (C, D, U, M, çb') 
is a tuple (S, V, s, n) consisting of a locally ordered category S, an ordinary functor 
V : S, - V, a lax functor s : C - 8, and for each A, a function nA : c(A) -* 
V(V(s(A)),M) such that: 
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. n(0) = 0, 
• n(t s) <n(t) n(s) and 
• nA(tUf) :! ~, nA (t)V(s(f)). 
Example 7.3.2 Let S be the single object ordered category with object N, mor-
phisms all functions from N to N, functional composition and the pointwise order-
ing. Let V be the inclusion of S0 into Set, let E , M and n be as in example 7.2.18 
and finally, let s be the lax functor from E to S which sends a function p: E -p E 
to the function: 
P(n) = max{length(p(a))length(o) = n}. 
Then the tuple (5, V, s, n) .is a lax measure for the external ordered datum 
(E, Set, t, M, Set(—, M)). 
Remark 7.3.3 The collection of maps n A seem suggestive of the components of 
a natural transformatzon from Oc to V(UsV(—),M). Unfortunately the laxness 
of s introduces some complications which means that the most that we can say 
is that the nA are the components of a lax natural transformation from q!F to 
V(UsV(—), M) considered as graph morphisms. 
Lemma 7.3.4 Let (5, V,s, n) be a lax measure for an external ordered datum 
(C, V, U, M, C)  Then the tuple (S0 , V, V, M, D(V( — ), M)) is an external ordered 
datum. 
Proof: Clear. 
Now by proposition 6.3.15 a lax measure gives rise to an ordered category SM. 
A morphism in SM  is a pair (f, t). The idea is that f maps sizes of input to sizes 
of output and t maps sizes of input to resources. We have the following result. 
Proposition 7.3.5 Let (5, V,s, n) be a lax measure for an external ordered datum 
(C , V , U, M , C) .  The assignment: 
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. A i- s(A), 
• (f,i) i-+ (s(f),n(t)) 
defines a lax functor (s, n) CM , 
Proof: We require (s,n)(idA) :5 	and 
(s,n)((f,t)(g,$)) :5 (s,n)((f,t))(s,n)((g,$)). 







(s, n) ((f, t) (g, s)) = (s,n)((fg,t fs)) 
= (s(fg),n(t.fs)) 
= (s(fg), n(t) n(fs)) 
~ (s(f)s(g),n(t) n(fs)) 
(s(f)s(g),n(t) s(f)n(s)) 
(s(f), n(t))(s(g), n(s)) 
~ (s,n)((f,t))(s,n)((g,$)). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
What SM  gives us is an ordered category of complexities based on measures. 
This is an improvement on C but it is still not satisfactory because the functor 
(s, n) : CM , SM is not strict. This means that we lose compositionality in going 
from exact complexity to complexity based on measures. 
In chapter 8, we show how compositionality can be recovered by considering 
non-exact complexity. In the next section, we consider the kind of equivalence 
relations that we require for a non-exact framework. 
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7.4 Equivalences 
7.4.1 Introduction 
In this section, we introduce the notion of an M-equivalence on an external ordered 
datum. The idea is that an M-equivalence is a collection of equivalence relations 
on complexity maps. In chapter 8, we use M-equivalences to express non-exact 
complexity. 
We give examples and classify M-equivalences. We prove that an M-equivalence 
gives a congruence on the complexity category. 
7.4.2 Congruences 
We introduce some notions from category theory [Mac7l]. 
Definition 7.4.1 A congruence i-.'  on a category C is a collection of equivalence 
relations A,B  such that: 
• A,B is an .equivalence relation on C(A, B) and 
• f1 '-' 12 implies that gf1 gf2 and f1 h f2 h. 
Lemma 7.4.2 Let C be a category and let '' be a congruence on C. Then the 
following data: 
• objects of C, 
• equivalence classes of morphisms in C under and 
• composition given by [g] [f ] = [gf] 
defines a category Cl '. We call this the quotient category of C by ". 
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Proposition 7.4.3 Let C be a category and let ' be a congruence on C. Then 
the assignment: 
• f:A—Bt----[f]:A--B 
defines a quotient functor q : C —+ Cl . 
7.4.3 M-Equivalences 
Definition 7.4.4 An M-equivalence on an external datum (C, V, U, M,4) 
is a collection of equivalence relations 'JA  such that: 
is an equivalence relation on 4 C (A), 
• 51 —S2 implies that j.  s l  —t'S2 and S1 t '' 2 j and 
• s 'A S2 implies that s 1 Uf sB s 2Uf 
where s 1 ,s2 and t are elements of ç(A) and f is any map from B to A in C. 
Notation 7.4.5 The subscripts on '-' should be clear from the context and will 
usually be omitted. 
Remark 7.4.6 Let (C,V,U,M,4C)  be an external ordered datum and let M. be 
the underlying monoid. Then (C, V, U, M 0 , q) is an external datum and thus we 
can form an M-equivalence on it. 
Example 7.4.7 The identity equivalence ' given by: 
S 'A t if s = t 
is an M-equivalence. 
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Example 7.4.8 Let C be the full subcategory of Set with the two objects N and 
1 = {*}. Let M be the monoid (N, 0, +) in Set and consider the external datum 
(C, Set, t,M, Set(t(—), N)) where q(N) is the set all functions N -* N and 0f(1) 
is all integers considered as maps n : 1 -+ N. 
Then given two maps s, t: N - N define s I if: 
2c, C, no E N - {0} such that V n > n0 , s(n) c(t(n) + 1) and 1(n) <C(s(n) + 1) 
The idea is that two complexity maps are to be considered equivalent if they 
are of the same order of magnitude. 
Given two maps n, m: 1 -* N, define: 
n in if n = m. 
We claim that is an M-equivalence. 
Proof: Since n m if and only if n = in for maps n, in: 1 -* N, it is immediate 
that satisfies the conditions to be an M-equivalence for maps n, m: 1 -+ N. 
It remains to verify that satisfies the conditions to be an M-equivalence for 
maps N - N. 
We first show that is an equivalence relation on 0 (N) 
• t(n) < U(n) + 1 V n and so I I. 




3c,C,n0 j4 0. s.t. Vn > n0 , t(n) 	C(s(n) + 1) and s(n) < 
c(1(n) + 1) 
= 	c',C',n0 	0. s.t. Vn > n0 , 1(n) 	c'(s(n) + 1) and s(n) 
C'(t(n) + 1) 
= I 	S. 
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• r s t = (c,C,no 0. s.t. Vn > no , r(n) :5 c(s(n)+1) and 
s(n)<C(r(n)+1)) and 
	
(c',C',n'0 	0. s.t. Vn ~ n'0, s(n) ~ c'(t(n) + 1) and t(n) < 
C'(s(n) + 1)) 
= Vn > max{n0 ,n}, r(n) :5 c(c'+ 1)(t(n) + 1) and t(n) :5 C(C'+ 
1)(r(n) + 1) 
f! 	 I, '! l ,n0 	 n 0 s.t. Vn ~ 0 , r(n) c"(t(n) + 1) and 
' t(n) ~ 	(r
,n) + 1) 
= rt. 
We now show that s 1 s2 implies that Vt. t s 1 	• 2 and s 1 t 	t- 
S 1 	s2 = 	c,C,n0 0. s.t. Vn > n0 , s 1 (n) e(s2 (n) + 1) and 
S2(fl) !~ C(s 1 (n) + 1) 
= Vn > n0 , s 1 (n) + t(n) max(c, 1)(s 2 (n) + t(n) + 1) and 
.s 2 (n) + t(n) :5 max(C, 1)(s i (n) + t(n) + 1) 
= Vn > no, (i + t)(n) <rnax(c, 1)((s2 + t)(n) + 1) and 
(S2 + t)(n) :5 max(C, 1)((s + t)(n) + 1) 
= 	c',C',no 0 0. s.t. Vn > n0 , 
(s 1 +t)(n) < c'((s2 +t)(n)+1) and (s2 -i-t)(n) < C'((s1 +t)(n)+1) 
s 1 •ts2 •t. 
• s 	s2 = 3c,C,n0 	0. s.t. Vn > n0 , s 1 (n) 	c(s2 (n) + 1) and s2 (n) :5 
C(s j (n) + 1) 
= Vn > n0, t(n) + si (n) rnax(c, 1)(t(n) + s 2 (n) + 1) and 
t(n) + s2 (n) :5 max(C, 1)(t(n) + s1 (n) + 1) 
=> Vn > n0 , (t + s1 )(n) :5 rnax(c, 1)((t + s2 )(n) + 1) and 
(t + s2 )(n) < rnax(C, 1)((t + Si)(fl) + 1) 
= 	cC',n0 	0. s.t. Vn > n0 , (t + s1 )(n) :5  c'((t + s2 )(n) + 
1) and (t + s2)(n) ~ C'((i + s1 )(n) + 1) 
= t•s 	t•s2 . 
Finally, we show s i implies that sUf tUf. 
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. s t = 	c,C,n0 54 0. s.t. Vn > n0 , s(n) :5 c(t(n) + 1) and t(n) 
C(s(n) + 1) 
= 	Vn > fl u , s(Uf(n)) :5 c'(t(Uf(n)) + 1) and t(Uf(n))  :5 
C'(s(Uf(n)) + 1) 
where c' = max{s(n)+c I n < n} and C' = max{t(n)+CI n < n0 } 
= 	c,C,n0 54 0. s.t. Vn > n0 , s(Uf(n)) c(t(Uf(n)) + 1) and 
t(Uf(n)) <C(s(Uf(n)) + 1) 
z sUfiUf. 
This 	establishes that is an M-equivalence. 	 C] 
7.4.4 Classification results 
One would imagine than any equivalence relation on M should extend pointwise 
to an M-equivalence. However, the definition would not be satisfactory if all M-
equivalences were of this form. The following results show that we have a consistent 
but non-trivial class of equivalence relations. 
Let C be a category with finite products. We recall from chapter 6 that an 
equivalence relation on an object A of C is a monomorphism a : A' -p A x A 
which satisfies certain reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity conditions. 
The next result shows that every equivalence relation on M, satisfying a certain 
condition, induces an M-equivalence. 
Lemma 7.4.9 Let (C,D,U,M,cLC)  be an external datum. Let a: -+ M x M 
be an equivalence relation on M such that there exists a map from x to 
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commute. Then the collection of relations on q  given by s 	t if the map 
(s, t) : UA -f M x M factors through a: -* M x M, defines an M-equivalence 
on (C , V , U, M ,ci5C) . 
Remark 7.4.10 Informally, the condition on 	in lemma 7..9 states that, if 
m0 = rn I and m1 	rn'1 , then m 0 m 1 	rn'0 rn'1 . The M-equivalence 	then 
corresponds to the pointwise equivalence. 







commutes because is a reflexive relation and this shows that - is reflexive. 
Suppose that s t. Then the following diagram: 
UA 
W \s 
M 	 =0 >M 
commutes because is a symmetric relation and this shows that '-' is symmetric. 
Suppose that s 	t and t 'P" u. Then a simple diagram chase implies that the 










commutes. However, = is transitive so it follows that a u. Thus '-' is transitive 
and this establishes that is an equivalence relation on each Oc.  
Suppose now that s 1 ".' s2 . Then a moment's consideration will convince the reader 
that the following diagram: 
A 
\IS2,  t1 
	
MxM 	 X 	 MxM 
I I 
I 	 I 
• 1 I 
I I 
'If 	 V 
M< >M 
verifies that a t 	a2 t. Similarly, 81 	2 implies that t a1 '-' t a2. 
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M 	 M 
verifies that s t implies that sUf ".' WI and this completes the proof. 	0 
Notation 7.4.11 We call such an M-equivalence trivial. 
One might imagine that all M-equivalences are trivial. If this were the case 
then the definition of M-equivalence would not be satisfactory since we want to 
consider a more general class of equivalences. However, this is not the case. 
Proposition 7.4.12 Not every M-equivalence is trivial. 
Proof: Let be the M-equivalence of example 7.4.8. 
Suppose that p'.' were trivial. Then assume, without loss of generality, that 	is 
generated by an equivalence relation on N. 
Let id be the identity on N and let s be the successor function on N. 
Then id s since: 
id(n) = n < n + 1 = s(n) for all n > 0 and 
s(n) = n + 1 < 2n = 2id(n) forall n>0. 
Now by assumption, 
fg ifandonlyif Vn€N.f(n)g(n) 
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and so for all n, id(n) s(n), that is n n+1. By a trivial induction, this implies 
that 
n rn V n,m e N. 
Therefore, f g for all f,g: N -+ N since clearly f(n) g(n) for all n. This is a 
contradiction since, for example, 
f(n)=n 1 g(n)=n2 . 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
7.4.5 From M-equivalences to congruences 
We show how M-equivalences give rise to congruences on complexity categories. 
Lemma 7.4.13 Let (C, V, U, M, q)  be an external datum and let CM  be the 
complexity category. Then the assignment: 
. A — Aand 
• 
defines a functor U : CM C. 
Proof: Clear. 	 0 
Definition 7.4.14 Let e be a category, let (C, V, U, M, ) be an external datum 
and let q : CM E be a functor. e has the functional behaviour of CM  if there 
exists a functor U: E - C such that the following diagram: 
CM 	U > 
\q 
commutes. 
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Proposition 7.4.15 Let (C, V, U, M, C) be an external datum and let be an 
M-equivalence on (C, V, U, M, C ). Then the relation: 
(f,t)r(g , $ ) if f=gandt's 
defines a congruence on CM.  Furthermore, the quotient category CMI i-' has 
the functional behaviour of CM. 
Proof: It is easy to see that is an equivalence relation on each CM(A,  B) as: 
• f = f and t "-' t implies that (f,t) 's.' (f,t). 
• (f,t)(g,$), f=gandt -'s 
= g = f and s t 
= (g,$) .s  (f,t). 
• (f,t) '' (g,$) (h,r) = (f = g and t " s) and (g h and s r) 
=f=g=handt-"s''r 
= f = h and t r 
= (f,t) r'.'  (h,r). 
We now show that is a congruence on CM.  Suppose that we have: 
	
(f,t) 	(f2 ,t2 ). 
Then given (g,$) and (h,r) we have: 
• (g,$)(f,t) = (gf,s.i 1 Ug) 
and so: 
• (f1 ,t 1 ) 	( f2,t2) = 11 = 12 and 	t1 '' 
=. gf1 = gf2 and t 1 U9 '' t2 U9 
= gf1  = gf2 and s t 1 U9 "-i s t2 Ug 
. (9f1 ,s .i1 Ug) 	(gf2 ,s t2 Ug) 
(9,$)(f1 ,t 1 ) 	(9,$)(f21 t2 ). 
• (f1, t)(h, r) = (f1 h, t• rUf) 
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and so: 
• (f1 ,t 1 ) 	(f2,t2) = Ii = 12 and t 1 
=. fh = f2 h and t 	2 and rUf1  = rUf2 
= f1h=f2handt1.rUf1't2rUf2 
= (fih,ti rUf) - (f1 h,t2  rUf2) 
= (fi,ti)(h,r) ".' (f2 ,t 2 )(h,r). 
Finally, we define the map U : CMI - C by: 
	
[U )] 	f. 
We have to show that U is well-defined, that U is a functor and that U = qU. 
We have U([(f, t)]) = f. Suppose that (g, s) E CM were another choice for a 
representative of [(1 t)]. Then: 
• (f,t) r'.  (g ,$) implies that f = g 
and so U([(f,)]) = f = g = U([(g,$)]), and thus U is well-defined. 
To see that U is a functor, we have: 
• U([(id,O)]) = id and 
• U([(g, s)][(f, t)]) = U([(g, s)(f, t)]) 
= U([(gf,t.sUf)]) 
• =gf 
= U([(g, 3)])U([(f, t)]) 
and so U preserves identities and composition. Lastly, 
• (J(q((f, t))) = U([(f, t)]) 
=1 
= U((f,t)). 
and this completes the proof. 	 D 
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Example 7.4.16 Let (C, V, U, M, 0') be an external datum and let id be the 
identity M-equivalence of example 7.4.7. Then: 
CM CM/id . 
Proof: Let q : CM .. CM/id be the quotient functor. Since Cat is regular and q 
is necessarily epimorphic, it suffices to show that q is monomorphic, i.e. that q is 
one-one. Now: 
• q((f, t)) = q((g, s)) = [(f, t)] = [(g, s)] 
=. 
 
f = g and tids 
= f = g and t = s 
(f,t) = (g,$) 
and so q is one-one and hence an isomorphism. This completes the proof. 	0 
This is not the most general class of equivalences we could take. However, the 
next result shows that any suitable congruence on CM  can be bounded by a pair 
of M-equivalences. Furthermore, any congruence which satisfies: 
f: A -+ B. s.t. (f,i) ' (f,$) implies that Vg. (g,t) '-' (g,$) 
can be obtained from an M-equivalence. This is a reasonable condition since we 
consider complexity maps to be equivalent regardless of which program they are 
measuring the complexity of. 




commutes. Then the relations: 
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• t 'm s if 3f e C such that (f,t) ' (f,$) and 
• t 'M  s if Vf E C such that (f,t) (f,$) 
define, respectively minimal and maximal M-equivalences such that 
" S 
Proof: Since U = qU, (f, t) '-' (g, s) implies f = g. 
It is not hard to verify that rM and 'm  are M-equivalences and satisfy the re-
quired property. 
Remark 7.4.18 Let C be a groupoid. Let be a congruence on CM  such that: 
CM 	U 	> 
\q 
CM / 
Then the M-equivalence 'M  of proposition 7.4.17 satisfies: 
= 
Proof: Suppose that 	m s. Then there exists f E C such that (f,t) (f,$). 
However C is a groupoid and so there exists f such that ff 	= id. 
Then (f,t) 	(f,$) implies (f,t)(f 1 g,O) ' s.' (f,$)(f'g,O) for all g. Hence 
(g, t) 	(g, s) for all g and therefore 	S. 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
Chapter 8 
Non- Exact Complexity 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a study of non-exact complexity. This study is motivated 
by two main considerations. 
In the analysis of algorithms and in complexity theory, program complexity is 
often given non-exactly. For example, in the analysis of algorithms, one is often 
interested in the order of magnitude of the complexity maps. In complexity theory, 
one often asks whether a complexity map is polynomial or super-polynomial in the 
size of its input. 
In chapter 7, we showed how to capture the notion of input measures within 
our framework. We also showed that if we use input measures and exact com-
plexity, then our semantics will not be compositional. That is the complexity of a 
sequential composition of programs p; q will not be obtainable from the complexity 
of p and of q. 
The aim of this chapter is the following. In chapter 5 we saw how an external 
datum gives rise to a model for the semantics of a programming language with 
exact complexity. We seek a method for taking an external datum, specifying the 
degree of non-exactness we wish to have in the complexity and then generating 
175 
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a model for the semantics of a programming language with this degree of non-
exactness in the complexity. 
This method should satisfy certain conditions that arise from complexity theory 
or denotational semantics. It should be possible to specify non-exact complexity 
by means of input measures as in examples 7.1.1, 7.1.2 and 7.1.3. This is important 
to us because it corresponds to practice in complexity theory. 
Secondly, we seek models with non-exact complexity but the same functional 
behaviour as the original model. In section 7.3, we constructed a category SM, 
based on input measures, by expressing the functional part of the denotation of 
a program as a map from size of input to size of output. This is the minimal 
functional information that is required in order to model program complexity. 
However, our original semantics gave us exact functional behaviour and we do not 
want our extended semantics to destroy this information. For example, suppose we 
only know how size of input maps to size of output. Then we could not distinguish 
between the program "times" of example 7.1.2 and the program "—times" which 
computes —x 2 . This is clearly unsatisfactory for purposes of program verification. 
Therefore, our models should have exact functional behaviour. 
Finally, we want our semantics to be compositional, that is the behaviour of a 
sequential composition of programs p; q should be obtainable from the behaviour 
of p and of q. This is an important condition in the structured development of 
programs from specifications ([BrGu90] , [EhMa85] , [Win88] et al). In chapter 7, 
we saw that if we use input measures and exact complexity, it is not in general 
possible to obtain a compositional semantics. The laxness of the functor (s, n) 
in section 7.3 arises precisely because our constructions are not compositional. 
In this chapter, we investigate the extent to which we can obtain compositional 
non-exact complexity. 
The approach we take is as follows. We consider models in which a program p 
of type A -+ B denotes a pair (fun(p), [cx(p)]) where fun(p) is a morphism from 
[ A]J to j BII and [cx(p)] is an equivalence class of maps from ft A]J to M. The idea 
is that fun(p) models the exact functional behaviour of p and [cx(p)] models the 
non-exact complexity of p. 
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Example 8.1.1 Let be the equivalence relation on functions from N to N given 
by: 
f -'g if 3c,C,n 0 EN - {O} such that V n > n0 , f(n) :5 cg(n) and g(n) :5 Cf(n) 
Consider the program "square" of example 7.1.2 with worst case complexity T(n). 
The order of magnitude non-exact complexity of "square" is the equivalence class 
[T] under the relation '-. 
In section 8.2 we study the relationship between exact and non-exact models. 
We define a non-exact datum and study the relationship between non-exact data 
and external data along similar lines to chapter 5. 
In section 8.3 we consider the question of compositionality. We show how to 
construct models for non-exact complexity which satisfy all the above conditions, 
and describe some examples and applications of this work. 
8.2 Non-exact data 
8.2.1 Introduction 
We define the notion of a non-exact datum and show how to construct a complexity 
category from a non-exact datum. We construct a category Nex of non-exact data 
and show that the construction of complexity categories yields a functor from Nex 
to Cat. We then investigate the relationship between Ext and Nex. 
8.2.2 Non-exact data 
Definition 8.2.1 A non-exact datum is a tuple (C, D, U, M, 0 , ') such that 
(C, V, U, M, 0 ) is an external datum and is an M-equivalence on (C, V, U, M,qC). 
We now define a category Nex of non-exact data. 
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Definition 8.2.2 Let (C, V, U, M,cbC, ) and (C', 1Y, U', M', q5'21, ') be non-exact 
data. A morphism of non-exact data is a pair of functors, 
(F : C -) C', C : V - V) such that: 
• (F, C) is a morphism of external data from (C, V, U, M, ) to (C', V, U', M', çb") 
• G(-.) < .-", that is VA,Vs,t e q(A), s 'A t 	G(s) ''FA  G(t). 
Proposition 8.2.3 Non-exact data, morphisms of non-exact data and composi-
tion defined by: 
(F2 ,G2 )(F1 ,G1) = (F2F1 ,G2 G1 ) 
determine a category Nex. 
Proof: Follows from proposition 5.3.8 and the observation that, 
G(...$)<s' 	and G(,r'I):5r.- 
II 	implythat G'G(i):5r
'I  
This completes the proof. 	 UI 
Non-exact data allow us to define non-exact complexity categories as follows. 
Definition 8.2.4 The non-exact complexity category of a non-exact datum 
(C,V,U,M,cb',"-) is the quotient category CMI 
We can extend the construction of CMI to a functor from Nex to Cat as 
follows. 
Lemma 8.2.5 Let (C , V , U, M ,q5 , r..i ) and (C',V',U',M',q7,-J) be non-exact 
data and let (F, G) be a morphism of non-exact data from (C, V, U, M)cbC, ) 
to  (C
I 	I 	I 	I C' 	. ,V ,U ,M ,q 5 Then the assignment: 
i- (Ff,[Gt]):FA—FB 
defines a functor F - C : CMI 	, , 
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Proof: F - G is well-defined by lemma 5.3.11 and the condition G(r.-) < r." which 
ensures that [Gi] is independent of the choice of t. To see that F. G is a functor, 
we observe that: 
• G([O]) = [GO] by definition and 0 is the map: 
UA * 	0 
so GO is the map: 
GUA G1 1 G(M) 
which is: 
U,(FA)
* 	0 —+1---+M' 
since G preserves finite limits and the monoid M. 
Thus F - G preserves identities. Finally, 
• (Fg, [Gs])(Ff, [Gt]) = (FgFf, [Gi . GsU'Ff]) 
= (F(gf), [Ci G.sGUf]) 
= (F(gf), [G(t. sUf)]) 
= F . G((gf, [i sUf)]) 
= 
so F C preserves composition. 
This completes the proof. 
Proposition 8.2.6 The assignment: 
• (C,D,U,M,cb',r..)i—i. CM/ri  and 
• (F,G) )-* F.G 
defines a functor Ar : Nex-4 Cat. 
Proof: Ar is well-defined by lemma 8.2.5. It is clear that Ar preserves identities. 
It remains to verify that Ar respects composition. 
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• A/((F1 F0 ,G1 GO )) = (F1 F0) (G1 G0 ) 
= (F1 .G1 )(F0 .G0 ) 
= Ar((F1 ,G1 ))Ar((F0 ,G0 )). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
8.2.3 Relationship between exact and non-exact 
In this section, we study the relationship between exact and non-exact data. We 
show that Ext is a full coreflective subcategory of Nex. 
Proposition 8.2.7 The assignment: 
• (C,V,U,M,cC)I__. (C,D,U,M,çt,id) and 
• (F,G) l-) (F,G) 
defines a functor nex : Ext—Nex. 
Proof: nex is well-defined since the identity relation is an M-equivalence (c.f. 
example 7.4.7) and it is clear that G(id) < id. 
It is also clear that nex preserves identities and composition. 	 0 
Proposition 8.2.8 The assignment: 
9 (C,V,U,M,,)—(C,V,U,M,1) and 
• (F,G) i-* (F,G) 
defines a functor U: Nex—Ext. 
Proof: Clear. 	 0 
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Theorem 8.2.9 We have an adjunction nex -I U: Nex—*Ext. 
Proof: Let (C,V,U,M,cbC) E lExti and (C',V',U',M',q','J) E JNexJ. We 
need to show that there is a natural bijection: 
t Nex(nex((C,V,U,M,cl' C  )),(C,V,U,M,cb C ,'-'
i 
 1) = 
Ext((C, V, U, M, C)  U((C, 1', U, M, 
' Now Nex(nex((C, V, U, M, C i,),  (C, D, U,M, cbC )  ..J)) = 




an element of which is a pair of functors (F, G) such that: 
• (F, C) is a morphism of external data from (C, D, U, M, 4') to 
I 	I 	I 	I 	C' (C,V,U,M,çb ) and 
• G(id) < -" 
However, G(id) < .-J if for all t, Ct .-! Gt which is clearly satisfied since —' is an 
equivalence relation. 
C 
Thus an element of Nex(nex((C, V, U, M, 4'C  )), (C, D, U, M, 4', .-#)) is simply a 
morphism of external data from (C, V, U, M, 4'C)  to (C, 7Y, U', M', 4'C') 
Now Ext((C,V,U,M,4i),U((C,V,U,M,cb','))) = 
Ext((C,V, U, M, q5C)(C V, U, M, 4'C)) 
an element of which is a morphism of external data from (C, V, U, M,cbC)  to 
(C 
 I 	I 	I 	I 
, 4' C1 , V , U , M ) and so we have the required bijection. 
Naturality is evident and this completes the proof. 	 0 
Corollary 8.2.10 Ext is a full coreflective subcategory of Nex. 
Proof: Trivially, nex is injective on objects. It is clear from the proof of the- 
orem 8.2.9 that nex is fully faithful since G(id) 	id. Finally, nex has a right 
adjoint by theorem 8.2.9 and the result follows. 	 0 
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commutes up to natural isomorphism. 
Proof: We require a natural isomorphism between E and 1sfnex in the functor 
category [Ext, Cat]. 
Let (C,V,U,M,qfC) E lExti. Then e((C , v , U, M , C)) = CM 
nex((C,V,U,M,cb')) is (C,V,U,M,cb',id) and therefore, 
Ainex((C,V,U,M,q')) = CM/id . 
However, by example 7.4.16, the quotient functor q : CM 	CM/id is an isomor- 
phism of categories as required. 
The naturality of q is evident and the result follows. 	 EM 
8.3 Non-exact models 
8.3.1 Introduction 
In chapter 7, we defined a lax measure. We showed that a lax measure allows us 
to construct an ordered category SM  and a lax functor (s, n) : CM ,. 
We explained that 5M  is an unsatisfactory model for two reasons. It does not 
have the same functional behaviour as CM  (definition 7.4.14) and the laxness of 
the functor (s, n) means that it does not give a compositional semantics. In this 
section, we overcome these difficulties. 
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The approach we take is as follows. We seek to construct an M-equivalence 





where the dotted lines are lax functors. 
The idea is that complexity maps s : UA —+ M and t : UA —f M should 
be identified in CMI ,..s whenever (s, n) identifies them in 5M  The results of 
section 7.4 show that CMI ' will have the same functional behaviour as CM  and 
that it will give a compositional semantics. 
We wish to identify as many maps as is consistent with having a compositional 
semantics, when they are identified in SM.  Accordingly, we would like to require 
that CMI " be universal amongst all such categories. That is, given a category 4 
having the same functional behaviour as CM  and such that the following diagram: 
(s n) 
CM............. 
commutes, then there exists a unique functor a from E to CMI  such that the 
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following diagrams: 
cvf 	•.> SM 
and 
CMU > C 
commute. The idea is that CMI  corresponds to the "compositional part" of 
5M 
In fact, this approach does not quite capture all the examples of interest to us. 
More generally, we want to consider a collection of equivalence relations on the 
morphisms of 5M  and, as far as is consistent with maintaining compositionality, 
identify two maps s : UA -p M and t : UA -p M whenever they are equivalent 
inSM . 
In this section we follow the above approach, leading to the definition of a non-
exact measure. Given a non-exact measure for an external datum (C, V, U, M, qF), 
we construct an M-equivalence '-' such that CMI satisfies all of our conditions. 
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8.3.2 Non-exact measures 
Definition 8.3.1 A non-exact measure for an external ordered datum 
(C,V,U,M,qfC) is a tuple (S,V,s,n,) where (S,V,s,n) is a lax measure for 
(C, V, U, M, q) and is a collection of equivalence relations A such that: 
A is an equivalence relation on V(V(s(A)), M), 
• s1 s2 = t•s 1 t•s 2 ands 1 •ts 2 tand 
• n(s.t)n(s).n(t). 
Example 8.3.2 Let (S, V, s, n) be a lax measure for an external ordered datum 
(C, V, U, M, C) Then (S, V,s, n, id) is a non-exact measure for (C, D, U, M, '). 
Example 8.3.3 Let (C, Set, U, M, 0 ) be an external ordered datum and let 
(N,t,s,n) be a lax measure for (C,Set,U,M,). Let be the equivalence rela-
tion on Set(N, N) given by: 
f g if f = 0(g) and g = 0(f). 
Then (N, t, s, n, ) is a non-exact measure for (C, Set, U, M, 4'). 
Of course, Pti is not in general an M-equivalence on (Se,  V, U, M, 08 ) and there-
fore we cannot define a category SM! . However, it is convenient to define a graph 
SM ! • 
Notation 8.3.4 In the remainder of this section, we shall assume that 
(C, V, U, M, q)  is an external ordered datum and (S, V, s, n, ) is a non-exact 
measure for (C, D, U, M, C  
Lemma 8.3.5 The following data: 
• objects of S and 
1 	 1 	 1 	
i 	
c.M 	1 • equivaience ciasses 01 morpnisms n o unaer PL- 
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defines a graph SM / . 
We now construct a non-exact datum from a non-exact measure. We use 
the idea that complexity maps should be identified when their images in 
5M  are 
equivalent. 
The natural approach is to define s t if n(s) n(t) in C. Unfortunately, 
this does not necessarily define an M-equivalence. 
Proposition 8.3.6 The collection of relations on 4 given by: 
s 	t if n(s) 	n(t) 
defines an M-equivalence on (C, V, U, M ,q C) if and only if: 
n(s) n(t) implies that n(sUf) n(tUf) for all f. 
Proof: It is clear that -A  is an equivalence relation for each A. 
Suppose that S1 S2. Then n(s 1 ) n(s2 ) so: 
n(s 1 t) 	n(s 1 ) n(t) 	n(s2 ) n(t) 	n(s 2 . t) 
and so 	s2 t. Similarly, t s 	s. 
Finally, suppose that s, 	s. Then n(s 1 ) 	n(s2 ) and n(s i Uf) 	n(s2Uf), by 
assumption, and thus s 1 Uf s 2 Uf. Therefore, is an M-equivalence. 
Conversely, suppose that is an M-equivalence. Then: 
1=2 = s1Ufs 2 Uf 
which is precisely the condition: 
n(s) n(i) = n(sUf) n(tUf) for all f. 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
This candidate is therefore unsatisfactory and we are led to the following definition. 
Proposition 8.3.7 The collection of relations on çt given by: 
s ".' if Vf : B -* A, n(sUf) n(tUf) 
defines an M-equivalence on (C, V, U, M, q). 
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Proof: We first show that gives an equivalence relation on each c(A) 
• n(tUf) n(tUf) \/f since tUf = tUf and so t ' t. 
• s 'V" 	 Vf. n(sUf) n(tUf) 
= Vf. n(tUf) n(.sUf) 
=,. t "I S. 
• r ' s " t = Vf. n(rUf) n(.sUf) and Vg n(sUg) n(tUg) 
= Vf. n(rUf) n(.sUf) and n(sUf) n(tUf) 
= Vf. n(rUf) n(tUf) 
= r 	t. 
We now show that s1 
" S2 implies that Vt. t Si "-i t• s2 and s , . t s2 . t. 
• s 1 s2 = Vf. n(s i Uf) n(8 2 Uf) 
= Vf. n(tUf) . n(s 1 Uf) n(tUf) n(s 2 Uf) 
= Vf. n(tUf sUf) n(tUf. s 2 Uf) 
=' Vf. n((t. s 1 )Uf) n((t. s 2)Uf) 
= 	t•s1 -'t•s2 . 
• s 1 s2 = Vf. n(s 1 Uf) n(s 2 Uf) 
= Vf. n(s 1 Uf) n(tUf) n(s 2Uf) n(tUf) 
= Vf. n(s 1 Uf . tUf) n(s 2 Uf tUf) 
= Vf. n((si . t)Uf) fl((S t)Uf) 
= 	s 1 •t'-'s2 •t. 
Finally, we show s t implies that sUg '-' tug . 
• s 'S-' = Vf. n(sUf) n(tUf) 
in particular, Vf. n(sU(fg)) n(tU(fg)) 
= Vf. n((sUg)Uf) n((tUg)Uf) 
= sUg tug . 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
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Corollary 8.3.8 Let '' be the collection of relations on OC given by: 
s '-. t if Yf : B -f A, n(sUf) n(tUf). 
Then (C, V, U, M ,c1C , r.) is a non-exact datum. 
Corollary 8.3.9 Let - be the collection of relations on cb' given by: 
s t if Vf: B -p A, n(sUf) n(tUf). 
Then is a congruence on CM  and CMI ' has the functional behaviour of CM. 
Proof: Follows by proposition 7.4.15 and corollary 8.3.8. 	 0 
The next result shows that - can be characterised as the maximum M-equivalence 
contained in . 
Notation 8.3.10 Let C be a category with finite products, let I be a set and let 
R and S be I-indexed collections of relations in C. We say R < S if R 1 9 Si for 
each i in I. 
Proposition 8.3.11 Let be the collection of relations on q  given by: 
s-t if Vf: B -p A, n(sUf) n(tUf) 
and let be the collection of relations on OF given by: 
s 	t if n(s) 	n(t). 
Then < and for all M-equivalences , if 	then < '. 
Proof: Note first that 'V" 	since: 
• s t = Vf. n(sUf) n(tUf) 
. n(sid) 	n(tid) 
= n(s) n(t) 
= st. 
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Now suppose that is another M-equivalence and that < then: 
• s t = Vf. sUf tUf 
= Vf. sUf tUf 
= Vf. n(sUf) n(iUf) 
= s'-'t. 
and so 	and this completes the proof. 	 0 
8.3.3 Constructing a non-exact model 
Proposition 8.3.12 Let (C, V, U, M, ) be an external ordered datum, let 
(S,V,s,n,) be a non-exact measure for (C,V,U,M,C)  and let "-' be the collec-
tion of relations on q  given by: 
s '-' t if Vf : B - A. n(sUf) n(tUf) 
Then the assignment: 
• A '-p s(A) and 
• [(f, t)] '-) [(s(f), n(t))] 
defines a graph morphism T : CM, , , 8M, 
Proof: We show that T is well-defined. 
Suppose that (g, s) were another representative of [(f, t)]. Then: 
•(f,t)(g,$)=f=gandts 
= f = g and Yf. n(tUf) n(sUf) 
f = g and n(tid) n(sid) 
= f = g and n(t) n(s) 
= T([(f, t)]) = T([(g, s)]) 
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and so T is well-defined. 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
In the particular case where is the identity relation, this graph morphism is 
a lax functor: 
Corollary 8.3.13 Let (C, D, U, M,cbC)  be an external ordered datum, let 
(S, V,s, n) be a lax measure for (C, V, U, M, q) and let '-' be the collection of 
relations on q5C  given by: 
s t if Vf : B -f A. n(sUf) = n(tUf). 
Then the assignment: 
• A '-p s(A) and 
• [(f, t)] '-+ (s(f), n(t)) 
defines a lax functor T : CM / -p SM  
Proof: T is well-defined by proposition 8.3.12. 
To show that T is a lax functor we have: 
• T([(fg,t. .sUf)]) = (s(fg),n(t. .sUf)) 
= (s(fg),n(t) . n(sUf)) 
~ (s(f)s(g),n(t) . n(sUf)) 
~ (s(f)s(g),n(t) . s(f)rt(s)) 
= (s(f), n(t))(s(g), n(s)) 
= T([(f, t)])T([(g, s)]). 
• T([(id,0)]) = (s(id),n(0)) 
= (s(id),0) 
(id,0). 
This completes the proof. 	 0 
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Remark 8.3.14 There is another natural candidate for ".. This is the smallest 
M-equivalence containing . This does exist, but it would not work here since 
s t would not imply n(s) n(t) and thus T would not be well-defined. 
Proposition 8.3.15 Let (C, 72', U, M,qC)  be an external ordered datum, let 
(S, V,s, n, ) be a non-exact measure for (C, 72', U, M, 0 ) and let - be the collec-
tion of relations on cbC  given by: 
s i if Vf: B -p A, n(sUf) n(tUf). 




commutes, where the dotted arrows are graph morphisms. 
Proof: Let (f, t) € CM then: 
• T(q((f,t))) = T([(f,t)]) 
= [(s(f), n(t))J 
Thus qT = (s, n) as required. 	 0 
8.3.4 Universal property 
We now show that CMI ".' has the required universal property. 
Theorem 8.3.16 Let (C, V, U, M, C)  be an external ordered datum, let 
(S, V, s, n, ) be a non-exact measure for (C, 72', U, M, ) and let be the collec-
tion of relations on q  given by: 
s ".' t if Vf : B -f A, n(sUf) n(tUf). 
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Then CM! '. is universal amongst all categories e with the functional behaviour 
of CM  and a functor q' : CM -p E which is surjective on morphisms and such that 
the following diagram: 
M 	
(s,n) 	




Proof: By corollary 8.3.8, proposition 8.3.12 and proposition 8.3.15, we have 





Now, given functors q' : CM - f E, T i  : E -* SM and V : S -* C such that q is 
surjective on morphisms and the following diagram: 
CM 	 >C 
(S n) \q' 	V 
TI 
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commutes. Then CMI is universal if there exists a unique functor a : e - CMI 
such that the following diagrams: 
n) 





Let g : d -) d' be a morphism in E. By assumption, the functor q' : CM 
is surjective on morphisms. 
Thus: 
(f,t) e CM  such that g = q'((f,t)) 
and: 
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• V(g) = T'(q'((f ) t))) 
(s,n)((f,t)) 
= (s(f),n(t)). 
We now define the functor a : E-+ CMI . Let g : d -p d be a morphism in E, 
so that g = q 	 i ((f, t)) for some (f, t) n C
M 
 • Then define: 
a(g : d -) d') = [(V(g)) t)}. 
We need to show that a is well-defined, that it is a functor, that it makes all the 
required diagrams commute and that it is unique up to unique isomorphism. 
We show that a is well-defined. 
Suppose that (f',t') were another choice, i.e. q'((f',t')) = g. We need to show 
that [(V(g), t)] = [(V(g), i')]. 
We have: 
• T'(q'((f', t'))) = T'(g) 
= T'(q'((f,t))) 
= (s(f'), ri(t')) 	(s(f), n(t)) 
= n(t') 	n(t). 
This does not yet suffice since: 
[(V(g),t)] = [(V(g),t')] if Vh. n(ht') 	n(ht). 
However, considerthat (h,O)(f,t) = (hf,O. hi) andthat (h,O)(f',t') = (hf',O. ht'). 
Now q' is functorial so: 
• q'((hf,ht)) = q'((hf,O.ht)) 
= q'((h,O)(f,t)) 
= q'((h, O))q'((f, I)) 
= q'((h,O))g and 
• q'((hf',ht')) = q'((hf',O.h'i)) 
= q'((h, O)(f',  I')) 
= q'((h, O))q'((f', I')) 
= q'((h,O))g. 




• q'((hf, hi)) = q'((hf' )  ht')) = 
= 
= 
and thus a is well-defined. 
T'(q'((hf, hi))) = T'(q'((hf', hi'))) 
(s,n)((hf,hi)) 	(s,n)((hf',hi')) 
(s(hf), n(ht)) 	(s(hf'), n(hi')) 
n(hi) 	n(ht') 
Vh. n(ht) 	n(ht') 
[(V(g), t)] = [(V(g), t')] 
We now show that the following diagram: 
M 	 U C/ 
T: \a V 
T' 
commutes. We have: 











and thus it commutes. 
We now show that a is a functor. 
Suppose that g = q'((f,t)) and g' = q'((f',t')) are morphisms in E. Then: 
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• a(gg') = a(q'((f, t))q'((f', i'))) 
= a(q'f, t)(f', t'))) 
= a(q'((ff', t tUf'))) 
= a(q'((ff',t tUf'))) 
[(If', t . tUf')] 
= [(f, t)][(f', t')] 
= a(g)a(g') 
and thus a is functorial. 
It remains to show that a is unique up to unique isomorphism. 
Suppose that 3 : 6 -p CMI is a functor making all the above diagrams corn-
mute. 
Then we have the following commuting diagram: 
a 
CM q x >C/r-' 
/3 











Thus a is unique as required. 
This completes the proof 
	
Lit 
Remark 8.3.17 In the case where 	is the identity relation, the map (s,n) 
CM 	SM/id is a lax functor of ordered categories. Theorem 8.8.16 specialises 
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. to the case of maximally factorzszng a lax functor (s,n) : C M — SM /zd as a strict 
functor q : CM . CM, followed by a lax functor CMI SM/id .  This is 
interesting since, in general, it is not possible to give a maximal factorisation of a 
lax functor as a strict functor followed by a lax functor. 
8.3.5 Worst case order of magnitude complexity 
We show how to express one of the principal examples of complexity theory. 
Lemma 8.3.18 Let (C, Set, U, M, q) be an external ordered datum, let (N, t )  s, n) 
be a lax measure for (C, Set, U, M,cl) and let be the collection of relations on 
Set(N, N) given by: 
f g if 3c,C,n0 €N —{O} such that V n > n0 , f(n) :5 cg(n) and g(n) Cf(n) 
Then (N, t, s, n, ) is a non-exact measure for (C, Set, U, M, 4). 
We recall example 7.2.18. We show how this non-example from chapter 7 becomes 
an example here. 
Example 8.3.19 Consider the following model for Turing machine computations. 
Let E be the one object category with object (0, 1)*  and morphisms all computable 
functions. The idea is that a Turing machine program which takes an input ci and 
terminates with output p(o), will denote a function p: E —p E. 
Let M be the ordered monoid (N, 0, +, :5) in Set , let s(E) = N, let i : E —* N be 
given by s(u) = length(a), let f(N) = max{n E N} and let n be the collection 






Pf(UA) 	P1(t) > P1(M) 
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Then (s, p)  does not satisfy the conditions of corollary 7.2.15 and hence C is not 
a category. However, let be the collection of relations on Set(N, N) given by: 
fg if 3c,C,n 0 E N — {O} such that V n > n0 , f(n) cg(n) and g(n) :5 Cf(n) 
Then by lemma 8.3.18, (N, t, s, n, ) is a non-exact measure for (C, Set, U, M, 4'5. 
Therefore, by theorem 8.3.16, we can construct a category EN! ' in which (f, t) 
(g, s) if f = g and n(i) n(s). 
Maps in EN,! .-' are pairs: 
f:E—E and [t:E—N] 
where [t] = {sn(t) n(s)}. In particular, if n(t) = cn and n(s) = cmn0 then 
S E [t] if and only if a = a'. 
Thus we have a model in which we can represent Turing machine input-output 
behaviour together with worst case order of magnitude complexity. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusions and Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have extended denotational semantics in order to model the 
resource requirements of programs, as well as their functional behaviour. 
In chapter 3, we have established a connection between this work and Moggi's 
categorical semantics of computations. We have used this connection to develop 
a formal system for reasoning about the resource requirements of programs. 
In chapter 4, we have shown how to regard complexity as one of Moggi's 
monad constructors. We have succeeded in carrying out his program for a modular 
approach to denotational semantics for the monad constructor for complexity. 
In chapter 5, we have argued that Moggi's framework is not sufficiently general 
to capture all the examples of interest to us. We have provided an alternative 
framework, based on the notion of an external datum, and have provided a precise 
characterisation of the relationship between the two approaches. 
In chapters 6, 7 and 8, we have shown that many concepts of importance 
in complexity theory and the analysis of algorithms can be captured within our 
framework. In particular, we have shown how to capture the notions of upper 
bounds on complexity, input measures and non-exact complexity. Finally, we have 
101111 
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made substantial progress towards providing a compositional theory of non-exact 
complexity. 
9.2 Unsolved Problems 
There are a number of questions that we have failed to find satisfactory answers 
for. 
. In chapter 3, we have not provided a proof of conjecture 3.6.13. 
• In chapter 3, we showed that if F 	(e, v, t) : r then F 	+Ax e t v : T 
and F H+A v j.  r. However, we have failed to prove the converse. In 
particular, it is not clear to us what rules are needed to be added to A, + Ax 
in order for it to be complete with respect to interpretation in complexity 
models. 
• In chapter 4, we stated that most of the examples of primary interest to 
us are commutative, but that the commutativity is usually not required. 
It would be nice to find a natural example of a non-commutative monoid. 
Otherwise, it may be more sensible to require that our monoid of resource 
values is always commutative. 
• In chapter 5, we have not studied lazy languages [BjHo89]. 
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9.3 Future Work 
We describe some promising areas of future work. 
9.3.1 The complexity of higher order functions 
In this thesis, we have not really dwelt on the difficulties in modelling the corn-
plexity of higher order functions. However, this is clearly central to the problem 
of modelling the complexity of functional languages such as ML. 
There are two issues involved, the exact complexity of higher order functions 
and the non-exact complexity of higher order functions. Even for exact complexity, 
there appear to be substantial difficulties. For example, consider the following ML 
program: 
- fun apply f = f(2) : jut; 
> val apply = fn : (jut -> jut) -> mt 
We observe that the time taken to evaluate the application of apply to a program 
p of type mt -> jut will depend on the complexity of p and not just its functional 
behaviour. Therefore, the interpretation of the type mt -> mt needs to code 
up the complexity of programs of type mt -> jut. In the internal complexity 
categories, the solution is to interpret the type A -p B by the object (M x 
E[BU A I of C. Thus, the interpretation of a program such as apply will be a 
morphism from (M x ft jut  ] ) t] to M x ft jut }J in C, rather than a morphism 
from ft jut ]J I mntl to M x ft jnt ]. In the external complexity categories, we need 
to construct a suitable analogy of the object (M x B)A.  However, we are hopeful 
that this will not prove impossible. 
An even more interesting and difficult problem is modelling the non-exact 
complexity of higher order functions. In particular, the problem of defining input 
measures for functional types. As an example, consider the following ML program: 
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- fun nasty f = 3*f(2); 
> val nasty = fn : (mt -> int) -> mt 
As we mentioned in chapter 7, the basic idea of input measures is that it takes 
equivalent resource to apply a program to two different input values of the same 
size. However, the resource required to compute nasty on an input p is the re-
source required to compute p on the value 2, together with the resource required 
to compute * on (3,p(2)).  Thus, it is clear that the resource required to com-
pute nasty depends on both the complexity and the functional behaviour of the 
program p. Therefore, the size of an input p should be a measure of both the com-
plexity of p, which is a morphism from ft mt J to M, and its functional behaviour, 
which is a morphism from ft mt to ft mt  fi. Thus, it is clear that we cannot simply 
take the natural numbers as the size object of the type mt -> mt. 
A possible approach is to define size objects for each base type, and then to 
define the size of a functional type recursively by the following rule: 
s(A — B) = s(A)—Mxs(B). 
Thus, for example: 
s(int – > (mt –> int)) = s(int) -p M x (s(int) —) M x s(int)). 
However, there are a number of difficulties, for example, it is not clear how to 
extend the finiteness conditions in the definition of an analysis. It should be inter-
esting to see how this approach relates to the work of Cook and Kapron [CoKa90] 
as they do not appear to require this degree of complexity in their approach. 
9.3.2 Timing concurrent systems 
This thesis has developed semantic frameworks for modelling the complexity of 
sequential programming languages. In this section, we describe some work in 
progress on modelling the complexity of concurrent systems. 
The model we have been examining is Petri nets [Rei85], first developed by 
Petri in 1966 and subsequently the subject of a great deal of study. Recently, sev - 
eral authors [BrGu90], [MeMo88], [MOMe89], [Win88] have constructed categories 
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of Petri nets in which the morphisms represent, variously, simulation, implemen-
tation, refinement or interpretation. Some of these authors [BrGu90], [MOMe89], 
[Win88] have studied the issue of modularity in concurrent systems by looking at 
the structure of these categories. 
We have taken the following approach to timing Petri nets. Meseguer and 
Montanan [MeMo88] have shown how to associate a symmetric monoidal category 
8(N) with a Petri net N, in which the objects represent markings of the net, and 
the morphisms represent possible sequential and parallel combinations of events 
in the net. Thus, the category 8(N) represents the behaviour of the net N. Our 
idea is to represent a timing of a net N by a map from 8(N) to an object M of 
resources, which assigns a duration to each event e. 
In chapter 2, we motivated the use of a monoid of resource values to model 
the complexity of the sequential composition of programs. Here, we can compose 
events both sequentially and in parallel. This motivates the definition of an ob-
ject of resource values with two monoid operations. Thus, for example, we might 
take M to be N and model the time t(a; 3) of a sequential composition of events 
by t(c) + t(fi), and model the time t(aI/3)  of a parallel composition of events by 
max{t(o), t(/3)}. This suggests that we could model the durations of the events 
the net N by a symmetric monoidal functor from 8(N) to a one-object symmetric 
monoidal category. In fact, the situation is a little more delicate, as Meseguer and 
Montanari assume that parallel composition distributes over sequential composi-
tion in the sense that: 
(a0;01)I(f30;/31) = (ooI/3o);(ai;fli) 
However, this clearly fails if we take into account the durations of the events, or 
even just their causal dependencies. Accordingly, we give a modified definition 
of 8(N), and model the time of a time net by a lax symmetric monoidal func-
tor from 8(N) to a one-object, poset-enriched, lax symmetric monoidal category 
M [Gurr90]. We have developed a formal system for deriving timings of net events, 
and have proved that it is sound and complete with respect to interpretation in 
these timed nets. 
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As we have mentioned, several authors have constructed categories of Petri 
nets. Meseguer and Montanari extend the definition of 8(N) to a category 8 of 
behaviours of nets, by taking as morphisms symmetric monoidal functors. How -
ever, it is not entirely clear that this is a suitable definition of morphism between 
behaviours. In particular, the function 8(—) does not extend to a functor from 
Net to B for any of the categories Net of nets in the literature. 
We have taken a different approach, and constructed a category 8 of behaviours 
of nets, such that we do obtain functors from Net to 8 for several of the cate-
gories Net of nets in the literature. The objects of B are the categories 8(N) of 
behaviours of nets. Interestingly, the morphisrns in B are not, in general, functors 
although the objects of B are categories. This approach seems promising, although 
further work is required. 
Finally, we have constructed, for each category B of behaviours of nets, a 
number of categories of timed nets, culminating in a category B, whose morphisms 
can be interpreted as implementations which satisfy specified time constraints. In 
addition, there is a forgetful functor U: Bt 13 which has a left adjoint, which 
constructs a free net with no time constraints. 
9.3.3 A new categorical semantics of computations 
In chapter 5, we argued that Moggi's categorical semantics of computations is not 
sufficiently general to capture all the examples of interest to us. We suggested 
a new framework, in the special case of complexity, based on the notion of an 
external datum. 
An evident question is whether we could generalise or modify the definition of 
an external datum in order to obtain a new categorical semantics of computations 
which would capture all the non-examples in Moggi's categorical semantics of 
computations. A promising direction seems to be to concentrate on the distinction. 
between the functional behaviour (definition 7.4.14) and the computational part 
of a program. We intend the functional behaviour to represent just the input-
output behaviour of a program. An interesting observation is that the input-output 
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behaviour is, of course, a partial function from values to values. This suggests to 
us that non-termination should be treated as a special case and incorporated into 
the functional behaviour, rather than being considered as a notion of computation. 
This work is still at an early stage, and several problems remain to be resolved. 
In particular, it seems likely that we will need to consider arbitrary monoidal cat-
egories, rather than just categories with finite products, in order for C to model 
partial functions from input to output. An interesting preliminary to this work is 
to extend the theory of external complexity categories to the case where V is an 
arbitrary monoidal category. It appear that this should be relatively straightfor-
ward. 
9.3.4 Logics for complexity 
In chapter 3, we presented a formal system, the A corn-calculus, for reasoning about 
programs with complexity, and we gave an interpretation of a language for com-
putations in any internal complexity category. In chapter 5, we constructed a 
new class of models, the external complexity categories, which strictly contains 
the internal complexity categories. An immediate question is whether we can ex-
tend the interpretation of the language for computations to external complexity 
categories or, if this is not possible, then what should we use to replace the A com 
calculus. Similar questions arise for the categories constructed in chapters 7 and 8 
for modelling upper bounds, input measures and non-exact complexity. 
Unfortunately, the answer to this question is no. The problem is that it is not 
always possible to interpret a computational type Tr in an external complexity 
category. In the case of an internal complexity category CM,  a type Tr is inter-
preted by the object Tr1J and a term F I- e: r is interpreted by a morphism from 
1'] to l[r]I in CM, that is a morphism from [J1] to Tr]1  in C. In particular, a 
term F I- e : TT is interpreted by a morphism from I[F]I to TTftr]1 in C. In the 
case of an external complexity category, we would expect by analogy a base type 
r to be interpreted by an object ft r  J of the category C, and a term F F- e : r to be 
interpreted by a morphism from ft F ] to ft r  J in CM,  that is a pair of morphisms 
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from II]1 to l[r}J  in C and from U(ftFlJ) to M in V. However, we cannot interpret 
a type Tr by an object T[r] in C as C will not, in general, come equipped with 
an endofunctor T. It is not at all clear how else we might interpret such a type. 
If we remove the type constructor T and the terms p and 0 from the language 
for computations, then it is straightforward to extend the interpretation of the lan-
guage to external complexity categories. Furthermore, the A corn -calculus without 
the rules for p and [] will be sound with respect to this interpretation. However, 
the difficulties of modelling higher order types remain. 
It is clear that more work is required on this subject. In particular, it is still 
unclear exactly what calculus will be complete with respect to interpretation in 
external complexity categories, and what calculus we require for reasoning about 
non-exact complexity. 
Appendix A 
Proofs from chapter 4 
A.1 Proof of lemma 4.2.9 
We present the proof of lemma 4.2.9. 
Proof: We verify that (TM, 77 TM TM ,  jTM) satisfies the relevant seven diagrams 
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Expanding this out in terms of the data for the monads T and "corn" we have: 
T(idM x T 2 ') 	T(idM X ILMXA) 
>. 	 >. 
'M,MxA 
T2 /A j, 
ITT  
	
MxT(MxA) 	 YMxA 
TiT 	 T2p 	 MxA M,MxA 
where we recall that TMI = T(idM x f). 
It is not immediately clear that this diagram commutes. However, we can fill in 
the diagram as follows: 





• 	 >• 
> 9 
 j 
T(idM x Tt MXA ) 
ITt 1MxTMxA 
PT(MXA)  
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We verify in detail each of the diagrams 1 to 9. 
T(idM x  Tt MXA ) 
	
T(M x T(M x T(M x A))) 	 > T(M x T 2 (M x M x A)) 
I TtT 	 1 	
Tt M,MxT(MxA) 	 T(MX(MXA))1 
NJ 
T2 (M x (M x T(M x A))) 	 > T2 (M x T(M x M x A)) 
T2 (idM X tMM X A) 
commutes because it is T applied to the diagram defining t T  as a natural trans-
formation - x T(—) - T(— x -) at the morphism 
idM  X tMMXA : ( M,M x T(M x A)) - (M,T(M x (Mx A))). 
T(idM x T Iz  2 M) 
T(M x T 2 (M x (M x A))) 	 > T(M x T 2 (M x A)) 
TtT(Mx(MxA))1 	
2 	 IT t TT(MxA) 
T2 (M x T(M x (M x A))) 	 > T2 (M x T(M x A)) 
T2 (idM x TjM) 
commutes as it is T applied to the natural transformation diagram for tT  at 
idM x T,u AM : (M,T(M x (Mx A))) -p (M,T(M x A)). 
I 
T(M x T 2 (M x A) 
T(idM x LMXA)
_> T(M x T(M x A)) 
Tt(MX A)! 
T 2(Mx(MxA)) 	3 	 TtT M,MxA 
T 2  t  T 
I 	 I MXA ,j, 
T3(M x (M x A)) 	 > T2 (M x T(M x A)) 
Tp (A)  
commutes as (T, ?jT, T  tT) is a strong monad and it is T applied to diagram 7 in 
definition 3.2.5 of a strong monad at the object (M, M x A). 
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Diagram 4 is T 2 applied to b in: 
tM x MM x A 
T 
(MxM)xT(MxA) 	 > T((M x M) x (M x A)) 




MMX(MXA)id x tM,MxA 
Mx(MxT(MxA)) 	 > T(M x (M x (M x A))) 






a commutes because it is diagram 5 in definition 3.2.5 for T at the object 
(M,M,T(M x A)). 
The outer square commutes because it is the natural transformation diagram for 
t T at 
MXA a:(MXM)X(MXA)MX(MXA). 
However a is iso and so b must also commute and thus 4 commutes. 
T2 (idM x T pM) 
T2 (M x T(M x (M x A))) 	 > T2 (M x T(M x A)) 
T2tT 	I 5 	 IT2tT MMxAJ , 	 M,A 
T3 (M x (M x (M x A))) 	 > T3 (M x (M x A)) 
T3 (idM X ,U AM ) 
commutes as it is T2 applied to the natural transformation diagram for jT  at 
idM x 	(M,M x (Mx A)) -p (M,M x A). 
T 2t 
T2 (M x T(M x A)) 	
JMXA > 
T3 (M x (M x.A)) 
T 
MxT(MxA)1 	 6 	 ,j7T(Mx(MxA)) 
T(M x T(M x A)) 	 > T2 (M x (M x A)) 
M,MxA 
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commutes as it is the natural transformation diagram for p 
T  at 
tMMXA : M x T(M x A) -) T(M x (M x A)). 
T3 ' 






T 2 (M x (M x A)) 	> T2 (M x A) 
T 2p 
commutes as it is the natural transformation diagram for ,u 
T at 
Tp : T(M x (M x A)) -p T(M x A). 
T3 (M x (M x A)) 	 > T2 (M x (M x A)) 
2M 
T3Pj, 	 8 YA 
T3(MxA) 	 >T2 (MxA) 
T XA  
commutes as it is T applied to the natural transformation diagram for ,T  a 
4:Mx(MxA)—MxA. 
T 4UT 
T3 (M x A) 	
MxA > T
2 (M x A) 
T 	I IT 









T3 (M x (M x (M x A))) 	x 	 > T3(M x A) 
MxA 
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commutes because it is T 3 applied to diagram 1 in definition 3.2.1 for corn at A. 
This suffices to establish that the outer square of the whole diagram commutes as 
required. 
Diagrams 2 and 3 
We require: 
T TM 	TM 
TM A _
M77A 





which expands to the diagram: 
T(id x 1MA) 	71MxT(MxA) 
T(Mx(MxA)) 	 >•< 	 MxT(MxA) 







T(M x A) . 
i 	
T(M x A) 
zdT(M X A) 	 dT(MXA) 
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T(idM X 7MA) 
T(M x (M x A)) 	 > T(M x T(M x A)) 
T(idM x 	 1 	
1TM 
T(MxA) 	 >T2 (MxA) 
T XA  




T(M x T(M x A)) < 
1M x T(M x A)
M x T(M x A) 
TMxA)I 	




T1T(M x A) 
commutes as it is the natural transformation diagram for 
71T  at the morphism: 
7T(MxA) : T(M x A) -* M x T(M x A). 
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T2 (MxA) 	 T 2 (MxA) 	 T2 (MxA) 






T(M x A) 
id 
> T(M x A) <_ 
id 	
T(M x A) 
commute since these are diagrams 2 and 3 in definition 3.2.1 for T at the object 
M x A. For 5 consider the following diagram: 
M 	 - 
rT(MXA) 	 T1T(MxA) 
lxT(MxA) 	 >T(MxA) 	>MxT(MxA) 
T 	 II I T  
t b 1MxAJ 	 a 	 M,MxA , , 
T(1 x (M x A)) 	> T(M x A) 	> T(M x (M x A) 
TrMXA MxA 
The outer square commutes because it is the natural transformation diagram for tT 
at the morphism 77 	 : (1, M x A) -* (M, M x A). Square a commutes because MxA 
it is diagram 4 in definition 3.2.5 for T at M x A. Square b then commutes as well 
because rT(MXA) is iso. 
Now diagram 5 above is T applied to /3 in: 
M 
1lT(MxA) 
T(MxA) 	 >MxT(MxA) 
T(idMxA)I 	
/3 T •j,tMM x A 
T(M x A) _> T(M x (M x A)) 
T XA  
The outer square is b which commutes by the above. c commutes since it is T 
applied to diagram 2 in definition 3.2.1 for the monad corn from which we can see 
that /3 is idT(M X A) and so 5 is idT2(M X A). 
We can now see that this whole diagram commutes because 1,2,3 and 4 corn-
mute and 5 is the identity at T 2 (M x A). 









rT\mA 	 ITMrA 
TMA 
which expands to the diagram 
T 
tl,MxA 	 Tt'A 
	
1 x T(M x A) 	 > T(1 x (M x A)) 	 > T(M x (1 x A)) 
2' ' 
rT(M 	 ITTMXA /T(idM  X TA) 
T(MxA) 
1 is diagram 4 in definition 3.2.5 for T at M x A. 2 is T applied to diagram 4 in 




(A x B) x TMC 	
AXB,C 	
TM((A x B) x C) 
A,B,TMC 	 TMA,B,C , 
Ax(BxTMC) 	 >AxTM (BxC) 	 >TM (Ax(BxC)) 
. 	 4TM 	 4 TM 
ZUA X 	 "A,BxC 
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which can be expanded and filled in as: 
T 	 TiM 















>. 	 >. 
idA  X tBMxC idA x Ti 'C 
1 commutes because it is diagram 5 in definition 3.2.5 for T at the object 
(A,B,M x C). 
2 commutes because it is diagram 5 in definition 3.2.5 for corn at the object 
(A,B,C). 
3 commutes because it is the natural transformation diagram for iT  at the mor-
phism 
idA x tBM : ( A,B x (M x C)) -+ (A,M x (B x Q. 





idA x I1 TMJ, 	 T J,11M  AxB 
AxTMB 	>TM (AxB) 
A,B 
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We expand and fill this in as: 
A x B 	
id 	>AxB 
	




Ax(MxB) 	 Ax(MxB) 	 >Mx(AxB)
tM  
ljdA x 71MxB  2 
	 1 l Ax(MxB) 	A,B 	 u1Mx(AxB) 
A x T(M x B) 	> T(A x (M x B)) 	> T(M x (A x B)) 
p4M 
A,MxB 
1 commutes because it is diagram 6 in definition 3.2.5 for corn at (A, B). 
2 commutes because it is diagram 6 in definition 3.2.5 forT at (A,M x B). 
3 commutes because it is the natural transformation diagram for 77T  at 
tAB :AX(MXB) 4 MX(AXB). 
Thus the outer diagram commutes as required. 
Diagram 7 
Finally, we require: 
tTM 
AXTMB 	 ' 	 >TM(AXB) 
idA  x P TM1 
	 TM 
B 1' AxB 
AxTB 	>TM (AXT M B) 	>T(AxB) 
4TM 	 l7 
"A,TMB IMtA,B 
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We can expand and complete this as: 
T TtM 




tidAxpXB 1 SUAX(MXB) 1 T 2 	/2Mx(AxB) I 	T I tAT(M x B) T TtAM X B T  2 t  M A,B 
tidA x T24 
IT(idA X 
T4) 1T2 (idA  X 4) 5 	 T241 I 	T 





>. 	 >. 
8 	it\ 
idA x Tt,MXB 1T( 	x 1T) 7 	 TtTI Ti T I M,Mx(AxB) 
) 	
T(id x Tt B ) tA 
T  TtM T(id X ,MxT(MxB) A,T(Mx B) A,MXB 
1 is diagram 7 in definition 3.2.5 for T at (A, M x B). 
2 is the natural transformation diagram for 4T  at the morphism 
tIB :AX(MXB)-4MX(AXB). 
3 is the natural transformation diagram for tT  at the morphism 
idA x T4 : (A,T(M x (M x B))> -* (A,T(M x B)). 
4 is T applied to the natural transformation diagram for tT  at 
idA X 4: (A,M x (Mx B)) -p (A,M x B). 
5 is T2 applied to diagram 7 in definition 3.2.5 for corn at (A, B). 
6 is the natural transformation diagram for tT  at the morphism 
idA  X tM,MxB : ( A,M x T(M x B)) -f (A,T(M x (Mx B))). 
7 is T applied to the diagram: 
T 	 T 





2dM x tA 
T 
 ,MxB 	tMAx(MxB) 
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tT is a natural transformation tAB : A x TB -p T(A x B) and thus id x tT  is a 
natural transformation (id x t T ) A,B,C  : A x (B x TC) -f T(A x (B x C). Further, 
tABxC is a natural transformation tABxC : A x T(B x C) -* T(A x (B x C) and 
so tABXC(zd x tT)  is a natural transformation A x (B x TC) -p T(A x (B x C). 
Denoting this natural transformation by s, the diagram above can be seen to be 
the natural transformation diagram for s at the morphism 
tAMxB : (A,M,M x B) -* (M,A,M x B). 
This commutes because of the naturality of s. 
8 is T applied to the natural transformation diagram for tT  at 
idM X tAB:  (M,A x (Mx B)) -* (M,M x (Ax B)). 
Thus the outer diagram commutes, i.e. TM satisfies the seventh and final condi-
tion in the definition of a strong monad. 
This completes the proof that TM is a strong monad. 
A.2 Proof of lemma 4.2.17 
We present the proof of lemma 4.2.18. 
Proof: The proof involves verifying the following diagrams: 
SM 	 SM  
A _
71A 




I 	'M 	 'MM  01 
NJ 
II
A >TMA< 	TA 
TM 	 TM 
71A ILA 
(recall that (th)A = OTASaA = TcTAYSA). 
AXSMB 	' >SM(AXB) 
lid x orm III  NJ 
AxTMB 	>TM (AxB) 
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I M  
J,h1A 
idM x A 








ILM X A1 IAM x A 
S 2 (M x A) 





S2 (M x (M x A)) 
S a 	or _______ >T2(Mx(MxA))  
6 
StS 
M,MxA StT MMXAI 
7 
Tt 1 ,MxA 
S(M x S(M x A)) >• > T(M x T(M x A)) 
S(idxa) 	0 
We show that each of the squares 1 - 7 and hence the outer square commutes. 
1 is clear. 
2 is diagram 1 in definition 4.2.2 for or at M x A. 
3 is diagram 2 in definition 4.2.2 for o at M x A. 
4 is S applied to the natural transformation diagram for o at 
p:Mx(MxA)—MxA. 
5 is the natural transformation diagram for o at 
Tp : T(M x (M x A)) 	T(M x A). 
6 is S applied to diagram 3 in definition 4.2.2 for o at (M,M x A). 
7 is the natural transformation diagram for o at 
tM,MxA : M x T(M x A)) -f T(M x (M x A)). 
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Thus I and II commute. 
We can fill in digram III above as: 
tAB 
AxS(MxB) 
idx7M X B 	 1 
AxT(MxB) 
A,B 
St AM B  
- S(A x (M x B)) 	' > S(M x (A x B)) 
UAx(MxB)1 
	
2 	 Mx(AxB) 
- T(A x (M x B)) 	 > T(M x (A x B)) 
2 
1 is diagram 3 in definition 4.2.2 for o at (A,M x B). 
2 is the natural transformation diagram for o at 
tA B:Ax(MxB)_ 4 Mx(AxB). 
Thus the outer square commutes. 
Therefore o.M  is a natural transformation SM -4  TM and satisfies diagrams I-ITT 
in definition 4.2.2. Hence a is a strong monad morphism SM -4  TM. 	E 
A.3 Proof of lemma 4.2.22 
We present the proof of lemma 4.2.23. 
Proof: We verify the coherence conditions I to VI. 
Diagrams I and II can be expanded and filled in as: 
T 	 T 	 m2M 
11A A  
	
>.< 	. 
2 	 3 	 4 	I I 2M M 	 1 
77A
1T?l 	
T27lj, 	T 'MxAj1 	T(MxA) 
M 	 T 	 T 
71A 77MxA 'MxA 	T 2 1t 	TtM X A 
1 is clear. 
2 is the natural transformation diagram for 71T  at 77 : A -* M x A. 
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3 is the natural transformation diagram for 1L 
T  at 11A 
M : A -f M x A. 









It is clear that a commutes. b is diagram 3 in definition 3.2.1 for corn at A and so 
it commutes. Hence 4 commutes. 
5 is T applied to b in: 
T 
tM,Mx A 




T11XATTMXA 	 a 	T(M x A) 	c 	 M X A)rT(MXA) 
TrM/ d 	 MxA) 
T(lx(MxA)) 	 >lxT(MxA) 
'1,MxA 
It is clear that a and c commute. 
d commutes as it is diagram 4 in definition 3.2.5 of T at M x A. 
The outer square commutes as it is the natural transformation diagram for 
1T  at 
MXArMXA : ( 1,M x A) -* (M,M x A). 
Finally rT(MXA) is iso and in particular epi and so b and thus 5 commute. 
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Diagram III can be expanded and filled in as: 
1AB 	 •d 
AxTB 	' >T(AxB) 	 >T(AxB) 
idA x T77 	
1 T(id x 	 2 	
ITI7AMXB 
A x T(M x B) 	> T(A x (M x B)) 	> T(M x (A x B)) 
ptM 
'A,MxB 	
A  A,B 
1 is the natural transformation diagram for t T  at idA xq
m  (A, B) -p (A, M x B). 
2 is T applied to diagram 6 in definition 3.2.5 for coin at (A,B). 
Diagrams IV and V 
This is the point at which we require that the monoid M be commutative. If 
the monoid is not commutative, it will not in general be the case that diagram V 
commutes. 
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71MxAj , 3 
I T  





T2 (M x A) 
	
T(M x (T(M x M x A))) 
T2 (Mx(MxA)) 	 T(M x (T(M x M x M x A))) 
TTtT  
tM,MxA 	 M M,MxA 
T(M x T(M x A)) < 	 . 
M 	 M 	
T(M x M x T(M x A)) 
IL TT(MXA) 	 C0mMPTA 
1 is clear. 
2 is diagram 3 in definition 3.2.1 for corn at A. 
3 is the natural transformation diagram for 11T  at 	: M x (M x A) -p M x A. 
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Diagram 4 further expands as: 
T(id x id x 
T(M x M x T(M x M x A)) > T(M x M x T(M x A)) 
IT(id 
x tMMX(MXA)) 1 	T(id x 
tMMxA)1 
T(id x T(id x 	M)) 
T(M x T(M x M x M x A)) >T(MxT(MxMxA)) 
IT(id x TtMXA) T(id x Ti) x TI4MXA) 
T(M x T(M x M x M x A)) 2 
T(id x T(idM X 
NJ T(id x T) 












T 2 (MxMxMxA) 

















1 is TM applied to the natural transformation diagram for tT  at 
idM x y : (M,M x (Mx A)) -+ (M,M x A). 
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M 	 M 
tMM x AJ, 	 PA 
M x (M x (M x A))) 





which commutes since, by assumption, M is commutative. 
3 is T applied to the natural transformation diagram for t 
T  at 
id x p: (M,M x (Mx A)) -p (M,M x A). 
4 follows from the commutativity of M. 
5 is clear. 







id x TuAM  zd x tMMxA 
does not commute, but it is co-equalized by 
M T 
IPAtMMXA :MxT(MxA)—+T(MxA) 
because M is a commutative monoid and this suffices to show that the whole outer 
diagram commutes. 
Diagram VI can be expanded and filled in as: 
T 	 TiM 	 T(idM X A,B) 1A,Mx(MxB) 	A,MxB 
idA x T4 	1 	
!T(idA 
x 4) 2 	
TXB 1  >. >. 
T 	 TIM 
1A,MxB 	 A,B 
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1 is the natural transformation diagram for 1T  at 
M 
zdAxp B  :(A,Mx(MxB)) - (A,MxB). 
2 is T applied to diagram 7 in definition 3.2.5 for corn at (A,B). 
Thus 77 M  and y are monad morphisms and thus well-defined. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 	 [UI 
A.4 Proof of proposition 4.3.11 
We present part of the proof of proposition 4.3.11. 
Proof: We verify that ILZi m UF is associative and 771jmUF  S a unit. 
Associativity: 
> UFdoUFd0UFd 
\id o Y 	 a o a \id o  Y 
cocr 
ZimUF o limUF 	 )- UFd 0 UFd 
/lOid 	 /11ImUF 	 P 
coa 
1imUF 0 timUF 	 > UFd 0 UFd 
\Y 	 Cid 
timUF 	 > UFd 
The Front Face: commutes by the limiting property, i.e. by construction. 
The Back Face: is (front face)oid and so commutes because the front face does. 
The Top Face: is ido(front face) and so commutes because the front face does. 
The Bottom Face: is the front face. 
The RH Face: commutes because p is associative at UFd. 
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The LH Face: composed with ad commutes because the rest of the diagram does. How-
ever the ad are jointly monic and so the LH face commutes. 
Thus associativity holds. 
Left Identity 
idoa 
JeUmUF 	 > IoUFd 
\77 0 id 	
a 0 J 
\\\\\ id 
 
IImUF o ZsmUF 	 > UFd 0 UFd 
It 
IoismUF 	 IoUFd 
ad 
ZsmUF 	 > UFd 
The Front Face: commutes by the limiting property, i.e. by construction. 
The Back Face: commutes because \ is a natural transformation and this is the 
natural transformation diagram for it at 
a: limUF —) UFd. 
The Top Face: commutes because 77 is a natural transformation. 
The RH Face: commutes because, by assumption, UFd is a monoid in AC. 
The LH Face: composed with ad commutes because the rest of the diagram does. How-
ever the ad are jointly monic and so the LH face commutes. 
Thus the left identity axiom holds. 
Right identity follows in the same way as left identity mutatis mutandis and this 
completes the proof. 	 0 
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A.5 Proof of lemma 4.4.5 
We present the proof of lemma 4.4.5. 
Proof: To show that tT  is a monad morphism we have to verify that the diagrams 
from definition 4.2.2 commute. 
Diagrams 1 and 2 we require: 
SXTM 	 SXTM 
A_
71A 	






A >(SxT) M (A)< 	 (SxT)(A) 
71 
(SXT)M  
A 	 1t 
(SXT)M  
A 
We expand this as: 
i d 
A< 	 A 
	
MM 	 S M' ,77 ) (17,77 
(MxA)x(MxA) 	 1 	 SAx(MxA) 
id x MxA<MxA 	
S77 xid 	
hlMxAl 
S(M x A) x T(M x A) < 	 SA x T(M x A) 
1 M(5M1 x ,L ATM )TM2 	2 	(S 1 x ILTM)TI 
.< 	 . 
17S(MxA)xT(MxA) S(S77 x id) x T(id x S77' x id) 
1 commutes because it is the product of diagram 1 in definition 4.2.2 for 77 M  at A 
and an identity diagram. 








:annbat am j  pup S U! Ivinivu St 1 	MOSS OJ, J00 .Id 
uoqtsodoid jo ;ood aiqq juasaid °M 
9J7 uoqisodoid JO JOOij 9V 
o 	 uisiqdoux puoui v s 	sntji 
ure1Lp tupL ue pu ( 'v) 
oj 	uoqtujp Ut C uJitp jo pnpoid alql 5i t aouis snuuuo Tpnp& 
X (JL x Vpz'Iit  x  Ypi) 




:se sqi pudx M 
.g'v 
fl(j xg)1 





ocz 	 f7 .r3idrp ulol; sJoo.rJ •v x.rpuddV 
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which holds if it holds at each A E ICI. At A it is: 
S 77  x id 
SAxT(MxA) 	
A 	> S(M x A) x T(M x A) 
A X TMXA 	 MxA X TMXA 
S'A x T'(M x A) 	 > S'(M x A) x T'(M x A) 
SI1A xzd 
which commutes by the naturality of o and r. 
Thus tM  is natural IdM 0 (c) x (-)M -p  (- x -)M. 
It now remains only to check diagrams IV to VII in definition 3.2.5. 
Diagram IV We require: 




where 1, the terminal object in SMon(C), is the monad 1(A) = 1 (c.f. exam-
ple 4.3.17). 




rT(M 	 ITT(MXA) 
T(MxA) 
which is clear. 
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and it is clear that this commutes. 
Diagram VI We require: 
SAxTA 	 >SAxTA 
id x TI1AMJ, 	
ISIJAM 
x Tii '  
SA x T(M x A) 	> S(M x A) x T(M x A) 
S77M x id 
which clearly commutes. 
Diagram VII We require: 
LA ,B 
SXTM 	 >(SxT) M 
idsx4  
SxT 
SxTCM 	M >(SxTM)M 	 >(SxT)CM  
tS,TM 	 (bST)M 
At A E I C l this is: 
S u M x id 
SA x T(M x A) 	
A 	 > S(M x A) x T(M x A) 
M 
idsA  X TpA 	 1 
Su M  x T1LM 
SAxT(MxMxA) 	
A 	A 	>S(MxA)xT(MxA) 
S77 
M  x idj, 	 2 	 1T 
S(M x A) x T(M x M x A) 	 > S(M x M x A) x T(M x M x A) 
1 4M 
)M S T 
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1 is clear. 
2 is the product of the diagrams: 
SlIm 
SA 	 >S(MxA) 
S77 AMJ, 	a 	 1s 	and 
S(M x A) 	> S(M x (M x A)) 
S(zd X M  
Ty  M  
T(M x (M x A)) 	 > T(M x A) 
T(id) 	 b 	 1T J, 
T(M x (M x A)) 	> T(M x (M x A)) 
T(id) 
a is S applied to diagram 2 in definition 3.2.1 for corn at A. 
b is clear. 
Thus tM  is well-defined, natural and satisfies diagrams IV to VII in definition 3.2.5. 
M MM i This completes the proof that (( - )M 	, p , t ) s a strong monad. 	0 
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